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Foreword

WHETHER A BOOK ON the Englishness of English art or

indeed the national characteristics of the art of any nation is a

justifiable and a worth-while undertaking will be discussed in the

introductory chapter following this Foreword. Here it is my sole

intention to answer the question which might well be asked, why
I should have set myself up as a judge of English qualities in

English art, being neither English-born nor English-bred, having

entered England only at the age of twenty-eight and lived in the

country not much longer than twenty years. Twenty years is

admittedly not a long time to learn to understand a country. On
the other hand my antecedents might be accepted as specially

useful for the task. For one thing the very fact ofhaving come into

a country with fresh eyes at some stage, and then ofhaving settled

down gradually to become part of it, may constitute a great

advantage. As for my own professional career I had worked on

Saxon Baroque architecture at Leipzig and Dresden, and then

on Italian Baroque painting, before I first reached England in

1930. The contrast was complete, and it was, against all

expectations, agreeable too. Stimulated by this accidental

demonstration of opposite national qualities in art, I began to

collect material on the subject ofthis book. By 1941 and 1942, for

a course oflectures at Birkbeck College, the staffofwhich I then

joined, and to which I still happily belong, all this collected

material had to take some shape. Immediately after the war I

went back to it and this time with a view to making a book ofit. It

was then that I came across the only existing book on the subject,

a very remarkable book, by the Viennese art historian, Professor

Dagobert Frey. It is called Englisches Wesen in der bildenden Kunst

(
The English Character as reflected in English Art) and was published

in the middle ofthe war, in 1942. Yet it is absolutely free from any

hostile remarks, let alone any Nazi bias—a completely objective

and indeed appreciative book, written with great acumen,



sensitivity and a remarkably wide knowledge. And it confirmed

often to an amazing and almost embarrassing degree my views,

the criteria I had worked out, even the examples I had chosen to

illustrate them, though Professor Frey runs through the mani-

festations ofthe English character in English art chronologically,

from epoch to epoch, whereas I shall in my much smaller book
disregard chronological order—because it is a historical rather

than geographical system of arrangement—and replace it by an
order of categories. There are eight chapters in all. The first

serves as an introduction. Four have as their centre the figure of

one especially familiar English painter—Hogarth, Reynolds,

Blake, Constable—the middle chapter proceeds from the most

English of architectural styles, the Perpendicular. The last two
chapters dealwith the Picturesque and principles ofplanning and,

from that platform, with attempts to arrive at valid conclusions.

The result ofmy particular upbringing in Germany ought to

have been a rigidly categorizing book. This book however is not

as systematic as I would no doubt have made it fifteen years ago

and as critics might wish it to be. The reason is in all sincerity, as

far as I can now see, that English art in nearly all ages escapes the

system. Often it even escapes the accurate dating by style which

is the art historian's ambition. The plan for a book must be

adapted to its subject. After several attempts I found that to

bring out the English qualities in English art a more compart-

mented treatment was useless. This verdict may ofcourse be due

to a weakness ofmy unphilosophical mind, or a lack ofsubtleness

in discovering categories or applying them. Or it may be the

result of a fear of losing in truth and in richness what could be

gained in order and in lucidity. To decide between these possi-

bilities must be left to the reader.

Finally a few words of thanks: to Donald Boyd for much
valuable advice, to the B.B.C. Publications Department for the

loan of many blocks, to the B.B.C. Television authorities for

sympathetic treatment, to Dr. H. Heimann for finding suitable

illustrations and telling comparisons, to Miss B. Hart and Miss

P. Entract of the B.B.C. for help on other illustrations, to Mr.

J. H. Wedgwood for the loan of a precious catalogue of Messrs.

Josiah Wedgwood and Sons, and to Raymond Philp and the

Architectural Press for piloting the book through the various

stages ofproduction at racing speed.

London, December 1955.
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1

The Geography of Art

THEFOLLOWING PAGES are an essay in the geography ofart.

Whereas the history ofart is concerned with what all works of art

and architecture have in common because they belong to one

period, in whatever country within the same civilization they

may have been made, the question asked by a geography of art

is what all works of art and architecture of one people have in

common, at whatever time they may have been made. That
means that the subject ofa geography of art is national character

as it expresses itselfin art.

As soon as the question is posed in this way, two objections are

bound to arise. First: is it desirable to stress a national point of

view so much in appreciating works of art and architecture?

Second: Is there such a thing at all as a fixed or almost fixed

national character? Neither ofthese questions is confined to art.

Those who are against stressing nationality in art argue that in

an age ofsuch rapid communications as ours, with such an inter-

national force as science in command, with daily press and ill-

ustrated journals, with wireless, and film and television keeping

everyone all the time in touch with all other parts of the world,

everything ought to be avoided that glorifies obsolete national

divisions. It is bad enough, they argue, that nationalism has had
such a come-back in the last twenty years, and that new small

national states have appeared and are appearing everywhere on

the map. Therefore any approach to art or literature is better

than the nationalistic. In answer to this argument it ought to be

pointed out that geography of art is by no means nationalism in

action, although some very intelligent and sensitive art historians

have unquestionably made it appear so. In the case for instance of

the particular essay on the geography of English art which is to

follow, the result is not meant to be a peremptory : 'This is English,

and let no Englishman try to do otherwise!', but rather the pros-

pect of so complex a scene of seemingly opposed forms and

II



principles, and seemingly opposed sympathies and antipathies

that those ready to explore it ought to emerge with a widened
and not a narrowed sense of this country's national possibilities.

The second objection to any endeavour in the geography ofart

is that there does not exist anything like a national character con-

sistent over centuries. To this there is a quick, though admittedly

superficial, answer. It will however do at this stage, even ifonly as

an introduction to the complexity of the theme. In act three,

scene five, of Romeo and Juliet, Juliet says: Tt was the nightingale

and not the lark'. Ifthis Hne is pronounced aloud first in this form

and then in Italian and in German three national characters

arise at once, each recognisable without hesitation: '£ I'usignol,

non e la lodola', and 'Es ist die Nachtigall und nicht die Lerche'.

The contention of the geography of art is that, as long as these

three lines sound so radically diflferent, the cultural question is

begged, if one lays all the emphasis on the fact that the cover

pages of illustrated magazines in nearly all European countries

are shaped on the pattern of^ Life Magazine, or that research

developments in atomic energy and global atomic destruction

run parallel in all countries which have the means to indulge in

them.

A second example from language. Costoletta is a fine sounding

Italian word. Its English equivalent is chop. A mutton chop

would be a costoletta di montane, if it were obtainable in Italian

restaurants. In its rhythm costoletta di montone is like a whole line of

English poetry ('At a touch sweet pleasure melteth'), and rhythm
is clearly the meeting place between language and art. If the

rhythms of language diflfer so much and so tellingly, is there not

every reason to assume that the same will occur in art? There is

also the difference in length—between the four syllables of

costoletta and the one ofchop. English is a language aspiring to the

monosyllable—with its prams and perms, its bikes and its mikes,

its macs and vacs, and, failing that, its Boney and its 'tele' or

'telley'. The battle-cry of the Normans at Hastings, says Wace,
was 'Dex aie', that is God help us, that of the Saxons was: 'Ut',

that is get out.^* About 1830 Count Pecchio, a liberal Italian

emigre wrote this ofthe English: 'Their very language seems to be

in a hurry; since it is in a great part composed of monosyllables,

and two ofthem again, are often run into one: the great quantity

ofmonosyllables looks like ... a kind ofshorthand. The English

*See pages 193-201 for all Notes and References.
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talk little . . . that they may not lose time'.^ Professor Walter

Raleigh in a lecture at Oxford read Browning's 'All's right with

the world' and added: 'It sounds like a mouthful of fish bones'.^

Now what must be stressed in these comments is that, although

they seem to be identical in meaning, the explanation given by

Count Pecchio would no longer be ours. The conceit ofhurry, ofa

demon never permitting the loss of time, is far from a twentieth-

century national characteristic of so exemplarily leisurely a

nation. We would rather explain monosyllables (and indeed shall

in this essay) by referring to understatement, the aversion

against fuss, the distrust ofrhetoric. Count Pecchio's Englishman

of 1827 is rather the American than the Englishman oftoday—

a

notable change ofcharacter on which more will be said later.

So in this case monosyllables have remained, but their signi-

ficance has changed. On the other hand, in spite of the Battle of

Hastings, monosyllables are not a permanent characteristic ofthe

English language. The anxious question overheard at an impor-

tant meeting the other day: 'Will he rat?', would in terms ofDr.

Johnson rather have been something like this: 'Do you consider

it probable that he will desert our cause at this perilous stage?'.

And what would the same question sound like in one ofJeremy
Taylor's sermons?

Here then we are on the way to recognizing not only lang-

uage as expressing national character but also the imper-

manence of both. And it must be remembered in addition to get

the full flavour ofthe changeableness oflanguage that Chaucer's

English today needs a translator, that Anglo-Saxon is not English

at all, that the Norman court spoke French and the literary

language was Latin, that the Royal Proclamation of the Pro-

visions of Oxford in 1258 is the first major document in English,

and that only in the course of the fourteenth century did English

become the accepted official language ofEngland.

With language fluctuating like this, how much permanence
can one expect in character, how much in art? But there is at

least one among the premises ofnational character which has for

along timebeen regarded asimmutable : climate. The dependence
of character and history on climate can to a limited extent be

traced back to Hippocrates, and certainly to Jean Bodin's

Methodus of 1 566. * The Abbe Dubos in 1 7 1
9 was the first to apply

it to art. ^ Winckelmann, more than a generation later, breathed

life into it when he made use of it for his interpretation of Greek
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art. From him it went to Herder and then to the Romantics,

especially Schlegel, and so into the nineteenth century. Animals
ofcold climates are grey, brown, black—tigers and parrots live in

hot climates. So art too will take on a different hue in the mists of

the north and under clear blue skies. May not the fact that

Turner and Constable are English have something to do with

that, and the fact that England could so specially sympathize

with Venice and Venetian art? Similarly it is eminently telling

that ever since The Wanderer and The Seafarer English poetry has

shown awareness of the sea around the island, and that hearts

of oak are not only the ships, but also the mighty and ingenious

roofs of the churches of England. People from the Continent

find it difficult to understand that the English never accepted

stone vaulting as the one and only dignified thing for a church of

any pretension. A timber vault, in imitation of stone, such as

exists at York Minster in the transept and in the chancel at St.

Albans, seems ignominious to a Frenchman. But then he has

nothing like the double hammerbeam roofs of East Anglia.

So here is a whole string of facts from art and literature ten-

tatively derived from climate. But is climate permanent? 'La

fumosa Londra' is a pun of Count Algarotti which cockneys as

much as foreigners will appreciate.* More poetically Alfieri says

the same:
'

. . . nebbie spesse.

Per cui tolto ai Britanni e il ciel sereno'.'

Less politely a contemporary of Alfieri, a German pastor in

London, F. A. Wendeborn speaks of 'the foul smoke of the coal-

fires with which the city is covered eighteen hours of the twenty-

four'.^ Then there is^ the Swiss Heinrich Meister in 1792
writing that 'to breathe the fresh air ... is a luxury . . . not to

be enjoyed in this noble city', and the French Jean Paul

Grosley in 1 765 cursing 'the black rains' falling on London.

There is nothing surprising in all this. What is surprising is that

these complaints do not seem to come into foreign visitors' letters

or books at all before the middle of the eighteenth century.^" A
moist climate may be the natural climate ofEngland and as such

be permanent. It will always be conducive to mists and fogs.

Tacitus refers to the 'frequent mists' of England^^ and Nicander

Nucius of Corfu in 1545-6 calls the country 'generally foggy'.^^

But black fog is moisture plus soot, and so what one complains of

as climate is the combination of climate with such things as the
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exploitation of coal, a development ofindustry that calls for vast

masses of coal, and, in the house, a system of heating evolved for

wood fires and not yet universally adjusted to the use ofcoal. Per-

haps this staunch conservatism in the teeth of the greatest dis-

comforts is English? Perhaps the early and ruthless development

ofmining and industry is English? All these questions will have to

be answered.

For the time being it is sufficient to see that even climatic con-

ditions are not entirely permanent in the way they affect us. If

climate is no more enduring than this, how much more fickle

must these qualities turn out to be on examination which we
glibly call constant in our small talk.^^ No-one is at a loss when it

comes to enumerating the characteristics of the English today.

They have been analysed and lampooned gracefully by the

Czech Capek and the Dutchman Professor Renier. It is sufficient

here to remember a few: personal liberty, freedom of expression,

wise compromises, that is the two-party system not shaken by
communism or fascism, the democratic system of negotiating in

parliament as well as on boards and committees, the distrust of

the sweeping statement (the kind ofstatement on which the pre-

sent book relies) and of the demagogue. Then the eminently

civilised faith in honesty and fair play, the patient queueing, the

wisdom in letting go in Ireland, in India, in Egypt, a strictly

upheld inefficiency in the little business-things ofeveryday, such

as the workman'sjob in the house, windows that will never close

and heating that will never heat, a certain comfortable waste-

fulness and the demonstrative conservatism of the wig in court,

the gown in school and university, the obsolete looking shop-

window in St. James's Street, the Steward of the Chiltern Hun-
dreds, the Keeper of the Queen's Swans, the Portcullis Pour-

suivant, the City Companies, and L-s-d, and yards, and acres,

and Fahrenheit. All those things seem as eternal as the rock of

Gibraltar.

In fact they are not. Two examples must suffice as proof.

Erasmus in 151 7 writes in a letter from Cambridge: 'The rooms
are generally so constructed that no draught can be sent through

them' .^*And Alexander Herzen, the Russian emigre politician and
philosopher who lived in London from 1852 to 1864 says:

'Nowhere is there a crowd so dense, so terrifying as in London,
yet it never in any circumstances knows how to queue' .

^ ^

It would be unwise to brush aside such little things as ventilation
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and queueing as trifles compared with the great and lasting

quaKties of a nation's character. For not only has Sterne in his

Sentimental Journey said very rightly that one 'can see the precise

and distinguishing marks of national characters more in these

nonsensical minutiae than in the most important matters of

state', but the important matters of state have also changed.

Where has the Elizabethan pirate-cum-poetgone? The privateer,

the man who takes the big risks and knows few scruples, and who
writes accomplished sonnets in his spare time? He was a

Renaissance type, and so perhaps one cannot expect him in the

twentieth century. But that isjust the point which has to be made
at thisjuncture. There is the spirit ofan age, and there is national

character. The existence ofneither can be denied, however averse

one may be to generalizations. The two can act in accordance

and they can interfere with one another until one seems to black

out the other completely.Do the most intelligentand sophisticated

actors of today play Shakespeare right, right in the sense of a

sympathetic recreation of an Elizabethan and Jacobean world?

Are they keeping to the spirit ofwhat Voltaire calls 'these mon-
strous farces', written by 'a genius full offorce, ofnature and sub-

limity, without a spark ofgood taste'? ^^ Perhaps audiences have

to go to Mr. Donald Wolfit to see that side of Shakespeare, his

exuberance and his boisterous virility, because Mr. Wolfit was

not trained in an academy, but in the rough and tumble ofmusic

hall and troupes ofstrolling players as they still existed until a few

decades ago.^'

Strolling Players is the title ofa Hogarth picture, to which I shall

refer in some detail a little later, and as Shakespeare's England

so Hogarth's England has gone. And with the cock-fighting and
the roaring debauchery of Hogarth's England, the England of

Chippendale has gone, that is the England of high, exacting

craftsmanship. About 1 725 Cesar de Saussure, one of the most

observant students of English character wrote that the English

craftsmen 'work to perfection'^^ and 'the perfection ofcraftwork'

is still praised by Jean-Paul Grosley in 1765.1^ Nowadays few

would praise English workmen as more skilful and more con-

cientious than those of Spain, Italy, France or Germany, and

what exists ofexacting craft is confined to certain luxury or sports

goods.

But gone also is the world replacing that of Chippendale, the

world ofthe great early iron masters and engineers and inventors,
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of Darby and Wilkinson, of Boulton and Watt, of Telford and

Stephenson. It was a new world, the world created by the Indus-

trial Revolution, and England was the leading nation in it, with

as much impetus as she had shown in building up her empire, at

the time ofHawkins and Frobisher and again at the time of Clive

and Quiberon Bay and Quebec. The industrial conquest was

indeed the subtler continuation of the material conquest.

Wilkinson built the first major steam engine in France, set up a

cannon factory, advised at Le Creusot and went to Prussia in

1 789, 2° Telford advised on the Gota Canal in Sweden in 1 808 and
again in 1813,^^ Aron Manby started ironworks at Charenton in

1 819 and in 1826 leased the management of Le Creusot; other

English factories in France were Edwards's at Chaillot, Dixon's

in Alsace^^ and Dyer Freres at Gamaches.^^ Taylor's at Mar-
seilles built iron steam ships, the first linen manufacturing in

France was promoted by the English bankerJ. Moberly. English

textile mills were erected around St. Petersburg. Evans's ofWar-
saw were supposed to be the largest manufacturers ofiron imple-

ments in Europe except forJohn Gockerill's at Seraing inBelgium.

Cockerill's father had made carding machines at Verviers. The
son bought the Chateau of Seraing in 181 7 and started machine
building, ship-building and railway construction. He built the

first Belgian railway from Brussels to Malines in 1 835 and, when
he died in 1840, had works in Prussia, Saxony, Silesia and
Poland. 2* The locomotives on this Belgian railway were supplied

by Stephenson's,^^ English also were the first two locomotives to

reach the United States (1828), one from Foster Rastrick & Co.

of Stourbridge, the other from Stephenson's. English were the

locomotives on the first two German railways, Nuremberg-Fiirth

1835 and Leipzig-Dresden 1837, the ones from Stephenson's the

others from Rothwell's ofBolton. The Nuremberg-Fiirth line had
at least one English engine-driver, whose wages exceeded those of

the manager ofthe line.^^ English engineers were also the rule on
the next German railways, ^^ and on the line from Rouen to Paris,

opened in 1843, which was built with English capital and mostly

English labour.28 Even in 1842, 88 out of a total of 146 railway

engines in use in France were English.

Where is that restless enterprise now? Gone the way ofthe East

India Company? And where, if that is so, are the permanent
national qualities which this book stipulates? The answer is that

the many cases so far assembled to prove changes in national
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character prove nothing final—except that the characteristics of

a nation are something more complex than is usually assumed.

Some of these complexities must now be mentioned to conclude

this introduction.

National character does not at all moments and in all situations

appear equally distinct. The spirit of a moment may reinforce

national character or repel it. Moreover, as we are dealing with

visual arts, the national character of one nation may be more
likely to seek expression in that particular field than the national

character ofanother nation, and the question as to how far Eng-

land is a visual nation or not, or has been a visual nation and is no
longer, will have to be investigated. Then, in addition to all that,

it must be remembered that the visual arts, even in the most

artistic nation, cannot reflect everything. There may be whole

important traits to which there is no equivalent in visual terms.

That is bound to make any picture of national character, in

terms ofart and architecture alone, one-sided.

There is, however, one way in which one can avoid at least the

worst one-sidedness. In the geography of art—as indeed in the

history of art, in so far as it deals with the characteristics of con-

secutive styles—no simple statements must ever be expected. The
Renaissance is 'plastisch', the Baroque is 'malerisch' ; the Ger-

mans tend to excess, the French to 'esprit'. Such statements will

not do. The history of styles as well as the cultural geography of

nations can only be successful—that is approach truth—if it is

conducted in terms ofpolarities, that is in pairs ofapparently con-

tradictory qualities. English art is Constable and Turner, it is the

formal house and the informal, picturesque garden surrounding

it. These are polarities evident at one and the same moment.
Polarities appearing in two consecutive periods are : the Decorated

and the Perpendicular style, Vanbrugh and Lord Burlington,

Hogarth and Reynolds. What this book sets out to do is to analyse

for each ofthese individually what is English in them, and then see

how far the results really contradict each other. For instance, to

anticipate what will be the object of more careful examination,

Decorated is the flowing line. Perpendicular is the straight line,

but both are line and not body. Constable's aim is truth to nature.

Turner's world is a fantasmagoria, but both are concerned with

an atmospheric view of the world, not with the firm physical

objects in it, that is again not with bodies. It is true that in this

Constable and Turner also represent a European and not merely
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an English development, but their specifically unsculptural,

unplastic, cloudy or steamy treatment is, as will be shown, Eng-

lish all the same.

And besides, now that these few hints have been given, it may
be permitted to put the case for the defence a little more simply

by offering a few examples ofhow surprisingly much after all does

appear to be constant in the English character. Hentzner, the

German tourist who came over as early as 1 598, says the English

are 'impatient of anything like slavery'. Misson in about 1690

says they 'eat a huge piece of roast beef on Sunday . . . and the

rest cold the other days ofthe week'. Their idea ofvegetables is 'a

few cabbage leaves boiled in plain water', says Karl Philip Moritz

in 1 782. The English don't work too much, but believe that 'true

living consists in knowing how to live at ease', says Sorbiere in

1653. Finally, the English say, 'Whenever they see a handsome
foreigner: he looks like an Englishman'. This piece comes from

Antonio Trevisan, Venetian ambassador to Henry VII in 1497,

and is literally repeated by Hentzner a hundred years later.

Cesar de Saussure says the same: 'I don't think there is a people

more prejudiced in its own favour than the British'. ^^ And ifone

goes to Ogden Nash, one finds this:

'Let us pause to consider the English

Who when they pause to consider themselves they get all reti-

cently thrilled and tinglish.

Because every Englishman is convinced ofone thing, viz:

That to be an Englishman is to belong to the most exclusive

club there is'.
^°

So here seems to be unanimity at last ; only unfortunately, as soon

as thoughts turn to art, these statements on English self-confidence

collapse. None of the other nations of Europe has so abject an
inferiority complex about its own aesthetic capabilities as Eng-
land. Roger Fry's Reflections on British Painting is an example ofit.

^^

The following reflections on English art were written in the hope
ofbeing able to get a good deal further than Roger Fry and to ob-

tain more valid results by analysing a wider range ofworks ofart.
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2

Hogarth and Observed Life

2* OF THE ENGLISHNESS OF Hogarth there can be no doubt.

Time and again he has gone out ofhis way to parade it. He went
abroad only once—to France, and a fellow traveller and fellow

artist says that 'wherever he went, he was sure to be dissatisfied

with all he saw'.^ He 'was often clamorously rude' in the streets.

He signed a letter to the press BritophiP and complained in it of

'foreign interlopers'. He published his first major engraving in

1 724 to castigate Raphael and Michelangelo togetherwith Italian

opera for the neglect of home-made English art, represented by
the works of Shakespeare, Jonson, Dryden, Congreve andOtway
carted away on a wheelbarrow as waste-paper. And he dissuaded

young artists from travelling to Italy because it would 'seduce the

student from nature'. ^

What did Hogarth call nature? He is most famous for his series

ofpaintings and engravings such as the Marriage d, la Mode or the

Rakers Progress. But he began as a painter of what is called con-

versation-pieces, small groups of people joined together in con-

versation or some other action, ... a type ofpainting the English

were specially fond of. * However, among his early paintings there

is also one ofa parliamentary commission sitting injudgment over
a gaoler who had ill-treated prisoners in Newgate Prison. That is a

kind ofpictorial newspaper report—and a very early case ofsuch

topical illustration in paint. But Hogarth saw that he could not

make enough money out ofconversation pieces without employ-

ing assistants and thereby reducing the quality ofhis work. So he

decided to listen to 'the puffing in books about the grand style of

history painting'.^ But he did not succeed sufficiently in 'this

grand business' and therefore decided to turn his 'thoughts to still

a more new way of proceeding, viz. painting and Engraving

modern moral Subjects, a Field unbroke up in any Country or

any age'.^ Such subjects, he wrote, would both 'entertain and
Improve the mind' and at the same time be 'of public utility'.'

*Marginal numerals refer to illustrations
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And so, at the age of thirty-six he came out with the Harlofs

Progress soon to be followed by the Rake's Progress, and then all the

other series

—

The Four Stages of Cruelty, Beer Street and Gin Lane,

The Election Entertainment and so on, and also with amusing and
improving single paintings and prints such as the Roast-BeefofOld

England, Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism, the Strolling Players

in a Barn, and so on.

Now this decision ofHogarth has several aspects specially signi-

ficant in relation to his Englishness. One is his resolution to turn

away from the Grand Manner and the subjects connected with it.

It was a wise resolution ; for England has indeed never been happy
with the Grand Manner, the large, monumental, rhetorical paint-

ing of religious and mythological subjects which plays so pre-

dominant a part in the art ofthe Baroque, that is the seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries in Italy or France or Southern

Germany. As for the Baroque style in religious art Hogarth knew
the reason for its absence in England. He says: 'Religion, the

great promoter of this stile in other countries, in this rejected it'.*

That is: England is a protestant country, and there was no
demand for much painting in churches. But the character of the

English was against it too ; that quality perhaps which shows in

understatement and reticence, and certainly another and
apparently more permanent quality: common sense, or reason.

Lord Shaftesbury, the great philosopher who died when Hogarth

was sixteen, had written: 'You cannot successfully evoke if you
don't believe'. And Hogarth's father-in-law SirJames Thornhill,

by far the most Baroque and grandest of native English painters

—as he proved for example in his decoration of the Painted Hall

at Greenwich—Thornhill in an extremely interesting drawing

published some years ago by Professor Wind, argued most

reasonably the case for and against the application to an event

from recent history of the Grand Manner or a truthful repre-

sentation ofwhat actually happened.®

The event he was going to paint was the Landing ofGeorge I in

England in 17 14. For reasons which we do not know he con-

sidered representing it truthfully as it happened. However, he

annotated his sketch with the artistic objections to such truthful-

ness: 'Objections that will arise from ye plain reproduction ofye

King's landing as it was in fact . . . First of all it was night, which

to represent would be hard . . . No ships appearing and boats

make a small figure . . . Then who shall be shown to accompany
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him . . . Ofthe Royal Nobles that were there then, some ofthem
are in disgrace now ... To have dresses as they really were, diffi-

cult . . . the King's own dress then not graceful, not enough
worthy ofhim to be transmitted to Posterity . . . There was a vast

crowd which to represent would be ugly, yet not to represent

would be false'. All the same, he did not want to give up truth in

favour of the usual stock allegories, the Britannias, the Father-

Thameses, the Tyrannic Powers Trampled Under and so on. And
so he made the resolution to 'Take Liberty ofan evening sky, make
only 5 or 6 ofye Chief Nobles, enquire their dressesye bestyou can

and get their faces from life, make ye King's dress as itnow is and as

it should have been then, lessen ye crowd as they ought to have

been then, and bring in ye yatch that brought overye King and ye

Barge and Guns firing'. This is indeed what his drawing shows.

Hogarth faced with the same problem would have had no
qualms. He would unhesitatingly have chosen truth and its

everyday paraphernalia. Hogarth agreed with Dr. Johnson who
once said: T had rather see the portrait of a dog I know than all

the allegories you can show me'. This irritating remark, as so

much of what the irritating Doctor said, is massively English.

Fuseli, the brilliant, if somewhat sensational Swiss painter who
lived in England from his twenty-third year to his death and
knew Reynolds as well as Blake, said: There is 'little hope of

Poetical painting finding encouragement in England. The People

are not prepared for it. Portrait with them is everything. Their

taste and feelings all go to realities'.^" So Hogarth painted his

Newgate newspaper report with the Portrait of Bembridge the

gaoler looking, as Horace Walpole wrote, as if Salvator Rosa had
painted lago, and so he took his decision and started his series of

'modern moral subjects' 'to improve the mind'. Of course such a

decision while being very personal to Hogarth is also what the

Age ofEnlightenment might have led to in any country. Yet there

is also something specifically English in the cool self-consciousness

of it. The way in which Hogarth reached his decision is not the

way a German or an Italian artist would have speculated and

proceeded. This oddly detached attitude in an artist to his own
creation, this seeming lack ofcompulsion, is English too—but to

that aspectwe have to turn in a later chapter.

Meanwhile, what matters here is what Hogarth painted and
how he painted it. We can discuss no more than one single paint-

ing and two episodes from one series. Strolling Players in a Barn was
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published as an engraving in 1738. The scene seems at first com-
plete chaos. The barn is crowded with people and the most

heterogeneous things. Cupid, fully dressed up, is taking down a

pair of stockings hanging up on a cloud. Juno is rehearsing her

part, while the Goddess of Night is mending her stocking. A
woman impersonating Jupiter's eagle is feeding a baby with

gruel; the saucepan stands on a royal crown. And in the middle

stands Chaste Diana also rehearsing. She has only a chemise on
and allows you to see her very attractively rounded bosom and
her plump thighs.

Secondly the Marriage d, la Mode. In No. i, the marriage con-

tract between the son ofthe earl and the daughter ofthe city mer-

chant is signed. The two fathers are busy, one with his family tree,

the other with financial documents. The young people do not care

for one another. The Viscount is looking away from his fiancee

and taking snuff, the girl is engrossed in a conversation with the

young and ardent lawyer Counsellor Silvertongue. In the fore-

ground a dog and a bitch are tied together by an iron chain and
don't seem to enjoy it. Scene 2 is the morning after a party at the

house of the young couple. The Viscount had not been present.

He has come back from gaming and whoring: you see him sit in a

chair, exhausted and also depressed by his losses. A cap and
ribbon hang out of his pocket, taken in the night from his female

companion. Her Ladyship is en deshabille, also in a chair, stretch-

ing herselfidly. Playing cards and musical instruments lie on the

floor. In the adjoining dining room a servant shuffles about res-

pectlessly yawning, and the old steward is leaving with his ledger

and a packet of unpaid bills in his hand, looking desperately

worried.

And so the story goes on. Even the pictures on the walls take

part. In the scene of the Levee, a picture of Ganymede appears

above the Italian castrato singer, Correggio's Jupiter embracing

lo above the group of the Viscountess attended by Counsellor

Silvertongue. In front of this group incidentally, a black servant

boy holds grinningly a statuette of Actaeon, that is a man with

horns on his head.

Here again, from the point of view of Hogarth's Englishness

several comments must be made. Hogarth was a brilliant painter,

one of the naturally most highly endowed painters of eighteenth

century England. The technique in which he tells his stories is of

sumptuous fluidity, unhesitating and exuberant. But to him the
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story mattered more than the art.^^ The purpose ofpainting is not

painting, but the telling ofstories with all the incidents which any
observant eye can discover any day. They are not embellished, on
the contrary—see the Strolling Players—Hogarth has amischievous
pleasure in debunking. And he is never without an eye on the

moral to be culled from the stories. In Beer Street 'all isjoyous and
thriving' , in GinLanewe see the horrors ofdrunkenness—awoman,
her legs covered with ulcers, dropping in her stupor her baby who
crashes to its death in the area in front ofthe gin-shop: 'Drunk for

a penny, dead drunk for twopence'. In the Four Stages of Cruelty

1 you have Tom Nero as a little boy torturing animals and at the

end murdering a girland being himselfdissected. Ofsuch engrav-

ings as these Hogarth wrote: 'I purtest I had rather in (my) own
mind be the author of these . . . prints (to) speak as a man not

as an artist than (of) the seven Chatoons at hampton courtt'.^^

A stupid statement, although Hogarth's sincerity in his efforts

to help the suffering is beyond doubt—whether they were infants,

or the prisoners in the indescribable gaols. What the statement

does establish once again is that to Hogarth art is a medium for

preaching and that the most effective sermon is the recounting of

what the observant eye sees around. Both are English attitudes.

The first is naturally entirelypost-medieval ; forin the MiddleAges

most art was there to preach anyway; the second is eternally Eng-

lish. So the further examples of preaching by means of painting

which can be referred to will be from the centuries after Hogarth,

the examples of the English as observers also from the centuries

before him.

As regards the English tendency to preach and to reform by art,

we need only remember the flourishing of political caricature in

17 England in Gillray's day, that is about 1 800—a considerable time

before Daumier in France. Hogarth can be called the father of

English caricature, although he has made it amply clear in the

caption to his The Bench of 1758 that his aim was to draw
character, not to caricature it. He is primarily concerned with life

and the way characters determine events. He criticizes social con-

ditions as well, but he is only rarely a social critic first and fore-

most. The line ofsuccession from Hogarth leads to Rowlandson
rather than Gillray. Dickens alone could combine social criticism

as fierce as Gillray's with humour as humane as Rowlandson's.

Like Hogarth he was a preacher as well as a painter.

To continue now with the list ofthe preaching English painters,
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the Pre-Raphaelites come at once to one's mind, Millais's

'Accepted' or his 'Retribution', Holman Hunt's 'The Awakened is

Conscience', or Ford Madox Brown's 'Work', with the honest

navvies, the rich girl distributing edifying pamphlets, the child-

ren in rags, advertisements ofthe Working Men's College, and in

the foreground Carlyle and F. D. Maurice out for a walk.^^ The
art theory justifying such paintings is Ruskin's who wrote that

'the art of any country is an exact exponent of its ethical life',
^^

that painters 'cannot be great unless they are (in the broadhuman
and ethical sense) Good', that the Dutch painters painted

mostly a 'besotted, vicious, and vulgar human life',^^ and that

'the great arts . . . can have but three principal directions ofpur-

pose:— first, that ofenforcing the religion of men; secondly, that

of perfecting their ethical state; thirdly, that of doing them
material service'. ^^ Ruskin even extended this doctrine, against

all probability, to architecture: 'The book I called The Seven

Lamps was to show that certain right states oftemper and moral

feeling were the magic powers by which all good architecture,

without exception, has been produced'.^'

So much for the artist and architect as a preacher. Now, the

other aspect of Hogarth's work and intentions: the artist as an
observer. In this Hogarth was even more universally English.

Here it must first ofall be remembered that nearly all the greatest

painting of the British school is either man observed or nature

observed, either portrait or landscape: Constable and Turner,

and the water colourists from Cozens to Cotman, and Gains-

borough, Reynolds, Romney and so on. Equally significant is the

concern ofthe mid-nineteenth century with the accurate render-

ing ofobserved life^^ in Frith's Derby Day, and Paddington StatioUj u
and Ramsgate Sands, as well as in the paintings of the Pre-

Raphaelites. Who but an Englishman would have felt the need

to go to the Holy Land to paint the Scapegoat, because the Scape-

goat must appear in the picture driven into the real Dead Sea and
not an imagined equivalent? It is to some extent the same attitude

that made Hogarth paint his Gaoler before the Parliamentary

Committee, thatmade first Edward Penny and then theAmerican
Benjamin West choose contemporary dress for their pictures ofthe

Death of General Wolfe, (1764 and ijji), that made the other

American J. Singleton Copley, paint in London in 1778 the first

news-report on a large scale, his picture of Brook Watson and the

Shark, and that made so romantic an artist as Joseph Wright of
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Derby take a keen interest in science and industry and illustrate

them in his large pictures with large figures oi^An Experiment with

an AirPump ( 1 768) and an Iron Forge ( 1 772)

.

But this keen observing and quick recording is not only English

ofthe last two centuries ; it goes right back to the Middle Ages. On
the pages ofilluminated manuscripts ofthe later Gothic centuries

a strange habit can be observed.Jesus Christmay be in the middle

of the page, but the margins are covered with birds and beasts

and little scenes from everyday life and grotesque caricatures

of such scenes. These things were called babwyneries, that is

babooneries or monkey-business.^^ They were beloved by the

artists ofall countries, and to tolerate them is undeniably medieval

rather than English—the naivety which allows the immediate

neighbourhood of tragedy and laughter. But if one tries to trace

the baboonery to its source, one finds that it originated in Eng-

land. Here it appears already at the classic Gothic moment, in the

middle of the thirteenth century, and by 1 300 it had become a

universal English fashion—-just at the moment when the religious

representations on the same pages had become most exquisite,

sophisticated and often most exacting in their emotional inten-

sity. The polarity expressed in this will engage our attention later.

As regards the marginal grotesques, they are to be found in the

Rutland Psalter and the Bible ofWilliam ofDevon, both written

about 1250, the Missal ofHenry of Chichester ofabout 1260, the

Psalter ofAlfonso of 1 284, and then in the more famous Ormesby
and Gorleston Psalters. 2° The margins of the immensely

copiously illustrated Queen Mary's Psalter show a plough-

man and wrestlers, a man beating down acorns for his pigs, a

windmill, hounds chasing hares, and a Mock Funeral conducted

by rabbits—with no more respect and decorum than Hogarth.

In some cases indeed the parallelism between the babooneries
6. 7, 8, 9 and details from Hogarth paintings and engravings is quite start-

hng.2i

And once attraction has been focussed on this English interest

in the everyday world observed, it will at once be noticed also in

•3 the Misericords or pity-seats of choir stalls carved from the thir-

teenth to the sixteenth century, 22 with illustrations of a shep-

herd and his sheep, the owl mobbed by the little birds, a jester,

boat-builders, a tapster, footballers, and a wife beating up her

husband. This is only a small selection of the genre scenes and
genre figures which occur on misericords. They occur nearly as
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copiously on the capitals and bosses of thirteenth-century cathe- 12, 109

drals, at Wells, at Lincoln, at Exeter and so on.^^ Or, to go yet

further back, to about 1 140, the same zest makes itselffelt in such

details of English Norman sculpture as the grave-diggers on one

ofthe two big reliefs at Chichester Cathedralwhich once belonged
to a chancel screen. And finally, back another sixty years, one

reaches the Bayeux Tapestry, now recognised as an English work
of about 1080.^* Here the story itself is told with an amazing
wealth of incident—soldiers wading in the water, their surcoats

tucked up high, a sailor looking out from the top of a mast, the

roast served on long spits—and along the top and bottom borders

of the long strip which tells the story, one finds a ploughman 10, n
again, then what seems to be an act of indecent assault, and a

huntsman blowing his horn. No continental country has any-

thing like these riches ofobserved life in medieval art.

Medieval English chronicles are equally observant and lively

in their descriptions. Dr. Otto Lehmann-Brockhaus at Munich
has just, after nearly twenty years ofresearch, started publishing

a five-volume collection of the evidence on English medieval art

and architecture as found in chronicles ^^ and his findings as sum-
marized in a letter ofJan. 19, 1955 are that 'The English sources,

especially in the twelfth century, as against those of other coun-

tries, are characterized by a far more vivid description with

occasional criticism and even an occasional joke'. He stresses

specially Abbot Ingulfs description of the Fire at Croyland

Abbey in 1 109, Gervase's famous story of the fire and rebuilding

at Canterbury Cathedral in the 1
1
70s, and Jocelyn de Brake-

londe's description of monastic life at Bury St. Edmunds about

1200.

This preference for the observed fact and the personal experi-

ence is indeed, as is universally known, the hallmark of English

philosophy through the ages. Here much more obviously than in

art or literature, one approach has been consistently applied.

Whether one thinks of the Utilitarians of the nineteenth century

or ofFrancis Bacon or ofRoger Bacon, Duns and Occam, they all

have in common their unshakable faith in reason and experience.

Francis Bacon, whom Voltaire calls the father of experimental

philosophy, said: 'Those who determine not to conjecture and
guess but to find out and know . . . must consult only things

themselves'. Roger Bacon in the mid-thirteenth century wrote:

'Oportet omnia certificari per viam experientiae' and 'Argu-
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mentum non sufficit, sed experientia'.^^A little after Bacon Duns
Scotus called theology 'sapientia' not 'scientia' and Occam de-

fined knowledge as what is known 'per experientiam' and denied

the existence of universaUa, that is general ideas beyond the in-

dividual facts, and a little before Bacon, Adelard of Bath called

authority a capistrum or halter. ^^ Such an attitude to knowledge
and reason and the independence ofthe individual can to a much
more limited extent even be traced back to Scotus Eriugena, an
Irishman ofthe ninth century, and to Pelagius in the fifth century.

It will be observed that in this hurried survey ofphilosophy the

English, the Scots and the Irish all appear as witnesses; for it

seems indeed impossible to establish an Englislmess as distinct

from Scottishness and Irishness in the Middle Ages. How far it is

possible in later centuries remains to be seen.

To return after this digression to the visual arts, it is tempting

to examine how far the qualities analysed a propos Hogarth can

also be in evidence in architecture. Two suggestions may be made,
one proceeding relatively simply from Hogarth's use of his art to

help practical purposes and reach the masses even at the expense

ofthe finer qualities which are bound to get lost between painting

and cheap reproductive engraving, the other linking up in a less

obvious way with Hogarth's delight in narrative rather than com-
position.

England in the eighteenth century was the most resolute

country to pass from craftsmanship to quantity production. The
79 business papers ofWedgwood's are one proof of this, those of the

ironworks of Shropshire another, ^s This fact is of course con-

nected with the unparalleled precocity of the Industrial Revolu-

tion in England, and the reasons for this are outside art and
certainly outside the present context. Another effect of this early

development is that the architecture of the spinning mill, that

most matter-of-fact, most utilitarian, mostworkaday architecture

ofthe eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is originally Eng-

lish, and so is the architecture of the dock warehouse, the iron

20,21 bridge and the Crystal Palace.

This logical unperturbed distinction between the utilitarian

and the ornamental, that is useful art and useless art, could only

be made in England. It could perhaps only bemade here, because

in the practical, handy, inventive Englishman who rather makes

a thing himself than relies on others to make it there is an anti-

aesthetic streak, and design had to turn anti-aesthetic to evolve a
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technique rather than a style for bridges and warehouses. This

anti-aesthetic tendency in one significant type ofEnglishman has

had effects as fatal to nineteenth-century painting as the distinc-

tion between utilitarian and ornamental has had on nineteenth-

century architecture, and the distinction between small-scale

and large-scale production on nineteenth-century design. That
however does not concern us for the time being.

What however does concern us immediately is another un-

welcome aspect of nineteenth-century architecture and its Eng-

lish eighteenth-century origins. England was the first country to

break the unity ofinterior and exterior and wrap buildings up in

clothes not made for them but for buildings ofother ages and pur-

poses. Your country house might be Grecian or Gothic, a summer is, 19

house in a garden even Chinese or Moorish. After 1830 a club

would be like the palace ofa princely merchant in Italy, a gram-

mar school would be Gothic, a gaol Romanesque or Gothic, but

in any case battlemented, and so on. It is no accident that this

architectural historicism started in England; for in England there

existed, as we have seen, a disposition in favour ofnarrative, and
the thatched Old English cottages as against the Italianate villas

tells a story by their very costumes. Their effect is evocative, not

strictly aesthetic.

The possibilities ofan evocative architecture had indeed been

explored uncommonly early in England too. Vanbrugh in his

memorandum of 1 709 on the preservation of the ancient manor
house of Woodstock wrote that certain buildings are valued

highly by us, because 'they move more lively and pleasing Reflec-

tions . . . On the persons who have Inhabited them; On the

Remarkable things which have been transacted in them ; On the

extraordinary Occasions ofErecting them'. ^^ And Reynolds took

the same thesis up in his Thirteenth Discourse and spoke of the

power of architecture to affect 'the imagination by means of

association ofideas'. He refers explicitly to Vanbrugh's own build-

ings in this context and their 'recourse to some ofthe principles ot

the Gothic Architecture'.

Now, this free selection ofan associatively suitable style has yet

another aspect. The architect in thus selecting proves not to be

driven to express himselfin one style and one style only: his own
or that ofhis age. That single-mindedness is lacking, just as it is in

Hogarth as a painter or indeed in the landscape gardener—and
the landscape garden is again an English invention and the most
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important of all, as will be proved—who places and designs his

seats, and temples and urns on pedestals to create moods.

Making England responsible for the fancy dress ball of archi-

tecture in the Victorian Age is not complimentary to the aesthetic

genius ofthe nation. Nor is it perhaps complimentary to stress the

concern ofthe English with narrative. But two things must not be

forgotten. First that the discovery of reality in the Middle Ages

was a great and constructive effort, even ifEngland—as so often

—in the end refused to go the whole way and left the final

achievement of reaUsm to painters like the brothers Limbourg
andJan van Eyck.

And secondly painting, because it tells a contemporary story,

need not be bad painting. Why should it be worse than painting

to tell about Venus or Neptune or St.Jerome? This brings us back

once more to Hogarth. Hogarth was in fact a brilliant painter.

His stories are dashed offwith vehemence, and his paint is creamy
and runs in juicy curves and scrolls and whirlpools. This sen-

suousness ofhandling and this brio^ and also Hogarth's delight in

the feminine body half-exposed and in equivocal situations—all

this was something quite new in English art. On the Continent

such a free and open technique and such an exuberant sensuality

had been introduced by Titian and developed by Rubens and
many of the great and small painters ofthe Baroque. Hogarth in

his succulent paint and also in the robust directness of his por-

traits represents this international Baroque in England.

As regards robustness English architecture had possessed it in

the fifteenth century, but treated in a hard and angular, not a sen-

suous way. As regards a delight in curvy, scrolly forms, this had
been typical ofEnglish architecture ofabout 1 300, but it was then

concerned with linear almost disembodied forms, not with the

rotundities ofHogarth.

So in this particular respect Hogarth, apart from being himself,

a unique individual genius with a style all personally his own,

represents the spirit of his age. And this spirit of the age was not

one with which England could have been by her nature in

immediate sympathy. A parallel and exactly contemporary case

is that of Vanbrugh and Hawksmoor in architecture. But in

Vanbrugh this seeming contradiction with English possibilities

can easily be explained by his Flemish descent. And besides,

neither Vanbrugh nor Hawksmoor is really Continental in his

Baroque massing. Their groups always remain angular and their
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motifs classical—both qualities which will be analysed in their

Englishness later. Even so, however, Hawksmoor, as Hogarth,

though perhaps to a lesser degree, represents the spirit ofthe age

modifying English capacities.

In the case ofHogarth the spirit ofthe age appears in yet other

interesting and seemingly contradictory ways influencing his

work. In 1 753 he brought out a book on the theory of art. He
called it The Analysis of Beauty, and its essence was the praise of

what he calls 'the line ofbeauty'—a shallow, elegant, undulating

double curve. Now the fondness for these double curves is

actually, although Hogarth did not know that, a profound Eng-

lish tradition, one that runs, as we shall see, from the style of 1 300

to Blake and beyond. But it is also an international principle ofthe

Late Baroque and Rococo, and it will be found without any
effort in individual figures and whole compositions ofWatteau in

France, ofTiepolo in Venice, ofIgnaz Giinther, the greatest Ger-

man sculptor of the century, of Roubiliac, the Frenchman, who
was the great sculptor of that time working in England, of early

Dresden china, and of Rococo plaster-work on ceilings. Rococo
woodwork surrounding mirrors, and so on.

So, while in the case of Hogarth's Baroque modelling and
brushwork an international quality created something in Eng-

land that had not before existed within the English possibilities,

in the case ofserpentine or zigzag compositions and attitudes, an
English quality in Hogarth and an international quality of

Hogarth's age worked hand in hand.

Hogarth's moralizing is another case ofsuch combined opera-

tions. How English it is, has been shown. But it is also a general

tendency of an age which is called the age of reason and
enlightenment. Only—and this complicates the situation yetmore
—Hogarth's figures stand, and behave as Rococo figures, but

play roles assigned to them by an inventor who was in conscious

sympathy with the rational, moral, that is anti-Rococo, tenden-

cies of the eighteenth century. Hogarth is both Rococo and anti-

Rococo, a rare phenomenon, and one incidentally that made it

possible for him and for England altogether to enact such a pro-

digious influence on the whole Continent later in the eighteenth

century. At the moment when Europe decided to abandon the

Rococo, English rationalism was a welcome discovery, doubly

welcome where its forms were not yet completely opposed to

those to which artists ofthe continental Rococo were used.
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Hogarth's contents certainly were. They could not be app-

reciated until the artificialities of the courtly French Rococo
and the enthusiasms of the religious South German Rococo had
run their course. For Hogarth, and this is yet another angle from
which his work must here be considered, was a man ofthe middle

class and a man ofthtjuste milieu. He castigated the inertia ofthe

Church of England in his Sleeping Congregation but even more
vehemently the excesses of the new piety in Credulity, Superstition

and Fanaticism. And he did not only belong to the middle class, he

did so demonstratively. His sisters sold frocks and haberdashery.

In that alone there was nothing new. The majority of artists

through his and the preceding century came, one can safely state,

from such a class. But Hogarth differed from the others in that he

squarely stood for the ideals ofhis own class instead ofrepresent-

ing in his art, as was customary, the ideals ofthe class for which he

worked. Proof of this is that curious dedicatory page which was
written for a projected supplement to The Analysis ofBeauty and is

called the No Dedication.^" It starts as follows:

The no Dedication

Not dedicated to any prince in Christendom for fear it might

be thought an idle piece ofArrogance.

Not dedicated to any man of quality for fear it might be

thought too assuming.

not dedicated to any learned body of men, or either of the

universities, or the Royal Society, for fear it might be thought

an uncommon piece of vanity

nor dedicated to any one particular friend for fear ofoffending

another

Therefore dedicated to nobody
But if for once we may suppose nobody to be everybody, as

every body is often said to be nobody, then is this work
dedicated to every body

by their most humble and devoted

WilHam Hogarth'

There once again is Hogarth addressing the people, that is from

our present point ofview, addressing his own class. His challenge

to patronage must have been written down at about the same
time that Dr. Johnson in his famous letter to Lord Chesterfield

wrote: Ts not a Patron, my Lord, one who looks with unconcern

on a man struggling for life in the water, and, when he has

reached ground, encumbers him with help?'
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I. Hogarth: Engraving from The Four
Stages of Cruelty. Art used to tell a
story, to preach a sermon and to 'improve
the mind'.

•2. William Hogarth: Self-Portrait, i 745.
Tate Gallery, London. An observant and
pugnacious face. Baroque composition.
The ogee line of beauty drawn on the
palette.
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3- Art used to tell a story, to preach a sermon and to 'improve the mind.

Hogarth: Scene II of the Marriage a la Mode. National Gallery, London.

The Morning after a Party.

4. In addition to the narrative interest there is also in Hogarth spirited

brushwork and delight in succulent paint and undulating curves. Detail

from Illustration 3.
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Observed Life: 7. Detail from a page of the Luttrell Psalter,

c. 1340. British Museum, London. Dogs attacking a chained

bear;

8. Detail from Hogarth's Chairing the Member. Sir John
Soane's Museum, London

;

9. Detail from a page of the Luttrell Psalter, e. 1340.

British Museum, London. Ploughman;

10. Detail from the Bayeux Tapestry, c. 1080. Bayeux

Cathedral. Ploughman.

'^'Cat3^^ *** *^ •****"**'"
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Observed Life: 1 1. Detail from the Bayeux Tapestry, c. 1080.

By courtesy of \'ictoria and Albert Museum, London.
Serving at a banquet;

12. Boss from the Angel Choir, Lincoln Cathedral, c. 1260.

Two Wrestlers

;

13. Two Misericords, the first a Tapster from Ludlow
Parish Church. 1495, the second a Shepherd from Win-
chester College Chapel, 1390.
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14- Art usrd to tt-ll a story with as much incident as possible.

William Powell Frith: Paddington Station. 1862. Royal Hol-

loway College, Egham.
15. Art used to tell a story and preach a sermon. William

Holman Hunt: 77?^ Awakened Conscience. 1854. Collection Sir

Colin Anderson, London.
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20 and 2 1 . The openness of the Enghsh to reaKties and their unconcern with

the Grand Manner has made England the forcing-house of industrially-made

architecture. The Iron Bridge at Coalbrookdale. 1778; and the Crystal

Palace as re-erected at Sydenham in 1854.
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In both these cases the historian would argue that the tiers Stat

expresses itselfin the spirit of, though thirty-five years before, the

French Revolution. Yet, even here, though class speaks most

audibly, national character is by no means silent. For in the eight-

eenth century, England's, as compared with France's, Italy's or

Germany's was predominantly a middle-class civilization. The
middle-class tragedy of Lillo and novels of Richardson had wide

European effects, and though Fielding, Hogarth's friend and the

Hogarth of eighteenth-century literature, had his fun with

Richardson, both stand together in their middle-class virtues and
weaknesses. Nor was this a new attitude in England. On the con-

trary, it will be demonstrated later that Englishness had taken

peculiarly middle-class features in at least one of its most English

periods ofhistory before.
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3

Reynolds and Detachment

SIRJOSHUA REYNOLDS had no friendly feelings for Hogarth.

It is true that when he was sixty-five he was ready to grant

Hogarth within his own field of 'familiar scenes from common
life' a mastery 'in which probably he will never be equalled'.^

But eighteen years earlier, when Hogarth had been dead only six

years, Reynolds was less lenient. Hogarth, he then said, expressed

'with precision the various shades ofpassion as they are exhibited

by vulgar minds', and those, he added, who employ their pencil

only on such 'low and confined subjects' can never 'enter into

competition with the universal presiding idea ofthe art'. ^

These passages come from the Discourses delivered by Reynolds
at the prize-givings of the Royal Academy of which he was the

first president. Hogarth, only a few years before the foundation of

the academy, had expressed himselfwith his usual outspokenness

against 'the foolish parade' ofan official academy on the French

example.^ Hogarth, being virulently anti-foreign as we have

seen, even advised students not to travel to Italy. Reynolds

had been in Rome for over two years and in his Discourses

reiterated the necessity of such journeys for students. According

to him they cannot develop their art without a knowledge of

classical antiquity. Hogarth's comment on the many so-called

books oforders, English, French and Italian, which were current

amongst students and architects and which contained the five

orders ofcolumns ofclassical architecture (Doric, Tuscan, Ionic,

Corinthian and Composite) with all their details—the most

famous were by Vignola, Palladio and Scamozzi—was his The

Five Orders ofPeriwigs, an engraving published in 1 76 1 . The Royal

Academy was founded in 1 768.

To feel to the full the contrast between Reynolds and Hogarth,

2, 22 there is no betterway than to look at their self-portraits, Hogarth's

of 1745 in the Tate Gallery, Reynolds's of 1773 in the Royal

Academy. Hogarth had a round face, with sensuous lips, and in
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his picture looks you straight in the face. He is accompanied by a

pug-dog Hcking his lip and looking very much like his master.

The dog sits in front of the painted oval frame in which the por-

trait appears—that is the Baroque trick ofa picture within a pic-

ture. Reynolds scorns such tricks. His official self-portrait shows

him in an elegant pose with his glove in his hand, the body fitting

nicely into the noble triangular outline which Raphael and
Titian had favoured, and behind him on the right appears a bust

ofMichelangelo.

This portrait is clearly as programmatic as Hogarth's.

Reynolds's programme is known to us in the greatest detail. He
gave altogether fifteen discourses to the students ofthe Academy,
and they were all printed. And whereas Hogarth's Analysis of

Beauty was admired by few and neglected by most—a crotchety

book with touches of genius in surprising places—Reynolds's

Discourses were international reading, owned for instance by
Queen Marie Antoinette and the Empress Catherine the Great

of Russia and translated at once into French, German and
Italian.*

What did Reynolds plead for? His is on the whole a consistent

theory. 'Study the great masters . . . who have stood the test of

ages', ^ and especially 'study the works of the ancient sculptors'.*

Copy 'those choice parts' from them 'which have recommended
the work to notice' ;

' for 'it is by being conversant with the inven-

tion ofothers that we learn to invent'. ^ Don't be 'a mere copier of

nature', don't 'amuse mankind with the minute neatness ofyour

imitations', 'endeavour to impress them by the grandeur of . . .

ideas'.^ That is what the Italians call gusto grande and the French

beau ideal. Don't strive for 'dazzling elegancies' of brushwork

either ;i° form is superior to colour, as idea is to ornament. The
history painter is the painter of the highest order; for a subject

ought to be 'generally interesting'. ^i It is his right and duty to

'deviate from vulgar and strict historical truth'. ^^ So Reynolds

would not have been tempted by the reporter's attitude to the

painting of important contemporary events, as Thornhill had
been. With such views on vulgar truth and general ideas, the por-

trait painter is ipsofacto inferior to the history painter. Genre (as

we have seen in Reynolds's comments on Hogarth), and land-

scape and still-life rank even lower. The student ought to keep his

'principal attention fixed upon the higher excellencies. If you
compass them, and compass nothing more, you are still in the
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first class . . . You may be very imperfect, but still you are an

imperfect artist ofthe highest order' .
^ ^

This is clearly a consistent theory, and it is that of the Italian

and even more the French seventeenth century, ofDufresnoy and
Felibien.i* There is nothing specifically English in it. But what is

eminently English about Reynolds and his Discourses is the far-

reaching contrast between them and him—between what he

preached and what he did. History painting and the Grand Man-
ner, he told the students, is what they ought to aim at, but he was

a portrait painter almost exclusively, and an extremely successful

one. The great Roman painters Raphael, Michelangelo, and
Annibale Carracci ought to be the English painter's examples,

but his were Titian and Rembrandt, though he blames Rem-
brandt for 'taking individual naturejust as he finds it'.^^

How can this contradiction be explained? Is it hypocrisy or, to

use the term applied with some glee by the French and the Ger-

mans, cant? If hypocrisy or cant by definition imply that dis-

honesty has ceased to be conscious and become second nature,

then the word certainly has no validity in the case of Reynolds.

He was only too well aware ofthe discrepancy between his theory

and his practice. Already in 1770 he said: 'A man is not weak,

though he may not be able to wield the club ofHercules ; nor does

a man always practice that which he esteems the best, but does

that which he can do best'.^^ I need hardly stress how much this

statement contradicts his advice to the students. At the end ofhis

life, in his last Discourse, he was more melancholy. He ended a

long passage on the exalted perfection of Michelangelo by say-

ing: T have taken another course, one more suited to my abilities,

and to the taste of the times in which I live . . . Yet were I now
to begin the world again, I would tread in the steps of that great

master'.^'

But what is all this, if it is not hypocrisy? Perhaps one ought to

use the less offensive, though in a world of aesthetics also highly

dubious, term compromise. Reynolds's official portraits in any

case are a blatant example ofcompromise. He recommended that

to raise portraiture to the higher excellencies of art the artist

ought to enlarge the subject 'to a general idea',i^ e.g. by changing
'the dress from a temporary fashion to one more permanent or by
ennobling the character of a countenance'^^ even at the expense

of likeness. That is the explanation of his Miss Morris as Hope

Nursing Love, his Mary Mayer as Hebe, his Mrs. Crewe as Ste.
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Genevieve, or Lady Sarah Bunbury sacrificing to the Graces, and also of 23

borrowing the composition of Mrs. Hartley as a Bacchante from

Michelangelo's Doni Madonna.^*'

The theory does not satisfy us. We are inclined to think that an

understanding of what is individual in a person if coupled with

'dazzling elegancies' of the brush is more profitable than such a

general idea as Hebe. We may respect Reynolds's Mrs. Siddons as 24

the Tragic Muse and intellectually appreciate its subtle depend-

ence on the prophets of Michelangelo's paintings in the Sistine 25, 26

Chapel, but when we look at Gainsborough's portrait we are 27

thrilled by Mrs. Siddons the actress as she must have been in life

—just as we are thrilled by Hogarth's portrait ofCaptain Coram,
as he must have been in life, or ofthe Arnolds, father and daugh-

ter, at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, though we know
nothing much ofwho they were.

Reynolds, however, without any doubt, was in earnest with his

recommendation ofthe learned composition and the learned con-

tent to raise portraiture above a mere art of the brush. Nor was
there anything of sour grapes in his low estimate of painting as

painting. It is sufficient to look at his Nelly O'Brien at the Wallace 29

Collection with the subtle pale rose and striped white and light

blue in her dress and with the beautiful lights on her throat and
shaded pinks in her face to realize that Reynolds's artistry and
sensitivity to nature were in no way inferior to Hogarth's or

indeed Gainsborough's. Or one may look at a late more boldly

and thickly painted portrait such as the Brummell Children at Ken
Wood, and one will see again how his colour expresses that very

'bustle and tumult' ^^ ofwhich he disapproved, and how his inter-

pretation can be direct, lively and not in the least cramped by
general ideas. But it was the Lady Blake as Juno receiving the girdle

from Venus and suchlike portraits that he sent in to the newly

founded Academy.
The case of these discrepancies between doctrine and practice

in Reynolds has now been described. It is time to look at it from

the point ofview ofits Englishness. There is first ofall ofcourse, as

has been said before, plenty that is English in the fact that

Reynolds painted portraits and not mythology and saints as they

did for instance in Italy, and also in the fact that his portraits are

so remarkably reticent. But that does not concern us at this

stage. For the moment the principal problem is still that of cant

or compromise. It is a most English problem, and it is by no
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means always easy to see where the border runs.

If, as G. M. Young tells us, a manufacturer in the Bleak Age
kept children ofnine at work for nine hours at a temperature of98
degrees, and let them sing hymns, that is cant at its worst. ^^

If the Church ofEngland insists on the apostolic succession to

prove its catholicity, it is hard to decide what it is, and things are

not made easier by the quandary in which one finds oneself bet-

ween distaste for the unsavoury circumstances of Henry
VIII's reformation and respect for the wisdom of Queen
Elizabeth's Settlement. If Reynolds exemplifies how a painter

can adhere to the Grand Manner without adhering to the Grand
Manner, the Church of England demonstrates how one can be

catholic without being Catholic, and occasionally protestant

almost without being protestant. The author ofa brilliant recent

book on Tudor England ^^ says that 'Luther plunged impetuously

forward into the quagmire of doctrine, (while) Henry refused to

budge from the firmer ground of organization'. It is doubtful

whether there is anything to be proud ofin this, and Mr. Rowse's

consistent refusal both in his best book 2* and in his later books

to respect those in the later sixteenth century who sacrificed their

lives for their faith, shows at its worst this absence ofunderstand-

ing of singleness of mind. On the other hand, although it is

true that the Elizabethan Settlement 'kindled no flame in men's

hearts' and was 'designed to appeal to the lukewarm multitude' 2",

that very lukewarmness saved England much ofthe horrors ofthe

wars ofreligion in France, the Netherlands and Germany.
The final outcome of this, three hundred years later, is such a

statement as that made by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council in the Voysey case of 187 1, that clergymen 'may follow

any interpretations of the Articles, which, by any reasonable

allowance for the variety of human opinion, can be reconciled

with their language'. 2^

Compromise cannot well go further. The foreigner stands

baflfled and confused. He may well be equally baffled by another

example of English compromise which will take us back to art.

William Morris, designer, poet and social reformer, preached

with tremendous vigour that all healthy art must be 'by the

people for the people'. But meanwhile he made in his workshops

the most wonderful woven stuffs so expensive as to be accessible

only to a relatively few appreciative patrons. Like Reynolds he

was not blind to this contradiction. We are told that one day a
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friend found him busy with the interior decoration for a private

house, and when he was asked what he was doing, he answered

that he was 'serving the swinish luxury of the rich'. 2' How can

that be reconciled with the furious socialism and the furious inte-

grity of the man? Can it be that this very fury of thought and

action clouded all logic? Or perhaps is illogicality another

national characteristic? That is no doubt the case, and fascinat-

ing illogicalities in English architecture of diverse ages will be

considered later. For the time being it is enough to remember
how close to each other dwell illogicality, compromise and cant

in the English heart, and to realize—which is the next step—that

'Every case on its own merit' is only a fourth facet of this same

quality. This needs stressing ; for, while hypocrisy always is, and
illogicality can be, highly irritating and infuriating, 'Every case

on its own merit* is one of the greatest blessings of English civili-

sation, whether one is dealing with the higher walks of admini-

stration or with some detail ofdaily life.

Now to judge every case on its own merit, requires a dispas-

sionate study. If you are biased by principles, or preconceived

notions, or prejudice, you cannot judge objectively. So detach-

ment is the corollary of'Every case on its own merit', and detach-

ment leads us back to English art, to Thornhill's cool and intelli-

gent weighing-up of the possibilities of the realistic as against

the semi-allegorical representation of contemporary events, to

Hogarth's equally cool decision to paint one type of picture as

against any other, to Robert Adam who, on the testimony of

recently discovered but so far only partially and inadequately

published letters, was equally determined on making a career and
bending his programme and his style to that purpose, ^^ and also

to Reynolds and some unforeseen aspects of his art.

Reynolds who praised Raphael and Michelangelo so highly,

had seen and studied their work in Rome. But his immediate

reaction to Raphael's Immortal School of Athens, a monument so

noble, so calm, was that he painted a parody ofit with caricatured 28, 30

English virtuosi in the place of Raphael's Greek philosophers.

Reynolds even admitted in his last Discourse that the first sight of

the great art of Renaissance Rome is a disappointment to the

young English painter and recommended that we ought 'to feign

a relish till we find a relish come'.'^^ That is the ingredient of

hypocrisy in it ; the ingredient ofdetachment is that Reynolds did

not only paint Mrs. Crewe as Ste. Genevieve, but also Master
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31 Crewe as Henry VIII—a sturdy pink-cheeked little boy of four

dressed up as Henry VIII and standing, legs wide apart, in the

famous pose of Holbein's portrait of the King. That also is

parody, but it is not simply parody of Holbein, it is an easy and
superior play on several levels, none taken too seriously, a play

with Holbein, the King, the boy and also the grand portrait and
those advocating it, including Reynolds himself. ^°

This again is significantly English. It might be compared with

Lewis Carroll's attitude to the ballad as shown in The Walrus and

the Carpenter and to processions of sonorous words as shown in

"Twas brillig', and it can certainly be compared with Reynolds's

own attitude to his sitters, when he paints them inVan Dyck cos-

tume. The mood is hard to catch now, and the ambiguity one

which is not only English but also Rococo in a European sense.

The Veronese costumes ofTiepolo and others are the outcome of

similar oscillations of mind. Only that in Italy the acting seems

real whole-hearted acting, whereas in England the reticence of

deportment half-defeats the costume. It makes it impossible to

take the sitter or the picture too deadly seriously.

Almost identical is the attitude ofHorace Walpole, Reynolds's

contemporary, to his beloved Strawberry Hill. There can be no
doubt that, if he felt seriously about anything, it was about this

creation ofhis, this bijou villa which on another level was a Castle

of Otranto, and which he kept enlarging and embellishing for

over twenty years. Yet in his letters he writes ofit: 'My house is so

monastic that we have a little hall decked with long saints in lean

arched windows . . . whichwe call Paraclete'. ^^

In the previous chapter English gothicism has been explained

as an expression of the narrative as against the purely aesthetic

interest. Now it must be added that it can also be seen as a sign of

detachment as against passionate singlemindedness. The earliest

documentarily certain case of a self-conscious Gothic Revival in

32 architecture is that of the Library of St. John's College at Cam-
bridge.^^ Here, in 1624, Gothic windows instead oftheJacobean
ones one would expect were chosen deliberately because, as the

document says, 'some men ofjudgment like the best the old fashion

ofchurch windows, holding it most meet for such a building' as a

College Library. Surely, here the whole detached attitude of the

Gothic Revival is already complete, and it is essential to dis-

tinguish between such a self-conscious revival and the many con-

temporary and later cases ofan unselfconscious survival. The one
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concerns us now, the other stems from different causes and will be

discussed later. Sir Christopher Wren, some fifty years after the

date ofSt. John's College Library continues the revival. He put a 33

Gothic tower, Tom Tower, on the Early Tudor gatehouse of

Christ Church Oxford, and gave to some of his City churches

Gothic towers and spires. Later on he pronounced the opinion

that they were 'not ungraceful but ornamental'. And for the com-

pletion ofWestminster Abbey he strongly urged a continuation of

the forms of the ancient building; for 'to deviate from the old

Form, would be to run into a disagreeable Mixture'. ^^

After Wren the medieval revival never disappeared in Eng-

land. On the Continent it only appeared fifty years later, and

then under English influence. Vanbrugh's bastions and crenel- 34

lations and polygonal turrets, Hawksmoor's polygonal tower of 35

St.George's-in-the-East, Kent's more playful gothicisms, Sander-

son Miller's sham ruins, and so on to Walpole and Strawberry

Hill. There even was, though much less frequent, a parallel

Jacobean Revival, heralded, it seems, by Vanbrugh,^^ let alone

the chinoiseries ofthe mid-eighteenth century and the Moorish and
Indian frolics ofKew Gardens.

The attitude behind all this which has here been called detach-

ment, the attitude which allows reflections on what style to choose

for what job is one which, once it has been demonstrated in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, can even be recognised in

certain medieval buildings in England and is there, it seems,

without any parallel abroad. Henry Yevele, Master Mason ofthe

King's Works, built the nave of Westminster Abbey from 1 362 43

onwards, essentially in accordance with the system of elevation

laid down a hundred years before by the first masons. The differ-

ences can easily be seen, once one watches for them, but to the

superficial onlooker the building is all of a piece. That is in fact

one of its outstanding qualities. It lacks the historical fascination

ofso composite a building as Ely or Canterbury Cathedrals, but

it possesses a noble unity due entirely to the decision of Henry
Yevele here to waive the Perpendicular style of his own genera-

tion for the sake of conformity. Nor is the case of Westminster

Abbey unique. At Beverley Minster the same thing happened
about 1320-50, again in continuation ofwork designed a century

earlier. In this connection attention may also be drawn to the

romantic Gothicism of the Elizabethan Wollaton Hall, a revival

also and not a survival, though not so consistent a one as at St.
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John's College'^ and to the even more curious cases of the same
Ehzabethan Age where funeral monuments were self-consciously

made to look medieval. They have not yet been collected, but the

volumes of The Buildings ofEngland contain a number ofthem."
The attitude common to all these cases is that ofa self-conscious

choice ofstyle. It grew more detached as time went on until in the

early nineteenth century an architect might submit to a client

church elevations in three different styles to the same plan.

Nobody seems to have found anything wrong with this. Nor did

anybody in other countries. Even Sir John Soane, the most
36 original, uncompromising of English architects of the early nine-

teenth century did likewise. Soane ofcourse very rarely 'did like-

wise'. His mind was much too stubborn. Yet he allowed opposed

styles not only for practical purposes, that is to please clients, but

also in his own house, where classical and Gothic fragments jostle

101 each other behind a highly original, neither classical nor Gothic

facade.

A digression must here be allowed. SirJohn Soane wdll be men-
37 tioned again in another context later, but his style is too personal,

too idiosyncratic, to fit any system of period or national classifi-

cation completely. It is the same as with Hawksmoor in the early

eighteenth and Butterfield in the mid-nineteenth century. These

men were laws unto themselves—as indeed on an infinitely vaster

scale was Shakespeare—and they can only be tenuously tied to

the categories ofnational character. Perhaps the most promising

attempt would be to link their very eccentricity with a streak in

the English make-up often commented on. Spleen is the term

used on the Continent for this English quality, the quality that

has made England the land of Follies. The Brighton Pavilion is

perhaps the most famous of all, and while this building has once

before been alluded to as representing the English preference for

architectural content over architectural form, and once for the

detached choice of a style to trim up a house with, it can in its

essence only be appreciated as the most lavish member of the

delightful and crazy tribe ofthe Follies^'. Follies run from the rela-

tively simple and naive job of the lookout tower of which one

spectacular example of many is Lord Halifax's at Racton in

Sussex which was built in 1 770, was more than 70 ft. tall originally

and cost ^^ 10,000, to such small but elaborate fantasies as the

farms at Greystoke Castle in Cumberland which were called

38 Jefferson, Bunker's Hill and Fort Putnam and were heavily
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castellated. They were built by the eleventh Duke of Norfolk

about 1 780-5. Now he was painted by Gainsborough, and Lord
Halifaxby Reynolds.^^ Neither the one nor the otherbehaves in his

portrait in any way that would betray follies, whether this may be

due to the sitters' poker-faces—to use a piece ofprofoundly Eng-

lish slang—or to the painters' sense ofdecorum.

The detachment of the English eighteenth-century portrait,

whether painted with the genius ofReynolds or Gainsborough or

with the accomplished craft ofall the others, will not be denied by
anyone familiar with the contemporary portraits ofFrance, Italy

and Germany. It was in fact this very restraint that impressed

those on the Continent who set themselves the task ofimitating it

on the evidence ofavailable engravings and mezzotints. Reticence

or taciturnity was recognized as an aspect ofthe English character

already at a much earlier date. Emerson in fact says that the

reputation for taciturnity goes back 'six orseven hundred years'. ^^

Muralt, the intelligent Swiss observer of England in the late

seventeenth century compares the English with their dogs, both

'taciturn, obstinate, lazy, intrepid, and stubborn in fight',*"

Cesar de Saussure twenty-five years later comments on the long

silences when Englishmen sit and converse,*" the Abbe Leblanc

about 1740 also calls them 'naturally inclined to silence',*^ and
the German pastor Wendeborn in 1 793 notes, a little hurt, that

the English when abroad prefer to dine in their rooms instead of

at the table d'hote and when at home prefer an empty table in a

coffee house to one where others are sitting. Poor Wendeborn was
ready no doubt to start talking at the slightest provocation. ^^

Thus the English portrait also keeps long silences, and when it

speaks, speaks in a low voice, just as the Englishman does to this

day, and as indeed the muffled sound of the English language

seems to demand. Or, to put it differently, the English portrait

conceals more than it reveals, and what it reveals it reveals with

studied understatement. These men and women illustrate what

Jane Austen in Emma calls 'the true English style' by 'burying

under a calmness that seems all but indifference, the real attach-

ment'.*^ 'Dr. Livingstone, I presume' is the locus classicus of this

aspect of Englishness, and if that assertion is countered by a

reminder ofShakespeare and the passions raging in his plays, one

need not take refuge in the truth that Shakespeare is of a calibre

to burst any categories into which one may try to force him, but

one can equally refer to the words which he put into the mouth of
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Hamlet.** 'In the very torrent, tempest, and, as I may say, whirl-

wind of passion, you must acquire and beget a temperance that

may give it smoothness'. He also warns that what is 'overdone . . .

cannot but make thejudicious grieve'.

There could be no better way ofcharacterizing the portraits of

Reynolds and Gainsborough: temperance, smoothness,]udicious-
ness, moderation.*^ Temperance and moderation are the two
terms which may now serve to round off the argument by a

reference to the English climate and the English landscape. It is a

moderate climate with no scorching heat nor paralyzing cold.

The effect which this has had on the art ofgardening will be dis-

cussed later. And as for the English landscape, this is what
William Morris in a memorable passage said about it: 'Not much
space for swelling into hugeness ; ... no great wastes overwhelm-

ing in their dreariness, no great solitudes of forests, no terrible

untrodden mountain walls; all is measured, mingled, varied,

gliding easily one thing into another, little rivers, little plains, . . .

little hills, little mountains . . . neither prison, nor palace, but a

decent home'.*®

A decent home, a temperate climate, and a moderate nation.

It has its disadvantages in art. There is no Bach, no Beethoven, no
Brahms. There is no Michelangelo, no Titian, no Rembrandt, no

Diirer or Grtinewald. There are no vast compositions in the

churches, and only bad if vast compositions in the palaces, but

108 there are exquisite water-colours and miniatures, things on a

small scale, and there are in the Middle Ages exquisitely carved

109 bosses and capitals rather than the superhuman dramatis personae

of French church portals. England also produces a nice crop of

amateur painters from maiden aunts to Prime Ministers, and
what the amateur painter must be lacking in, in order to remain

an amateur, is a violent compulsion towards a singleminded self-

expression to which a lifetime must be devoted. The amateur is

altogether characteristic of England, and not the specialist. This

has much to recommend it. Another aspect ofmoderation is that

the mid-nineteenth-century naturalism was not as obtrusive as

Courbet's. Itwas that ofthe Pre-Raphaelites,and any comparison

between even so subdued and old-masterly a painting as Courbet's

39,40 Stonebreakers and John Brett's Stonebreaker will bring that home.

Brett copies with the most loving care every leafand stone, but he

does not penetrate to the reality ofthe existence ofa stonebreaker.

Again, in the architecture of about igoo there is in England the
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fresh yet friendly and human style ofVoysey, not the whole-hog

throwing overboard of all traditions as in Frank Lloyd Wright in 41, 42

America, in Garnier in France, in Behrens and Loos in Germany
and Austria.

The revolution which led to the establishment of modern
architecture was prepared step by step in England, first by Morris

in theory and design, then by such architects as Voysey, but the

revolution itselfhad to be made abroad. Revolutions in England
are unbloody, like that of 1688 and that of the last twenty years.

Everything changes, but names, formulas, the outer, demon-
strative signs do not change. There are two causes for this, both

equally English. One is reasonableness, and that is so all pervad-

ing an English quality that it can at this stage be no more than

mentioned. It found its first wholly valid expression in Per-

pendicular architecture and must have a chapter to itselfin con-

nection with that. The other is conservatism, and for the

significance of conservatism in English art a summary may be

appended to this.

Some of the more puzzling phenomena ofcontemporary Eng-
lish conservatism have already been enumerated quickly and
without comment—theJudge's wig, the Cinque Ports, and so on.

They are without doubt immensely characteristic of twentieth-

century England, and one cannot be proud of all ofthem—not of

obsolete railway stations with unspeakably shabby and dreary

waiting rooms, nor of antediluvian dust carts scattering more
garbage than they collect, nor ofmuseums in provincial towns

—

to return to art—where stuffed birds live side by side with paint-

ings ofsome value and the snuff-box ofsome defunct citizen ofthe

town. Here conservatism comes dangerously near inertia, and the

Americans and Germans take it to be a sign ofold age and tired-

ness. Whether there is some truth in this or not, there is certainly

a warning in it, and it may be unwise to stress, as will be done here,

that conservatism can have positive qualities: trust in the tried-

out, distrust of experiment for experiment's sake, and—most

important—faith in continuity and a dislike ofbreaks.

It is these positive qualities whose appearance in English art

must occupy our attention. If Henry Yevele continued West- 43

minster Abbey in a style then a hundred years old, clearly in

order to avoid a break, did he not do, only more potently, what
the Norman builders had done in carrying on with the excessively

long naves of Anglo-Saxon churches, and the Early Gothic
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builders had done in not shedding the Norman motif of a full-

scale gallery above the aisle arcades? In France this voluminous

piece of design was discarded about 1200, and Chartres, Reims,

Amiens, Beauvais, Cologne do not possess it. But in England Lin-

75 coinand Salisburyand even the mostFrench ofEnglish thirteenth-
century churches, Westminster Abbey, kept faith in it.

There are other reasons for this as well, and they will come up
later, but conservatism is certainly one reason. Conservatism also

shows itselfin the fact so surprising to foreigners that once the Per-

pendicular style had been created—that most English of archi-

tectural styles—it remained virtually unchanged for over a

hundred years. To distinguish between the style ofthe Gloucester

47, 48 chancel ofabout 1350 and the Gloucester Lady Chapel of about

1450 is almost impossible. Nor is it at all easy to recognise develop-

ment in English sculpture ofthe fifteenth century. Even the most

recent treatment brought no enlightenment to those historians

ofart anxious to be able to date accurately what they see. Ifsuch

dating is so much easier in the German fifteenth century, may not

in this also a national difference appear, especially as exactly the

same phenomenon is repeated in English architecture of the

eighteenth century? There also, once Palladio had been firmly

established as the English amateur's and architect's guide and
master, nothing changed for a hundred years, and it is by no

49, 50 means always possible to date the design of a Palladian house

accurately even to a generation.

The medievalism ofthe English eighteenth century also comes

into the problem of conservatism. It has engaged our attention

already in connection with the narrative interest of the English

artist and in connection with detachment in the choice of a suit-

able style for a building. Now it may be suggested that it is also a

sign of conservatism. Wren suggested completing Westminster

Abbey in the Gothic style, because, to deviate from the old Form,

would be to run into a disagreeable Mixture, which no Person of

good Taste could relish'. *'

But there was no doubt more than that in his sympathy with

the Gothic style, as there was obviously more in Vanbrugh's

medievalism. Proofin the case ofWren is the history ofthe plans

for St. Paul's. Wren's first and favourite plan was entirely un-

English, as was his plan for the rebuilding ofthe City ofLondon.

The cathedral was to be rebuilt on a central plan with an all-

dominant dome. The clergy refused to accept so un-English a
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Wren intended St. Paul's to have a central plan, but at the request

of the clergy he gave it its longitudinal form. The plan is surprisingly

close to that of an English Norman Cathedral such as Ely.

shape for their new cathedral, and Wren declared himselfready

to revise his plan. The result is surprisingly traditional and Eng-

lish: a long nave, a long chancel, long transepts, all kept clearly

separated from each other, nearer to Ely than to the Italian or

French Baroque. Wren's cathedral even possesses, though one

cannot see it from below, a complete system of flying buttresses. 44

One final example ofconservatism, in order to end with paint-

ing in a chapter set aside for problems arising out of the work of

a painter. English medieval painting affords a striking example
of conservatism. It has recently been demonstrated in Dr.

Swarzenski's Monuments of Romanesque Art.^^ One of the most
famous Carolingian manuscripts, the Utrecht Psalter, written 45,46

about 830, belonged to Canterbury in the centuries to follow. Its

scintillating technique ofline drawing influenced England much,
because, as we shall see later, it responded to a specifically Eng-
lish, perhaps originally Celtic, urge. Whatever the reason, the

manuscript was copied with curious consistency in England. The
copying of manuscripts and modifications introduced in such

copies were ofcourse a custom ofthe Middle Ages in all countries.

Yet the series ofcopies illustrated by Dr. Swarzenski is surprising
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all the same—as it goes on from the early eleventh century, to the

mid twelfth and even the early thirteenth.

Here surely something was already at work ofthe same kind as

Wren's sense ofbecoming conformity in putting Tom Tower on
Cardinal Wolsey's gatehouse at Christ Church, and Henry
Yevele's sense of becoming conformity in preferring at West-

minster an only slightly modified Early English to the Per-

pendicular of his own style and his own age. It is to the Per-

pendicular in its other aspects thatwe must now turn.
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24-26. Sir Joshua Reynolds:

Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Aluse.

1 784. Dulwich College Picture

Gallery. The portrait raised to

a general idea. Setting and
attitude have unmistakable

allusions to Michelangelo's

Prophets from the ceiling of the

Sistine Chapel.
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'2-j. Thomas Gainsborough: Mrs. Siddons. 1785. National

Gallery, London. Realistic portraiture. But as subdued in

attitude and characterization as Reynolds's portraits.
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28. Sir Joshua Reynolds: English Connoisseurs in Rome. 1751. National Gallery of

Ireland, Dublin. Not a contribution to the Grand Manner which Reynolds

recommended to students, but a parody of it. 29. SirJoshua Reynolds: Xellv O'Brien.

1760-62. Wallace Collection, London. Reynolds in spite of his insistence on the

general idea was by no means inferior as a painter to Gainsborough. 30. Raphael:

The School of Athens, c. 15 10. Vatican, Rome. The painting on which Reynolds

modelled illustration 28. 31. Sir Joshua Reynolds: Adaster Crewe as Henry VIII.

1776. Collection of the Marchioness of Crewe. An engaging parody of the Grand
Manner and of pomposity.
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39 and 40. Distrust of the Extreme. Realism not too realistic. Courbet's Stonebreakers

of 1848, Dresden Gallery, contrasted with John Brett's Stonebreaker of 1857-8,

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.

41 and 42. Distrust of the Extreme. The modern style in architecture about 1900.

Charles F. A. Voysey (House at Puttenham, 1897) squared up all the details and
strongly stressed the long window-band, but remained in general character close to

his seventeenth-century patterns. Frank Lloyd Wright (Henderson House,

Elmhurst, 111., 1901) breaks with all traditions.
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43- Conservatism. The left part of the nave of \Vestminster Abbey. London, to the

right of the transept, belongs to the original plan of 1245-c. 1260, the right part was

begun by Henry Yevele in 1362. The style is self-conciously adapted to that of the

thirteenth century. The architect hides his own (Perpendicular) style. One of the

earliest cases of such self-consciously chosen conformity.

44. St. Paul's Cathedral. Not only the plan of Wren's, but also the construction is

borrowed from the Middle .^ges. Behind the screen-wall (on the left' which hides the

aisle roofs are flying buttresses to support the nave vault.
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49 and 50. Conservatism. The persistence of the Palladian style

in the Georgian Age is equally remarkable. Wanstead House,

Essex, by Colen Campbell, begun in 17 15, and Cumberland
Terrace, London, by John Nash, begun in 1826.
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4
Perpendicular England

THERE ISLITTLE that is in every respect so completely and so

profoundly English as are the big English parish churches of the

late Middle Ages, the age of Henry V, Henry VI, Henry VH.
Those ofthem which were built wholly afresh like King's Lynn or

almost wholly afresh like Lavenham or Newark are recognizable fig. 2

by their wide naves and equally wide aisles, by their tall propor-

tions, their thin, sinewy, very emphatically perpendicular piers,

their large aisle windows, and large clerestory windows with

tracery of hard forms impressively, if monotonously, repeated, 51

by their timber roofs of low pitch (instead of vaults) , their chan-

cels and transepts long, angular, and square-ended (instead of

rounded ends or rounded or polygonal chapels), and their vast

end windows in the chancel and the transepts and at the west end.

They make churches ofthat age veritable glasshouses, clear, light,

vast, and not in the least mysterious. The effect must always have

been like that ; for figured glass was confined to selected areas sur-

rounded by plenty ofwhite, that is transparent, glass.

This description of the English architecture of the style which
for good reasons is known as Perpendicular, is correct, but it is

one-sided. There are polarities even here, and if one could see a

Perpendicular church with all its original furnishings, the effect

would perhaps be less ofunbroken vastness and clarity. For there

were plenty of screens and chantry chapels, of altars and rere-

doses and canopied funeral monuments to break the evenness of

the architectural design, even ifthose pieces ofinterior fitting and
furnishing themselves were often, compared especially with the

brilliant fantasies ofcontemporary German work, very repetitive

too. Screens, especially in the southwest, may be full of close,

crisply carved detail, but it is surprising how standardized even

they were. Major reredoses were large stone screens with an even

grid ofcanopied niches for images, repeated without unnecessary

displays ofinventiveness. The sculpture in the niches was repeti-
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53

FIG. 2 Newark: Perpendicular compartmentation

tive too, with little ofthe insistent individuality ofsuch work in the

churches of Bavaria, and as for funeral monuments, it is often

found that figure sculpture is entirely or largely replaced by
heraldry. In this the familiar English leanings to the informative

rather than the imaginative in fine art appear again, but also the

preference for repetition. Even so, however, all these pieces of

interior enrichment counteracted the squareness and bareness of

the original framework. Equally effective in the same direction

are the stone vaults with their patterns ofinnumerable small ribs,

where they exist in parish churches. The difference which such a

vault makes can best be seen at St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, and
the entwining effect remains although the ribs themselves in Eng-

land are again nearly always straight and angular and hard. At
Sherborne or Bath, on the other hand, where the vaults are fan

vaults they indeed introduce a note of exotic luxuriance quite

in contrast to the angularity ofthe forms ofthe church otherwise.

But stone vaults are rare in Perpendicular England. Almost with-

out exception English churches of the later Middle Ages have

timber roofs instead of stone vaults. These roofs are just as com-

plex as the most elaborate stone vaults, and they are just as

angular. They are a triumph ofthe joiner; the traditions ofship-

building behind them have already been referred to. But while

they prove the English faith in oak, they also prove negatively a
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peculiarly English neglect ofspace-moulding, one might even say

of pulling a building together. Where there is a stone vault, the

substance and character ofthe walls is continued without a break

until it achieves itself in the crown of the vault above our heads.

The vault rounds offthe space, and connects all parts. In England

on the other hand what one experiences is one wall, another wall,

and beams across. Parts are left as parts, separated from each

other.

Now, before the Englishness of the Perpendicular style can be

assessed, it must be remembered that a certain amount of what

has so far been analysed belongs to the Late Gothic of northern

Europe in general rather than to England. The tendency towards

large, easily surveyable, wide open spaces in parish churches has

its counterpart in the fifteenth century Netherlands as well as

Germany. The orders of friars had introduced everywhere large

preaching spaces plainly and unimaginatively planned. They
influenced the parish churches a great deal in all countries, and
parish churches are the most typical churches of the late Middle

Ages, because they are the churches of the burghers, the mer-

chants, the bankers and manufacturers who had the money, the

greatest ambitions and also perhaps the greatest need for redemp-

tion. So some of the pride and squareness and matter-of-factness

represents the spirit ofthe age rather than ofEngland.

But it is very much ofEngland all the same, so much so that the

Perpendicular style has in its details not even a remote parallel

abroad, and so much so that it lasted unchanged for nearly two

hundred years. This has been adduced as a sign of conservatism,

butitis really also a sign ofEnglishness. So we can with some con-

fidence now start looking for the peculiar qualities of the Per-

pendicular in other fields and periods ofEnglish art and architec-

ture.

Angularity must be taken first. The flat chancel end of the

Perpendicular church has its immediate parallel in the flat-

topped tower ofthe Perpendicular church—something extremely

rare on the Continent, but something that to the foreigner is part

and parcel of the English landscape. There are spires of course

also, especially ofbetween 1300 and 1350, and especially in such

counties as Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire—but the square-

topped tower remains England at its most English, also in its

absence ofdemonstrated aspiration, its compromise between ver-

tical and horizontal, and even a certain matter-of-factness. Here,
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FIG. 3
The contrast between the compact, 'kneaded' French (Chartres, on
opposite page) and the compartmented Enghsh plan (Salisbury, above)

.

as in the matter-of-factness of Perpendicular space and tracery

one may perhaps tentatively look back to the clipped sound ofthe

English monosyllable, to the contrast of chop and costoletta of

which too much was made in the first chapter of this book. The
same compromise between vertical and horizontal also appears

in the low-pitched Perpendicular roofand the emphasis on para-

pets and battlements. It is sufficient to remember the majestic

roofs ofLate Gothic churches in Germany to feel the fundamental

difference.

But it will have been noticed that in the case of costoletta and
chop the comparison is between Italy and England, in the case of

high-pitched versus flat or seemingly fiat roofs between Germany
and England, and it might well be argued that the flat roof is in

fact in the Italy ofthe fifteen century, at least in secular buildings,

as usual as in England. The danger ofa comparative geography

of art is indeed that by the choice of contrasts facts may just as

easily be concealed as revealed. However, if the block-shape ofa

Perpendicular chancel and of a YXortntxriQ palazzo are set side by

side the validity ofthe argument is reinforced and not cancelled;

for the Florentine/><2/d!^o ends with a cornice, and the Renaissance

cornicione has just that organic, fully moulded character which is

absent in England and therefore lacking in the English parapet.

76 Flat-roofed Elizabethan houses would make this point even more
forcibly, but their turn in our context is not yet.

The English unreUeved rectangularity comes out equally con-
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FIG. 4 Chartres.

vincingly in the plans ofchurches. There the most teUing example

is the history of the square-ended chancel. This is, except for the

churches of the reforming order of the Cistercians in the twelfth

century, very unusual in France and Germany. ^ They prefer the

rounded end with or without an ambulatory. That gives at once

a sense ofmoulded space, of plasticity, of pulling together. Eng-

land's preference for walls meeting at right angles and remaining

separate from each other and for the enclosed space being like a

box, or cube, or block is eminently characteristic ofthe cathedrals

ofthe classic Gothic century, the thirteenth, ofcathedrals such as

Lincoln and Salisbury. Wells in the thirteenth century also had a

square east end, though it was replaced by a polygonal apse about fig. 3

1300, at the most anti-rectangular moment in English medieval 54

architecture—a moment of which much will be said later. Ely

and Worcester acquired a straight chancel in the thirteenth cen-

tury, and many more examples could easily be given. If West-

minster Abbey was designed in 1 245 with a rounded chancel end,

an ambulatory and radiating polygonal chapels, that only proves

how close Henry III wished to keep to the precedent of Reims
and other great French cathedrals.

Even in the Norman style of the twelfth century England

occasionally voted for straightness. ^ As the Normans had brought
the Norman style from the Continent, their cathedrals and mon-
asteries at the beginninghad rounded ends and often ambulatories
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and radiating chapels. But at Southwell, and in modified forms at

Romsey, at Old Sarum, at Hereford and others the chancels end
straight, and at Holy Island in Northumberland as early as about

1 140 a chancel on the French pattern was replaced by a flat one.

In point of fact this preference in Norman times was a direct

reflection ofan Anglo-Saxon preference, and one may hesitate to

regard it too emphatically as Anglo-Saxon rather than more
generally early medieval. Excavations have revealed more and
more straightended early medieval churches especially among
those built on a moderate scale. ^ As regards England, rounded

ends occur mostly in the southeast, close to the Channel and
France, In all other parts ofEngland straightends are usual.* And
in perfect accordance with this idiosyncracy the Anglo-Saxon

designers had a liking for the decoration ofexternal wall surfaces

with unmoulded raised vertical and horizontal strips rather than

pilasters carrying arches or entablatures, and for arches which

are not arches but open triangles, that is have straight shanks

instead ofthe rounded, plastic, moulded form ofthe arch proper.

This same mannerism occurs occasionally even in mid-Gothic,

for instance in the north transept of Hereford Cathedral. The
curious habit ofarches starting above the abacus ofthe column or

colonnette or shaft with a straight vertical piece before turning

inwards to form the arch proper—a habit typical ofWestminster

Abbey in the thirteenth century but in evidence in many other

places as well—also connects with this quality.

Closely related to it is that other English preference, the adding

ofpart to part in plan and elevation. Here again there is a refusal

to mould space, to knead it together, as it were. Examples of this

principle of addition occur in many periods. In Anglo-Saxon

churches for instance very often instead of aisles, separate oblong

chambers are added to the left and right of a nave which are

called porticus. They are connected with the nave by doorways

rather than arcading, that is remain isolated instead of con-

tributing to a unified room. Similarly chancel arches in Anglo-

Saxon England are as a rule narrow, and tower arches, connect-

ing west towers with naves, are replaced by low doorways. It may
not be too far-fetched to refer in this context to the tradition of

English Friars' churches^ by which the nave is divided from the

chancel by two parallel solid screen-walls forming a passage-way

north-south and effectively cutting the total space into three

completely separate compartments. And what other country
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FIG. 5 Anglo-Saxon Compartmentation
Deerhurst, Gloucestershire, mainly tenth-century

would have conceived anything like the strainer-arches in the 55

crossing of Wells Cathedral? They were necessary to strengthen

or strut the tower over the crossing. But if a unified space had
been regarded as desirable a system of strengthening piers and
flying buttresses could have been devised. The English preferred

these huge interlaced ogee struts forming giant arches and
leaving nave, crossing and transepts as isolated spatial units.

Indeed even without strainer arches the transepts of English

Gothic cathedrals remain far more isolated than those of France.

In France ever since St. Denis (i 137) and Paris (i 161) and cer-

tainly since Chartres ( 1
1 94) the tendency had been to pull the fig. 4

transepts close to the main body of the church so as to avoid any

scattering of effects. At Lincoln or Salisbury the transepts stick fig. 3

out as far as they had done in Norman churches. The French 54

innovation ofmore closely moulded, unified volume and space is

not accepted. That may be called conservatism but it is also a

sign ofa specifically English dislike ofsubordination. Parts, to say

it once more, remain co-ordinated, added to one another, and in

addition box-shaped rather than rounded.

Yet another proofofEnglish co-ordination is the fact that major

English churches are entered as a rule by big porches, on the

north or south side. In France it is a matter of course that the

principal entrance should be by the west portals, usually a group

of three, corresponding to nave and aisles. Where such portals

exist in England, such as at Wells and Salisbury, they are pitifully
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stunted. The expected scale is regained however in the porches,

and the north porch of Wells is in every respect worthy of that

most English ofEarly English cathedrals. But the porch is again a

compartment, ifseen as space, and ifseen as volume it is a block

almost like a building brick, which one can put against the aisle or

leave off. The organic logicality of the French west portals is not

understood or aimed at.

And this does not only apply to the portals but to the whole west

fronts. A French facade ofthe twelfth or thirteenth century is the

logical external expression of the interior: tripartite, as there are

three parallel spatial streams inside, raised in the middle to

represent the height of the nave, and with two towers to stand

above the west ends ofthe lower aisles left and right. The typically

English facade is completely different. It is a screen set against the

56 west end ofnave and aisles without any organic connection with

it. This screen character has so much that is English that it will

keep us exploring for quite a while.

The first characteristic feature is the widening of the facade

beyond the outer walls of the aisles. The locus classicus for this is

Lincoln, where the Norman facade had been of normal width,

and in the thirteenth century was converted into a screen. In the

same century screen facades were built at Wells and Salibsury.

But earlier still some Norman designers had placed west towers

outside the aisles instead ofin continuation of their lines in order

to achieve the desired width at the expense oflogic (Old St. Paul's

Cathedral London, St. Botolph Colchester).

Illogicality must certainly be listed as an English quality.

That will not surprise any of those who start their definition of

Englishness from present-day or at least recent cultural experi-

ence. The distaste of the English for carrying a thought or a

system of thought to its logical extreme is too familiar to need

comment. Pope rhymed:

'For forms ofgovernment let fools contest

;

That which is best administered is best',

and that remark is as much in praise of illogicality as of reason-

ableness. There are other aspects to English illogicality—some
indeed wholly complimentary—and they will also concern us

under the heading ofreasonableness as well as under other head-

ings. Examples ofillogicality in the architectural field can again

be drawn from different ages. Much like the towers outside the

Hnes of the aisles, the English have very early begun to use shafts



and arches not separated in the logical and organic Greco- 58

Roman tradition by capitals and abaci. The continuous mould-

ing, as one calls it, in which shaft and arch run into one another

and are thus clearly felt as one line, occurs in the west country in

the twelfth century, e.g. at Malmesbury. ^ They go on along the

whole long arcading of the triforium at Wells. On the Continent

they mark the waning of High Gothic clarity (porches of St.

Urbain at Troyes) and become popular only in the Late Gothic

centuries proud of fantasy rather than logic. In England, as has 59

been shown, their beginnings date back to the Norman era.

During the same era England began to use interlaced arches, 57

again, one feels, as an adverse comment on the initial logic ofthe

arch (e.g. at the chapter-houses of Bristol or Much Wenlock').

and a little later even interlaced mouldings of arches, that is an

interweaving of the various members of two adjoining arches on

the same abacus. In connection with this one may perhaps also

mention—though without exhausting their interest—the blank

arcading inside such thirteenth-century churches as Lincoln and

Beverley which is conducted in two staggered layers behind each

other so that the apexes of the back layer, attached to the wall,

are crossed by the colonnettes and arch-springers ofthe detached

front layer. In Lincoln this delight in a playful lopsidedness dic-

tated even the design ofthe choir vaults. The Crazy Vaults ofLin-

coln they have been called in a recent study. ^ Their illogicality is

staggering, whatever else they may represent in addition. And
they start special English vaulting configurations which in the

end lead to lierne patterns so complex in their innumerable

crossings of short straight ribs that their origin from the clear,

logical French quadripartite rib-vaults is wholly eclipsed. The
lines in their rectangular or triangular arrangements seem to be

derived rather from types of Anglo-Saxon architectural decora-

tion already mentioned.

Finally, should not also the favourite solution of the English

eighteenth-century problem of a church portico and a church

tower be listed among instances ofillogicality, the solution found

by James Gibbs at St. Martin-in-the-Fields, where the tower

rises above the west end ofthe nave, but behind the giant portico?

It is structurally an uncomfortable solution. The mind expects

the portico to stand in front of the church proper, and the tower

with all its weight seems therefore to ride unsupported on the

church,
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But illogicality is only one aspect ofthe English screen facade.

Another is the usual, yetmost peculiar, detailing ofthese facades.

They are regarded as a flat surface to be covered with an overall

pattern oflong tiers ofblack arches or niches for images. The Eng-
Ush pleasure in the overall decoration of a surface must be con-

sidered in separation from that in rows of blank arches. One is

universal ofmany periods, the other confined to the Middle Ages.

The national mania for beautiful surface quality, as Roger Fry
calls it in a very different context,^ is ofcourse an outcome of the

national preference for the flat wall. As space is not moulded, so

the wall is not, and therefore its enrichment must be on the sur-

face. It appears in the frequent diapering ofthe thirteenth century

(e.g. at Westminster Abbey^") , in the Anglo-Saxon wall patterns

already mentioned, the reredoses, the lierne vaults, and in

60, 61 such an English invention as the type oftracery called reticulated

(which can without alteration be interminably extended in all

directions), and so on to the even patterning in the facades ofthe

Houses of Parliament by Sir Charles Barry and by the great

Pugin, the fanatic of the Gothic Revival and the most fertile of

designers of Gothic detail. 'A kind of diapering of the whole' is

indeed what Barry called their intention in the detailing of the

exterior. ^^

Finally it might even be said as a postscript that William

Morris was destined to become the best designer of the nine-

teenth century in all Europe at least where flat surfaces are con-

cerned (that is in chintzes, wallpapers and the like) because he

was English and had grown up with a sensitive and intelligent

appreciation of English traditions in design. Morris's designs are

paraphrases of natural growth. His observation of tree and
flower was as close and intense as that of any English landscape

painter. But his genius lies in the conversion of these observed

data into perfectly fitting surface patterns.

But the surface patterns ofthe thirteenth-centuryscreenfacades

have no such direct relation to nature. Their materials are, to

repeat it, tiers upon tiers ofblank arcading (Lincoln) or ofslightly

recessed niches (Wells) . This motifwas such a universal favourite

in the English Middle Ages and even later that its Englishness

cannot be in doubt. Already the Anglo-Norman style has as one

of its characteristics the consistent use of blank arcading, along

aisle walls, as along outer walls, and quite frequently such

arcading is used in tiers to cover larger areas. The extreme cases
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FIG. 6 Exceeding length as a typically English quality:

Norwich Cathedral

are the facade of Castle Acre Priory in Norfolk and the keep at

Norwich Castle, but there are plenty of others. The very feeling

which they convey is one ofinterminable length. There is nothing

to stop their extension left and right. In this respect, for the thir-

teenth century the Lincoln front can hardly be beaten, but the

front of Ely and especially the West porch (again incidentally

pushed against the facade rather than an integral part of it) is

also an eloquent example.

And as for the Perpendicular style from which this chapter

started, there is nothing more characteristic of it than the con-

sistent, uniform, some times exasperating blank panelling of all

surfaces with tiers ofsmall blank arches. The interior ofthe Glou- 47

cester chancel is an early and extreme case, the exterior ofHenry
VH's chapel at Westminster Abbey a late and extreme case. The
style is called Perpendicular, but the grid formed by perpendicular

and horizontal lines in all such panelling and in contemporary

window tracery as well is really what distinguishes it from all its 52

predecessors. We must here try to look at the two directions first

consecutively and then together.

Excessive horizontalism appears as early as the most English

Early Anglo-Saxon churches. Monkwearmouth nave is 65 feet

long, but only 19 feet wide, Escomb 43I by 14I, All Hallows Bar-

king-by-the-Tower in London apparently 70 by 24 feet. In most

of the Norman cathedrals the same tendency is even more
marked. In France, ifa nave has twelve bays, that is twelve arches
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ofthe arcade between nave and aisles, it is very long. (e.g. Cluny

Abbey or St. Sernin at Toulouse) . St. Etienne in Caen has only 8

bays, Vezelay lo. But Ely and St. Albans have 13, Winchester

FIG.6 and Norwich even 14. That lengthening makes a great deal of

difference to the eye.

75 Similarly, if England in the cathedrals of the thirteenth cen-

tury kept full-size galleries above the arcade, whereas France had
by then universally abandoned them in favour ofshallow low and
insignificant triforia that is not only, as we have seen, a sign of

conservatism, but also of horizontalism. Instead of the less and
less interrupted excelsior of the French churches, at Chartres,

Reims, Amiens, St. Denis, Beauvais, the English gallery produces

a broad and substantial horizontal band between arcade and
clerestory and thereby restores a balance between vertical and
horizontal. The same effect exactly is obtained by the English

thirteenth-century vault. After the 'crazy vault' ofLincoln choir,

the designer of the nave at Lincoln had, about 1235, created a

new pattern which at once became English standard. It has a

ridge-rib running in an unbroken horizontal all along the crown

of the vault and counteracting the transverse divisions of bay

from bay and it has tiercerons (soon to be trebled at Exeter)

adding so many forms to the vault that it seems to lie heavily on

the walls. In France the ribs are a continuation of the tall shafts

up the walls, in England the vault is a lid placed on top ofthe box

and decorated with a fine pattern of ribs. The total result is a

tremendous upward surge in France, a placid and lovable

balance in England.

Again ifGermany in her wonderful late medieval parish chur-

ches gave the aisles the same height as the nave, that meant that

one unified space could flow through the whole breadth of the

triple room. England remained faithful to what is called the

basilican system, that is lower aisles and a nave with clerestory,

and thus kept the three streams of canalized space from west to

east more separate and more emphatic in their individual parallel

lengths. Finally there is every reason to think in this connexion of

64 the Long Galleries ofTudor andJacobean houses—so long some-

times that again one feels they might go on for ever. And do not

65 the terraces of Kensington and Bayswater with their relent-

lessly repeated porches also go on for ever?

After the horizontal in isolation, the vertical or perpendicular

must be looked at in isolation. However, such an isolation is in
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fact quite artificial; for the same buildings can often serve to

point out horizontalism and verticalism. For example, the Early

Anglo-Saxon churches are equally remarkable for an excess in

height as compared with width as for their relation of length to

width. Monkwearmouth with its 19 ft. width is 31 ft. tall. Or

—

another, even more impressive example—at Ely the great

corridor-like length ofthe nave goes with the remorseless rhythm

ofthe tall uninterrupted, mast-like shafts running up the walls in

a uniform unbroken rhythm. The same reason underlies the pre-

ference of the English in the thirteenth century for shafts of

Purbeck marble. The way in which they alternate with lime- 6?

stone shafts makes one see a group of shafts as a bunch of closely

set parallel verticals. To the same date belongs the long slender

lancet window which England and especially the north of Eng- 66

land liked better than the French type of classic Gothic window
which has several lights below and, above them, a foiled circle or

a group of circles of graded sizes. This type of tracery with its

verticals rounded offat the end by the more plastic motifofcircles

is very much the counterpart to the French plan with the rounded

chancel, ambulatory and radiating chapels. The French tracery

with foiled circles was introduced into England, it seems, at

Westminster Abbey, the most French ofthe major thirteenth-cen-

tury churches. It was then however, it must be admitted, at

once fervently accepted at Lincoln, at St. Paul's Cathedral and in

diverse other places and can only be mentioned here as an

instance of a welcome, most profitable interference with English

traditions by the spirit ofthe age.

The English chapter-house, without any question an English

speciality, must also find its place in this context. It is polygonal

and not square or oblong, as it ought to be according to the cate-

gories laid down here, and it has in its finest examples large

windows with the French type of tracery (Westminster, Salis-

bury, York) . It is true that their proportions, made visually ef-

fective particularly by means of their palm-tree vaults, mark the

chapter-houses as English, but beyond that it would be dangerous

to go. Their classicity, the sense ofa final achievement which they

convey, is the outcome ofa synthesis ofFrench and English—the

happiest throughout the history ofEnglish art.

After this detour the perpendicular line ofEnglish design must

be regained, and reference to the perpendicular in the Per-

pendicular Age will hardly be necessary. As a side issue however
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domestic building in timber during the late Middle Ages and also

the Tudor Age must be mentioned for a moment. The design of

68 timber-framed structures in England is characteristically different

from that in France and Germany. The typically English design

is one with vertical studs set narrowly between the posts, or, when
later on more decoration is desired, with diagonal struts as well.

The great masterpieces of German Fachwerk at Hildesheim or

Goslar or Brunswick and the French examples in Normandy,
Burgundy and so on, are sculpturally much richer in treatment.

Nor is the Perpendicular preference of the EngHsh noticeable

in architecture only. Professor Frey whose excellent book I have

referred to before insists that there are more whole-length por-

traits in England than anywhere else, from Holbein (for the Eng-

Hsh had not created the type) to Van Dyck and on to Reynolds

and Gainsborough. It seems doubtful whether one can really go

so far—in Venice and Bergamo painters certainly throughout the

sixteenth century liked the whole-length too—but the innumer-

73. 74 able, slender, very erect young noblemen and ladies on the walls

ofcountry mansions and gallei ies are without question a striking

experience when one travels in England. Was it instinct that

made Whistler revive them?

We are on safer ground with sculpture of the thirteenth cen-

69, 70 tury. There—in the facade ofWells with its more than a hundred

statues, or with the Annunciation in the chapter house of West-

minster Abbey—figures are bafflingly elongated and draperies

stress this verticalism by their long, sharply cut, perpendicular

folds. Contemporary French sculpture is fuller and again some-

how more kneaded and less cut. Any comparison ofthe angels in

the triforium of the transepts of Westminster Abbey with their

prototypes, the angels of Reims, will show that. And this per-

pendicularism pleased the English so much that they continued

with it, and in their most national branch of late medieval car-

71 ving, their alabaster altars and panels, the figures are long, lean,

thin-faced and sparing in their movements—unmistakably

types you see about in town and country in England.

The favourite type offigure ofthe first Anglo-Norman school of

manuscript illumination is in fact almost a caricature ofthis Eng-

72 lish type. In the Psalter ofSt. Alban and related manuscripts they

stand in groups, gaunt, stiffand with motionless features—extra-

ordinarily and oddly similar to many of the EHzabethan funeral

monuments where husband and wife or two wives lie similarly
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long and stiff and motionless side by side. That may in Eliza-

bethan sculpture often be sheer incompetence. It may also to a

certain extent be a convention of that age all over Europe, the

convention of Mannerism, with its belief in elongation and

enforced restraint—but it is all the same very English too.

Otherwise the parallelism of these gaunt figures with Eliza-

bethan architecture could not be so close—an architectural style,

wholly English, however much inspiration from France and the

Netherlands may have set it moving. The Elizabethan style as

illustrated by say Longleat or Burghley has a good solid hard core

of Perpendicular tradition—English conservatism, as it might

well be called. Windows are tall and wide and ofmany lights. It is

true that they have lost the last vestiges of curves which still

existed in Perpendicular tracery, but the proportions are the

same and, what is even more important, they impress (exactly as

in the case of Perpendicular windows) the character of a grid of

verticals and horizontals on the whole facade.

It is indeed the conceit of the grid that unites the two English

dimensions and allows them to exist together. Ofall Elizabethan

houses none is perhaps more undilutedly English than Hardwick is

Hall. Here the plan is like that ofa thirteenth-century cathedral

—the outcome of rectangle or square added to rectangle or

square. The elevation is of blocks pushed against blocks, and the

roofs are unrelievedly flat. That alone creates a totally different

ensemble than for instance in the French country house, where big

pavilion roofs remained the crowning motif down to 1660 and
beyond. The parts raised higher at Hardwick are strikingly like

Perpendicular towers. Finally the large windows form a con-

sistent grid.

This conceit ofthe grid is one underlyingmuch ofcontemporary

architecture. It should have made the acceptance ofthe twentieth

century style easy in England. Any comparison between a modern
building and Hardwick will show the basic affinity. Yet the style,

after a pre-history more eventful in England than anywhere else,

had to emigrate. The reasons are not far to seek : conservatism and
that distaste of revolution which was hailed in earlier pages of

this book. Yet, ifthe style ofthe grid and ofno mouldings has now
acclimatized itselfso successfully, one may perhaps attribute this

belated success to an instinctive recourse to the Perpendicular and
Elizabethan past.

Once this English notion of the grid has been isolated, it is
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easily recognized also in more unexpected places. What else for

77 instance is the Circus at Bath, designed by John Wood in 1 754?
The architecture is classical, columns superimposed on each other

in three tiers, but the columns and the friezes which they carry

are a grid all the same. So are the long stretches of completely

65 unadorned terraces of Georgian brick houses with nothing but

evenly cut-in, unmoulded unenriched window openings which
one finds everywhere, and nowhere more consistently than in

Gower Street.

And if the English liked to build their country houses and
palaces in the taste of Palladio's mid-sixteenth century villas

round Vicenza and Padua—one can say much about that which
has nothing to do with our present subject, and more will indeed

49, 113 be said about various aspects ofEnglish Palladianism later—but

if the English took Palladio as their guiding star rather than the

Baroque and Rococo, can a reason for this not also be found in the

English quahties under discussion now? Houses like Holkham,
Wentworth Woodhouse, Prior Park Bath, Croome Court, and so

on all over England are a new, post-Renaissance version of the

English ideal of the square block, ^^ of the curveless verticals and
horizontals, ofchop and not costoletta, and also, to widen the inter-

pretation, ofrationaHsm.

It will surely not be denied that rationalism and often, to use a

more homely term, reasonableness lies behind Palladian as well

as Perpendicular architecture. It lies behind much else in English

architecture too, even the noblest of its incarnations, the Early

English cathedral. Ifone compares Lincoln with Chartres, begun
within five years or less of one another, there is, to reiterate it,

nothing more striking than the contrast between French verti-

calism and English balance of directions—or indecision, or

compromise. How the English designer contrived to stress his

horizontals sufficiently to counteract the many slender perpendi-

culars of his biscuit coloured and grey shafts, has been demon-
strated. What by such means Lincoln lacks in enthusiasm and,

to use the untranslatable Italian term, slancio, it gains in mellow

humanity, in sheer happiness. Detail is opulent without being

luxuriant as in the Decorated style to follow, and it has never yet

the dryness ofmuch ofthe detail ofthe Perpendicular style which

was to follow the Decorated after only two generations. In the

Perpendicular style the rational aspects of the English Middle

Ages culminate, the thirteenth century's generous ideals having
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51. The Perpendicular style: St. Mary, Nottingham, north transept, fifteenth century.
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56. Illogicality: the thirteenth-century facade of Lincoln Cathedral set as a screen

against the west ends of nave and aisles without any emphasis on their dimensions.

The English delight in surface patterning and also in extreme length and in the grid

of uprights and horizontals.

51 ) 5^? 59- Illogicality: the intersecting arches of the chapter house at Much Wenlock,
twelfth century, the continuous mouldings (without capitals) of the triforium of

Wells Cathedral, c. 12 10-1240, and the intersecting mouldings of the north porch of

Wells Cathedral, c. 1235-40.
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64 and 65. Excessive Length: the Tudor Long Galleries. Combination Room at

St. John's College, Cambridge, c. 1602; and the uniform Georgian brick terraces of

English towns: Earl's Terrace, Kensington, London.

66, 67, 68. Emphasis on Verticals: the lancet windows of the Early English style (Five

Sisters, York Minster, c. 1250), the vertical streaking of groups of shafts by the use of

Purbeck marble alternating with limestone (Chapel of the Nine Altars, Durham
Cathedral, c. 1256-75), the narrowly-set vertical struts of English timber-framing

(Saffron Walden, House at the corner of Bridge Street and Myddylton Place,

c. 1500).
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6g, 70. 71. Emphasis on Verticals in the thirteenth-century

sculpture of Wells Cathedral and the figures on English

alabaster panels of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

(Victoria and Albert Museum, London, Crown copyright).
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75- A classic balance achieved of Gothic verticals and
English horizontals: Lincoln Cathedral. The nave,

c. 1210-35. The survival of the gallery, abandoned at

the time in France, and the close ribbing of the vault

stress the horizontal dimension most effectively.

76. The Grid of Verticals and Horizontals, heralded

in the Perpendicular style and carried to the extreme

in houses such as Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire, of

1590-97-

77. The Circus at Bath, by John Wood the Elder,

1 754-8, though designed with superimposed classical

orders, is yet almost as much an all-over grid as

Hardwick.
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been run down to earth—just as in the Palladian style the

rational aspects of the pre-industrial period of modern England

culminate.

Now rationalism, or, in everyday language, sensible behaviour,

is decidedly a middle-class ideal. Hence it is not surprising to find

it in command in the Late Middle Ages. There is nothing new in

viewing the later fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries in terms

of a predominance of the merchant. This is so everywhere on the

Continent and especially so in England. As early as about 1290

the son of a Ludlow clothier built for himself Stokesay Castle in

Shropshire, one ofthe first in England to be described rather as a

fortified manor house than a castle, and about 1350 Penshurst

was built by a London merchant. There are plenty ofother cases.

It should hardly be necessary to add that class alone does not

suffice to explain the fifteenth-century style in architecture, or

else S. Lorenzo in Florence and St. Lorenz at Nuremberg would
look like St. Laurence at Ludlow. Class is only one contributing

factor, though it made itself felt with special determination in

England.

A connexion between the middle class as carrier of rationalism

and the Palladian style in England seems less convincing at first,

although the importance of middle-class ideals in English litera-

ture of the same years is a universally accepted fact to which
reference has been made earlier.

It would be tempting to stress the fact now that perhaps the

earliest and certainly one of the most influential of the major

Palladian mansions of England—Wanstead in Essex by Colen 49

Campbell^ ^—was built for a banker. However, the other equally

influential and exactly contemporary house by the same architect

was Lord Burlington's town house in Piccadilly, and Richard

Boyle, third Earl ofBurlington and fourth Earl of Cork, was cer-

tainly a member of a family of long-standing aristocratic tradi-

tion. The majority of the Palladian mansions were built for the

aristocracy. But in this there can appear a contradiction only to

those who regard the English aristocracy as if it were of the same
kind as the French or German. In fact, however, transition from
middle to upper class was far more fluid in England than any-

where else. Voltaire in 1 73 1 commented on the fact that younger
sons, in England, go into trade. ^^ The custom lives on, happily

and sanely, to this day. In what other country could the uncle of

the Queen be an active director of a private bank commuting
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home in the late afternoon? Ifone takes Whitaker's Almanack and
checks on the dates ofcreation ofthe EngUsh titles existing today,

the result is approximately this: of about 390 dukes, marquesses,

earls and viscounts—only about 20 date from before 1600, but

about 2 1 o from after 1 800. Of about 500 baronies over 400 date

from after 1800, and only about 30 from before 1600.

So if reasonableness is primarily a middle-class ideal and so

much in English art and English culture in general, and on all

class-levels, is so eminently reasonable, that is not a contradiction.

How much of what is considered typical of the English can be

looked at from the point ofview ofreasonableness needs no com-
ment. Reasonableness can be the platitudinous pomposity ofDr.

Johnson in the eighteenth century or the accomplished urbanity

ofJohn of Salisbury in the thirteenth. A sign of reasonableness is

the early growth of government by Parliament from the four-

teenth century, or the fewness ofparliamentary parties today, and
their lack of ferocity in combating each other. There are on the

other hand many religious sects, but religion is another matter.

Many parties are an obstacle to a sensible administration, sects

are a private affair not chosen for reasons of usefulness. There is

here, it seems, an important clue to the mystery ofthe interaction

ofuniformity and individualism in England.

Reasonable and profitable was the Elizabethan Settlement

already considered in another connection, reasonable and profit-

able the policy of religious tolerance and of hospitality to

foreigners who desired or needed a new home. The list from Poly-

dore Vergil and Vermuyden to Prince Albert and Panizzi, and

—

to return to art—from Holbein and Van Dyck to Rossetti and
Whistler is a long one. They all came with their own contribu-

tions and received as much as they gave, though neither Rossetti's

nor Whistler's contribution could be included in the category of

rationalism with which we are concerned at the moment.
But rationalism remains the commanding power. To conclude

this chapter, three first pages of English essays or books may be

quoted.

Francis Bacon's Essay of Building has as its first sentence:

'Houses are built to live in and not to look on; therefore let use be

preferred before uniformity, except when both may be had.

Leave the fabric of houses for beauty only to the enchanted

palaces ofthe poets, who build them with small cost'.

And Chapter One ofHogarth's Analysis ofBeauty, in spite ofthe
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flamboyance ofhis paint and in spite ofhis enthusiasm for the ser-

pentine, that is the Rococo, line, starts Hke this: 'Fitness of the

parts to the design for which every individual thing is formed,

either by art or nature, is first to be considered, as it is of the

greatest consequence to the beauty of the whole'. Hogarth goes

on to illustrate this by the size and shape of chairs, of pillars and

arches, and after a few sentences arrives at this: 'In shipbuilding,

the dimensions of every part are confined and regulated by fit-

ness for sailing. When a vessel sails well, the sailors . . . call her a

beauty ; the two ideas have such a connexion'

.

And even ifone takes Pugin, he writes, in spite ofhis neo-Gothic

and his Catholic fanaticism, on the first page of his True Principles

ofPointed or Christian Architecture: 'The two great rules for design

are these: First that there should be no features about a building

which are not necessary for convenience, construction, or pro-

priety; second that all ornament should consist of enrichment of

the essential construction ofthe building'.

Pugin hated classical design as pagan and therefore unworthy.

Yet if one looks for the best illustration of Pugin's rules of good
design, one would have to go to the same English eighteenth-

century chairs which Hogarth had used to illustrate functional 78

beauty, because they are so much less arbitrary than those of the

French Rococo, and to the shapes ofWedgwood dinner and tea 79

sets. As regards chairs one should ofcourse not go to Chippendale,

although his name is the most famous amongst the craftsmen of

England, because his most admirable tours deforce are rather cases

of a successful interference of the spirit of the Rococo with

traditional Englishness than of Englishness as such. One should

rather look at less outres chairs. In them the same synthesis of

elegance with reasonable principles, appears as in the shapes of

Wedgwood pottery. There is about Wedgwood's late-eighteenth-

century tea-pots and cups a quality of undated rightness not

transcended by anything designed in our century. One buys them
today, just as one can see them illustrated in Wedgwood's cata-

logues as far back as 1 800 and before.

Two illustrations of plates from a catalogue of 18 16 are acces-

sible in a book in which one would least expect to find them: Mr.
Geoffrey Keynes's Blake Studies of 1949. For William Blake of all

artists engraved these plates. He had to; for he was never able to

make a success of his art. 'We are a commercial people' wrote

Hogarth in his memorandum against academies. ^^ Blake saw his
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Albion defaced by furnaces and looms 'round which the Fiends of

Commerce smile'; Francis Bacon to him was the man who 'has

ruined England'/^ Reynolds was 'this Man hired to depress

Art'.i'

Blake was the most fanatical enemy in English art of those

qualities which have so far been placed in the foreground, obser-

vation on the one hand, rationalism on the other. With Blake,

and at the same time with the Decorated style in medieval

architecture, we must next try to explore the other pole—the

irrational elements in British art.
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Blake and the Flaming Line

BLAKE KNEW OF THE importance of polarities. Only he did

not call them polarities, he called them Contraries: 'Without

Contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion, Reason

and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to Human existence'.^

But for a full understanding of those qualities of Englishness

which culminate in Blake and also for a more direct link with the

subject matter ofthe preceding chapter it is advisable not to start

with his work and views immediately but to lead up to them
gradually from the outstanding example in England of progres-

sion by contraries—the development of architecture from about

1290 to about 1350. What 1350 stands for has been explained.

The Perpendicular style is reasonable, angular, matter-of-fact,

repetitive, and impressive by its spaciousness and clarity. The
style that went before, the Decorated style, seems in every respect

the opposite of the Perpendicular. Yet it is as utterly English as

the Perpendicular. It has no contemporary parallels whatsoever

on the Continent, though, oddly enough, parallels (or reper-

cussions) especially in Germany , starting fifty years later. But that

mystery does not concern this book. What concerns it is the dis-

tinctive qualities ofEnglish architecture of 1 290-
1 350, as exhibited

in such buildings as Bristol Cathedral, the Octagon and the Lady
Chapel at Ely, the east end ofWells Cathedral, and innumerable

funeral monuments, none more fascinating than the tomb of

Edward H at Gloucester and the Percy Tomb at Beverley.

Now fascinating is the one word one would never use to des-

cribe Perpendicular architecture. One may admire it, one may
respect it—but fascination is a term slightly ambiguous, slightly

questionable, and Perpendicular is downright and direct. Dec-

orated is perverse, capricious, wilful, illogical and unpredictable.

It is unreasonable, where Perpendicular is reasonable. ^

Decorated must be understood as a reaction against the noble

clarity ofthe Early English style ofLincoln and Salisbury. There,
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as we have seen, in a clear and English way, part had been added
to part, each carrying on its free yet measured existence, the nave,

the aisles, the crossing, the transepts, the chancel. Arches were
resihently rising to the point where they achieve themselves,

capitals were either moulded in neatly defined parts or enriched

by that springy kind of stylized foliage which we call stiff-leaf or

later by equally crisp naturalistic foliage, English architecture

had been as superb in its own way as Chartres and Reims.
Now all this was abandoned, for reasons, it seems, ofa nausea

ofperfection. Windows instead ofbeing noble groups oflancets or

possessing the classic French tracery with simple foiled circles

develop the weirdest tracery, shapes like the leaves of trees, like

80 daggers, like kidneys, like bladders, bounded by lines like flames

or like waves. Flowing tracery is indeed what this type ofdecora-

tion is called. Nowhere is it more fantastical than in the parish

churches ofEast Anglia and Lincolnshire. The foliage ofcapitals

turns away from nature, and the resulting forms are vaguely

81 reminiscent of seaweed (though definitely not imitations of it)

;

bossy, nobbly—and again undulating in their surfaces.

And now, if one turns from architecture to the human figure,

exactly the same qualities will be found, only emotionally more
explicit. Here also, in those years, England was in the European

vanguard. Perhaps her most famous speciality on the continent

was the art of embroidering—what was known simply as Opus

Anglicanum, pieces such as the Syon Cope and the Butler Bowdon
Cope at the Victoria and Albert Museum and as the others in

such distant places as Bologna and Ascoli, Toledo and Madrid,

and Uppsala. But English illumination was of the same high

order and, at least by the illuminators themselves in such coun-

tries as France and Germany, equally appreciated.^ To mention

only a few ofthe outstanding manuscripts ofabout 1 300, there are

the Arundel Psalter, Queen Mary's Psalter, and the Ormesby
and Gorleston Psalters. So far we have only looked at these mar-

ginally—literally marginally: at the babwyneries in their mar-

gins, these amazingly lively little scenes of everyday life or cari-

83 cature. Now we must examine the centres ofthe pages, the scenes

from Holy Writ which seem to coexist as naturally with the

grotesques as tragedy and clowning coexist in Shakespeare's

plays. These pages are indeed exquisite, very much in the sense in

which Decorated architecture is exquisite. The actors in the

sacred stories are long and slender, their heads are exceedingly
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small, their bodies attenuated and swaying, their outlines

sinuous. There are no real backgrounds,just a diapering perhaps,

and no clearly directed actions. This is a world of disembodied

bodies, almost spectres, moving weightlessly, or one could say

with Blake: 'silently, invisibly', with inscrutable expressions in

their oddly boneless faces. Yet these figures can express passion

—

a passion not displayed in action, but rather suffered, a passion

distorting body and face in those very curves which at other times

seem to express no more than a sophisticated courtly elegance.

The line ofthe Decorated style can be flowing, but it can also be

flaming—elegant or tense. We are face to face here with a

phenomenon with which one is more familiar in cases such as

Greco's or other Mannerist painters'. There also one can seldom

escape a disquieting sense of ambiguity between what seems the

self-effacing experience of the mystic and what may be no more
than a highly self-conscious kind ofritual ballet.

With this clarified vision of the Decorated style established, it

can now for the first time in these chapters be demonstrated how
useful the notion of polarities or contraries proves in action. So

far the Decorated style has appeared as in everything a contrast

to the Perpendicular. But for a complete picture of Englishness

in art one needs indeed both styles together. The question which

arises is what the two styles have in common. The answer is that

both styles are anti-corporeal or disembodied, in the sense of a

negation of the swelling rotundity of the body. Perpendicular

denies it with angular plans, angular towers, long, thin, wiry,

sinewy lines. Decorated also with long, also with thin, but with

flaming or flowing lines. But both are unfleshly, both linear.

Roger Fry^ says, indeed, of the English painters of the last two
hundred years that 'their art is primarily linear, . . . and non-

plastic'.

Other phases ofEnglish art deny the body by yet other means.

Professor Wormald and others have in the last years drawn atten-

tion to the characteristics ofEnglish illumination in the tenth and
eleventh centuries.^ What are they? A 'scintillating' line, a denial

of the frame so that 'figures can escape where they will, on the

page' (these are Professor Wormald's words), 'odd scratches and
marks' (this on the other hand is what Reynolds said of Gains-

borough,)^ and colour used for the linework only instead of the

solid body colour of contemporary, that is Ottoman, Germany
for instance. The source of this inspired draughtsmanship is, as
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45 we have seen before, the Utrecht Psalter ofc. 830 which happened
to belong to Canterbury Cathedral, that is: it is Carolingian, Con-
tinental, of a much earlier age, and initially oriental. But origin

matters less than that it became an English speciality. Again, at

Winchester, where from about 970 onwards illumination

flourished, the draperies are drawn in wild lightning zigzags, and
the thick lush frames in flaming, scalloped leaf shapes. Here also

the sources are Carolingian, but the development in England is

much more consistently linear.

'2 The Normans, when they came, did away with all that. Their

style of stiff bolt-upright figures, as mentioned before, is a kind of

'Perpendicular' reaction to these 'Decorated' excesses. But it, in

its turn, was soon followed by a milder, gentler style of illumina-

90 tion, the style of the Lambeth Bible and the great Winchester

Bible of about 1 1 60 and after, and there the figures are slender

and bounded by shallow tender curves.' What goes through all

these transformations of English medieval painting is an uncon-

cern with the solid body and a watchful interest in the life of line

instead—zigzag at first, undulating later ; violent at first, tender

later—but always line, not body.

Once that has been established one can without fear trace it

back to the illuminated manuscripts of the seventh and eighth

centuries in Northumberland as well as Ireland, and perhaps,

though more hesitatingly, to the style ofthe Celtic Britons in Eng-

land in the Iron Age, the spiral scrolls decorating the Desborough
88 Mirror at the British Museum and the shield from the Thames

in the same collection.^ Manuscripts such as the Book ofDurrow
89 or the Book of Chad, with their fabulous interlacing of ribbons

and scrolls and their distortion of the human body into a flat

board to place a diaper pattern on (Durrow), or into a pattern

87 of intertwined bands (Chad) have certainly the anti-coporeal

flatness noticed throughout English architecture and the anti-

corporeal intricacies of line noticed in some English architecture

and in much later illumination.

The English are not a sculptural nation. The majority ofNor-

man decoration is abstract, not figural. Most large-scale English

medieval sculpture is of a quality not comparable for the thir-

teenth century with France, for the fourteenth and fifteenth with

Germany, even allowing for the ruthless destruction of so many
images by Puritans in the ages of Henry VIII and Cromwell

—

which in itself of course were anti-sculptural demonstrations.
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One ought also to remember that for funeral monuments, in the

later Middle Ages, the English developed an enthusiasm for

brasses—that is not sculpture at all but engraving.

Then, when it comes to Elizabethan and Jacobean sculpture,

most of that was the work of foreigners and little of it is of good

quality. Mostly these funeral monuments and mantelpieces are

indeed, whether done by Englishmen or Flemings, amazingly

poor. And who is the most famous English sculptor of later ages?

'Ifwe are suddenly asked' this question, says Roger Fry,^ 'there is

no name of sufficient resonance to rise instantly to our minds'.

The most probable name to be suggested is John Flaxman. He,

as the Gentleman's Magazine wrote at his death in 1826 'acquired a

higher reputation than any artist of our country excepting Sir

Christopher Wren and Sir Joshua Reynolds'. Ary Schaffer, the

eminently popular, sentimental French painter of the 1830s and
later, said that every young artist has his Flaxman as he has his

Diirer, Rembrandt, and Goya.^" But then 'his Flaxman' does of

course not refer to sculpture at all, but to Flaxman's outline draw-

ings to Homer, Dante and others, with their sensitive, gentle

undulations. His monuments are certainly not great sculpture,

though the most intimate ofthem are very attractive^^.

However, two things ought to be remembered before any final

statement is made about English character and the art of sculp-

ture. The first is that only fifty years before Flaxman the English

were certainly able, ifnot to create sculpture of the highest order,

at least to appreciate it. Roubiliac and Rysbrack were not short of

clients, and their monuments as well as portrait busts are as

accomplished, as solid and as certain of their third dimension as

any on the Continent. As they are, especially Roubiliac's, also

violently dramatic, that is Baroque, and in this respect (accord-

ing to the thesis of this book) un-English, their appreciation poses

a problem. It is a problem met on similar terms earlier on in the

case of Hogarth, an interference of the spirit of the Baroque and
Rococo with the prevalent English spirit, and it can only be

solved satisfactorily if one remembers the profound changes of

national character brought about in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury. Ofthese much will have to be said at a later stage.

Is an equally profound change taking place now? Or how can

one explain the phenomenon of Mr. Henry Moore? I do not see

the signs of such a profound change (the so-called new Eliza-

bethan age), and hasten therefore to declare that Henry Moore's
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greatness as a twentieth-century sculptor indeed contradicts all

that I have put forward in this chapter. If the English are an
unsculptural nation, if it is true that at no time in the past have
they produced work, at least on any but a very small scale, that

would emulate that ofFrance, Italy and Germany, how can it be

that the greatest sculptor now alive should be English, and on top

of that, unmixed Yorkshire? One valuable lesson can be drawn
from this undeniable fact. The individual may at any moment
widen the possibilities of a country, and in future critics and
scholars will have to puzzle over a new polarity. The case is not

unique. Turner, to a certain extent is another such lucky freak,

English in much, but un-English in some essentials. And when it

comes to Shakespeare, he would, as has already been said, by the

sheer dimensions of his genius burst any scheme either of his-

torical period or ofnational style.

However, though the consideration of such exceptions is pro-

fitable and indeed necessary, it yet remains fundamentally true

that the English have nothing of the Italian, the Mediterranean

confidence in the body. It may be said that Puritanism has

driven it out—but Puritanism, although it helped to shape the

English was also shaped by the English, and its persistence in Vic-

torian guise is certainly English. The nude, for instance, in spite of

William Etty, has been a rarity in English painting over cen-

turies—and is now. One need only compare in one's mind the

Royal Academy and the Paris Salon. This is also an angle under

which the absence of Baroque art in England can be seen. The
Baroque, as practised in Italy and later in Southern Germany
and Austria, is so impregnated with a sense ofbody that one can

never get away from it: curving interiors, bulging facades, crowds

ofpainted and stucco bodies in the ceilings, vast muscular saints

in the altars, half-naked hermaphrodite angels exposing their

long limbs. England has little of that. Even Vanbrugh's Baroque
is not moulded, kneadable, as it were, but in angular masses, in

cyclopic cubes. And if one takes Hogarth with all his liking of a

fetching semi-nudity and of rich, fluid Baroque paint—what is it

he proclaimed as his panacea? The Line of Beauty, the elegant

double-curved line, the ogee-line ofthe Decorated style, the linea

serpentinata ofthe Italian Mannerists.

Yet it would be oversimplification to demonstrate the eternal

Anglo-Italian contrast purely as one of two-dimensional and
three-dimensional. For the Decorated style in English architec-
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ture, and that aspect of it has so far, quite unjustifiably, been left

out of account, is a most fascinatingly spatial style. In the Early

English and the Perpendicular styles space-cubes are put together,

but at Bristol Cathedral, the east end ofWells, and the crossing of

Ely space flows in all directions, undulates, one might say with a

little poetic licence, as the elements ofdecoration undulate^^^ Xhis

treatment of space comes close to that in German churches from

the late fourteenth to the early sixteenth century, but it is fun-

damentally different from the treatment of space in Italy. In

Italy space always tends to be what fills a solid enclosure. Volume
is felt before space. Hence the delight in the dome, and the per-

severance in the use of apses and round-headed arches. For the

semicircle is a self-sufficient curve. It does not point beyond itself

as does the Gothic arch. And ifinstead ofthis unpermissible com-
parison a comparison has been allowedjust now between the Ger-

man Late Gothic style and the English Decorated, it must be

remembered that all through the years of the German Late

Gothic with its spatial adventures, England was steadfastly Per-

pendicular, that the Decorated was no more than a briefphase of

reaction against the clarity of the Early English, that its full

spatial possibilities were explored in only a few buildings—hardly

more than the three just mentioned—and, in addition, that the

Decorated has nothing like the soaring heights of the German
hall churches, and on the other hand nothing like the solid,

powerful enclosing walls and the mighty roofs of these churches.

There always remains something brittle or tenuous in the archi-

tecture ofthe Decorated style.

This characteristic quality has so far been studied here only

in medieval art. But it can also, without effort, be seen in the

graceful stance and the elegant frailty ofVan Dyck's English por-

traits, so much less substantial than those he painted at Antwerp
and in Italy, and even more in Gainsborough's portraits. So far

in these chapters Reynolds has been the almost exclusive repre-

sentative ofEnglish portraiture—at the expense ofGainsborough

who was the more painterly painter ofthe two and therefore pre-

destined rather to quarrel with the Royal Academy than to

become its president. What raises his portraits to the height ofthe

best painted anywhere in Europe in the eighteenth century is

three qualities, all equally English: their psychological under-

standing, their feathery lightness oftouch, and their sympathetic 93

setting in landscape. Gainsborough was as intelligent an observer
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ofhuman beings as Reynolds and as sensitive as Reynolds to the

social conventions which their English sitters wished to see

expressed more insistently than details of features. But Gains-

borough, by refusing to accept Reynolds's doctrine ofthe elevated

portrait strikes one often as closer to reality and indeed more
veracious. More outspoken he certainly was. The comparison

between the two portraits ofMrs, Siddons has already been made
to illustrate this point. Many other comparisons would enforce it.

Gainsborough's technique has been admirably characterized

by Reynolds^^ as 'hatching', 'unfinished', and—see above— 'odd

scratches and marks'. What these expressions refer to is Gains-

borough's ingenious and original reduction of the volume of a

figure and the space of a landscape to surface run over rapidly

with fine brushes—a sketching technique applied to oil paint.The
elegance aspired after by the sitters, or at least most of the lady

and many of the gentleman sitters, is gained by re-creating them
into images of immaterial lightness. There is never obtrusive

physical presence (understatement again, one may say) , nor are

there pure, glowing, intense colours.

Elegance, soft colouring, soft attenuated curves, as they

characterize Gainsborough in painting, characterize in architec-

ture the work ofRobert Adam. His interiors are one of the great

96 European achievements of the eighteenth century, delicate,

transparent, pastel-shaded, and often with a preference for the

gentle segmental arch in plan or elevation over the more deter-

mined semicircular. But in introducing RobertAdam two restric-

tive comments are neccessary. One is that he represents to a con-

siderable degree a trend equally important on the Continent, a

kind of menshevik revolution against the exuberance and the

artificiality of the Late Baroque and Rococo. Its Continental

beacons are Gabriel's Petit Trianon, Anton Raphael Mengs's

ceiling painting of Parnassus, Greuze's sentimental and to a

limited degree sincere scenes ofrustic life and (as Reynolds put it)

'the interesting simplicity and elegance of (Gainsborough's) little

ordinary beggar-children'. So here once more Zeitgeist and Eng-

lishness co-operate.

But, and this is the second comment which the appearance of

Robert Adam in this book demands, can Robert Adam's style be

at all discussed in conjunction with Englishness? He was Scottish,

his father had been an architect at Edinburgh, he grew up in Scot-

land, and decided to live in London only at the age oftwenty-nine
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and after over three years in Italy. Nor does it seem justifiable to

describe his style as the result of London influence. i* The fact

must be faced that in the case ofAdam—who after all is without

doubt the most famous Scottish architect and one of the most

famous of all architects of Great Britain—no distinction can be

made between Scottish and English qualities. This does not mean
that there are no specifically Scottish qualities, nor even that they

are operative to so limited a degree as say East Anglian qualities

or West Country qualities. It is true that Gainsborough, Crome,

Constable, Cotman all were East Anglian, and that a generally

Dutch character of landscape seems to account for this Dutch
genius for landscape. But as a whole regional qualities do not play

the part they play in Germany and have played in the past in

Italy. The reason is simple. Germany and Italy are the late-

comers in Europe as united nations. Their civilisations grew

regionally and remained regional. The French Romanesque
style in architecture can only be understood regionally. Then
came Philip Augustus, early in the thirteenth century, and united

France, and from that time regional specialities decreased and
Frenchness increased. It may still be illuminating to see Poussin

as a Norman and Puget as a Southerner from the Italian border,

to remember that Watteau is near-Flemish and that the Rococo
was created by men from the Italian border or with Italian con-

nections. In England this point ofview is not profitable, and it is

only occasionally profitable in Scotland.

It is easy to recognize Scottishness in the Scottish castle of the

seventeenth century, and the profound difference between, say,

Glamis Castle and Bolsover is not only one of defensive and civil

architecture.^^ The extreme contrast of soaring sheer walls and
the most unexpected crustaceous projections on top is the best

introduction possible to the Scottish polarity. The Scottish delight

in sheer height ofa block ofbuilding—quite absent in England

—

may well have predisposed the Scots towards their towering

blocks offlats, and the Scottish delight in the fantastical suddenly

emerged, utterly unexpectedly, about 1890 in the paintings ofthe

group ofGlasgow artists known at the time as the Glasgow boys.

Scottishness can also be detected in the peculiar freshness of

Raeburn which distinguishes his portraits as much from

Reynolds's as from Romney's, Scottishness in the Ossianic work
ofthe Runcimans andJohn Brown. And the great Scottish polarity

appears emphatically in the contrast between the sobriety and
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solidity of mid- and later-nineteenth-century architecture in

Scotland, always distrustful of the fulsomeness of the English

High Victorian style, and the fantastical developments of the

Scottish Baronial in the hands of that Scottish genius, Charles

Rennie Mackintosh. As profitable to him as the castles and forti-

fied houses were the unpredictable curves of Celtic illumination

and metalcraft. The feeling of a capacity to draw on an obscure

store of Celtic fantasy and magic may even (though only in con-

junction with a training in the office of Lutyens) account for the

surprising qualities ofMr. Basil Spence's Coventry Cathedral.

But to return from the zigzags ofCoventry details and the cur-

ves of Mackintosh's details to the even flow of the gentler curves

of Adam, Reynolds and Gainsborough, the curves that are

universally English and universally late eighteenth century, one

79. 94 can see them to perfection in the products ofJosiah Wedgwood's
Etruria works, products as famous all over Europe as was Adam's
architecture. They were incidentally also extremely English in

being early examples of quantity-production. That has already

been mentioned in another context. Here all that is needed is a

94. 95 comparison between a Wedgwood vase and a genuine Athenian

fifth-century vase (Wedgwood called his factory Etruria, because

it was believed than that Greek vases were Etruscan and he

wanted to emulate them), and the contrast will not only be

between red and black on the one side and Wedgwood's soft duck-

egg blue on the other, but also between every form and outline,

full-bodied in Greece, attenuated in England. Flaxman who
worked for Wedgwood spoke of the 'barbarous violence of

angular action' in genuine Greek vases, ^^ and his delicious out-

line drawings to Homer compared with the scenes painted on the

Greek vases show indeed once again the same contrast.

However, and this needs a good deal of stress, the shallower,

more elongated curve does not necessarily mean a lack oftension.

Awarning against that errorwas already sounded, whenillumina-

tion in 1 300 was discussed. One need only compare Flaxman and
91, 92 Fuseli, both inspired by Homer and Dante, to see the difference.

Fuseli also stretches his bodies and bounds them by long curves,

and he also, in spite of hysterically exaggerated muscular dis-

plays, does not really work in the round. But his lines have an

excessive tension unique in the England ofhis time, the ferocity of

his stretched-out arms and of his legs set widely apart is unmis-

takeable. But then Fuseli had originally been Fiissli. He was
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Swiss, and Benjamin Haydon shrewdly observed about Fuseli's

Ghost of Hamlet's Father that it is 'a German ghost', alluding no

doubt to the savagery ofFuseli's style. ^

'

What English tension in terms ofEnglish line looks like, no-one

can tell better than Blake who, after having contributed the title

to this chapter, now appears belatedly on the stage. 'Mental

things are alone real, what is called corporeal ... is ... an

Imposture'. ^^ 'Imagination is My World; this world of Dross is

beneath my notice'. ^^ 'Those who restrain desire, do so because

theirs is weak enough to be restrained'. ^^

Such were his convictions, such his theories. No-one can over-

look that they were formulated as challenges to the England of

Hogarth as well as of Reynolds. We cannot here dwell on the

ways in which Blake developed them and expressed them, his

obscure private mythology, his passionate hatred of oppression

by government and by the ironmaster and millowner, and so on.

But we have to remember all that, and remember the reality ofhis

visions
—

'After dinner I asked Isaiah' ^i—and the uncomfortable

closeness ofsome of his graphic work to the art of the insane: the

way he covers all the free spaces on his engraving of the group of

Laocoon (which he callsJehovah and his sons Satan and Adam)
with oracular sayings in all directions. ^^

All that must be remembered. Then, when one sees at the top

of this very engraving the line 'Where any view ofMoney exists,

Art cannot be carried on', ^^ the total contrast to all the painters so

far included in this book as most English comes out forcefully

—

and with it the need for considering national character in con-

traries or polarities. Reynolds's was bound to be a profitable

practice, but Gainsborough's also was, and so were those of the

other portraitists oftheir age. And Hogarth saw no reason why he

should not admit that he turned to his new field of'modern moral

subjects', because what he had done until then 'was not suffi-

ciently paid to do every thing my family requir'd'. ^^ Blake never

was able to pay the expenses his household required. He was a

humble engraver, ready, as we saw, to accept catalogue work for

Wedgwood's. His poetry, his prophecies, his painting remained

unprofitable and were acclaimed by few. They, Thomas Butts,

and laterJohn Linnell ofWyldes, kept him alive.

As far as this book is concerned, Blake's life is however less

interesting than his style. No one can fail to recognize a Blake.

Everywhere, whether the scene is one of bliss or terror, are his
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long, attenuated bodies, boneless almost, one feels, so little does

he articulate the nude body, so ready is he to bound the joints of

an up-stretched arm within gliding curves. Everywhere are his

small, strangely impersonal heads, and his flowing beards, his

garments also flowing gently or falling loosely and evenly in per-

pendicular curves. They are of light, immaterial stuff. ^^ The
curves however, according to the character of the scene can be

tense or tender, the lines flaming or flowing, that is inspired by,

or sometimes rather in harmony with, Fuseli or Flaxman, who
were both friends ofBlake. Fuseli certainly inspired him. He was
sixteen years Blake's elder, and his style, as developed in Rome in

the seventies was complete when Blake began as an engraver in

Basire's workshop. Another equally important inspiration in the

same years was Gothic sculpture, and that also is very telling.

'Grecian', he once wrote, 'is mathematical form, Gothic is living

form'. 28

Gothic sculpture he knew from Westminster Abbey, where he

had drawn for Basire, but he must also have seen Gothic illu-

minated manuscripts ; for his printed books, written, drawn and
printed by him, are a renewal of the unity of the book page as it

had been a matter of course in the Middle Ages. It is eminently

characteristic ofBlake that on the pages of The Songs ofInnocence,

99 or America, or Jerusalem, or any of the others of his books, figures,

trees and script are all drawn together and all of a piece. That
means that his figures are not primarily representations ofbodies,

but part ofan overall calligraphy. It is equally characteristic that

Blake places his figures so often in a row, many long parallel,

vertical curves of drapery folds and gestures—much as the

illuminators of 1 120 had done in hard, and the illuminators of

1300 in sinuous, uprights. He also, surprisingly often, shows his

figures floating in a cloud and becoming part of it, or in a stream

and becoming part ofit, or rising in a flame and becoming part of

it. In other cases, where energy rather than abandon is intended,

he forces figures into an imposed abstract geometry. This is the

case for instance in The Ancient of Days, kneeling in the clouds

100 within a perfect circle, his hair and beard blown perfectly hori-

zontally, his one leg standing perfectly vertically, the other a

triangle, his arms stretched down to set 'his compass upon the face

of the depth'—and the compass makes a perfect right angle. In

a similar sense one finds the rainbow used and the crescent and

the gigantic posts and lintel ofa druidic monument.
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8o and 8 1 . The undulating

line: flowing tracery of the

early fourteenth century on

the west front of York

Minster, and wilful curves

and counter-curves sur-

rounding the north portal of

St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol,

c. 1320-30.

*m
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82. The undulating line can convey luxuriance. Detail from the Percy Tomb at

Beverley, c. 1345.
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83. The undulating line can serve the greatest intensity of expression. Crucifixion from

the Psaker of Robert de I'lsle, c. 1300, British Museum. The figures are excessively

elongated, swaying, with curved outlines and folds of their draperies. No firm

modelling of the bodies.



#"-V
'''^^''' 1^^?^ (^^^)

84

84 and 85. By elongation and swaying curves and double-curves weight-

lessness is achieved in Queen Mary's Psalter of c. 1300 (British Museum)
and equally in a Blake water-colour of 1 803 (

The Three Maries at the

Sepulchre, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge)

.
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86. Line and not body in Anglo-Saxon illumination. Peterborough Psalter,

early eleventh century, Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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8 7- Line lor rather bauds) and not

body in English illumination ot

about 700. Gospels of St. Chad,

Lichfield Cathedral. (Victoria

and Albert Museum, London.

Crown copyright).

88, 89. The Celtic Sources of English

linearism. The Desborough Mirror

(first century A. D., British Museum,
London) and a page fi"om the Book

ofKells (eighth century, Trinity

College, Dublin).
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go. Theflowing line in English mid-twelfth-century illumina-

tion, a reaction against the stiff verticalism of the style of

the Psalter of St. Alban (see illustration 72). The Lambeth
Bible, Lambeth Palace, London. 91 and 92. Linearism in

the late eighteenth century, tender or tense: John Flaxman's
and Henry Fuseli's illustrations to Homer. 137





93- The linear hatching technique of Gainsborough.

Juliana Lady Petre, 1788. Huntingdon

Foundation, San Marisco, California.

94 and 95. The tender curves of eighteentli-century

Wedgwood ware, compared with the robustness of

Greek fifth-century vases. Wedgwood Museum,
Etruria, and British Museum, London.

94
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99- The flaming line of William Blake. The last page horn. Jerusalem.
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lOO. The teme geometry imposed by Blake on some of his figures. The Ancient of Days.

Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester.
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aoi. The linearism and disembodiment of Sir John Soane's interiors. The Monk's Parlour

at Sir John Soane's Museum, London. Coupled with the total lack of a sense of mass

and weight of the structural parts is a delight in intricacy and spatial surprise

paralleled only in English architecture of about 1300 and in English landscape

design of the eighteenth century.
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This imposition ofan abstract geometry allows us for a moment
to introduce the greatest English architect of Blake's day, Sir

John Soane, a contemporary ofBlake's, only four years his elder.

It is apt that he should appear here; for what characterizes his

entirely personal, highly idiosyncratic and often eccentric style

—

he has been mentioned for a moment before for his eccentricity

only—is that he also liked the incised line as an ornament instead

of anything more bodily and swelling, and that he built in an

overwhelmingly English way with surfaces which are like mem-
branes and with shallow curved vaults which seem to hover over

the rooms. The Greek Revival in other countries tends to

emphasize mass and solidity, only English Soane contrived to

disembody it.

And to return to Blake and his imposed geometry, he applied it

even to his portraits—ifthat term can be applied to any ofBlake's

works. There certainly are visionary portraits by him such as the

strange Man who built the Pyramids^ and the even stranger

Ghost of a Flea, and there is also, though of course with the

imposed geometry much softened, the straightforward portrait

head ofJohn Varley, the astrologer, forwhom he drew The Man
who built the Pyramids.

It does not need saying that Blake was not a portrait painter,

that he could not be one. Portrait in the accepted sense for him
stood for all that was evil, debased, mechanical in England. It

belonged to what he called 'the sordid drudgery of facsimile

reproductions of merely mortal . . . substances', yet was the

only art 'applauded, and rewarded by the Rich and Great' ^^

Fuseli was one with him on this count. He has already been

quoted as saying 'There is little hope of poetical painting ... in

England. . . . The People are not prepared for it. Portrait with

them is everything'.

And curiously enough Gainsborough also agreed with these

remarks, though less emphatically and for very different reasons.

He was a successful portrait painter. But, as his yet more success-

ful chief competitor Reynolds hankered after the historical and
ideal subject, so Gainsborough hankered after landscape. In a

famous letter to a friend he wrote: 'I am sick ofPortraits and wish

very much to take my viol-da-gamba and walk off to some sweet

village where I can paint landskips and enjoy the fag-end oflife in

quietness and ease. But these fine ladies and their tea-drinkings,

dancings, husband-huntings etc etc etc will fob me out ofthe last
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ten years ... '.^^ So with him it was not poetical painting or

imaginative painting versus portrait, but landscape versus por-

trait—and that also is an eminently English problem in the

eighteenth century. It is the one to which we must now turn.
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6
Constable and the Pursuit ofNature

CONSTABLE NEVER VISITED Italy, nor did he visit Paris.

Neither did Blake, neither did Gainsborough, neither did

Hogarth. There is evidence that Constable never seriously wan-
ted to know Italy. There is a passage in a letter written when he

was over fifty about someone's 'mind and talent mouldering away
at Rome'.^ In an address to students of the Royal Academy he

warned them 'not to be in too great haste to (seek) instruction in

the schools of France, Germany or Italy'. ^ Yet he was an ardent

worshipper of Claude Lorraine's Italian landscapes and once

wrote to his friend Archdeacon Fisher that he feared he might be

'doomed never to see the living scenes that inspired the land-

scapes of . . . Claude'.^ However, this passage immediately goes

on like this: 'But I was born to paint a happier land, my own dear

old England ; and when I cease to love her, may I, as Wordsworth
says, "never more hear her green leaves rustle, and her torrents

roar" '.

Constable loved his country, and ifsuch love can be taken as an
indication offrank, naive Englishness, then Constable ought to be

as promising for an analysis of Englishness as Hogarth who
signed himself 'Britophil' and Blake who called himself 'English

Blake'.* Blake and Constable are contemporaries, and they are

what Blake called Contraries. They have indeed hardly anything

in common. Nor have Constable and Reynolds nor indeed at first

sight Constable and Hogarth. Yet between Constable and
Hogarth comparisons are not out of the question. 'Nature is

simple, plain and true in all her works'. Constable could have

said that, but Hogarth did.^ 'By a close observation of nature

(the artist) discovers qualities . . . which have never been por-

trayed before'. Hogarth could have said that, but Constable did. ^

And one ofConstable's most famous sayings, as a rule misquoted,

is: 'There is room enough for a rnXwcdXpeinture\'^ That isjust what
Hogarth must have felt, when he revolted against 'this grand
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business'. Constable's revolt was couched in almost the same
words. He wrote: 'I have heard so much ofthe higher walks ofart,

that I am quite sick'. ^

Blake on the other hand said: 'No Man ofSense can think that

an Imitation of the Objects of Nature is the Art of Painting, or

that such Imitation ... is worthy of Notice'.^ That, curiously

enough, although admittedly with a very different meaning,

might have come straight out ofone ofReynolds's Discourses. But

Blake also said: 'Natural objects always ... do weaken, deaden,

and obliterate Imagination in me',^" and that neither Hogarth
nor Constable could have written, nor Reynolds either.

Concerning Englishness however, it is, as these chapters are

trying to prove, patent in all ofthem. But Reynolds's is the world

of social convention and intellectual discipline, Hogarth's is the

noise and bustle ofLondon low life and high life, Blake's is a dim
druidical Albion. As for Constable his England is the countryside,

and more specifically the Suffolk countryside, where he grew up,

the son ofa miller. There his art, as he said so truly, 'is to be found

under every hedge, and in every lane'.^^ So is of course Hogarth's

under every pub-sign and in every alleyway ofLondon.
But there the comparison between Constable and Hogarth

ends. For Hogarth is a story-teller and Constable is emphatically

not, and Hogarth wants, as Garrick put it, to 'charm the mind
and through the eye correct the heart', ^^ whereas Constable had
no such extraneous programme. He seems thereby to contradict

the Englishness ofliterary painting. But the contradiction is only

on the surface, and can be solved by a look at the change which

had taken place in the art ofthe whole ofEurope between the Age
ofReason and the Romantic Age. Observation remained, but it

was no longer the observation of man in his actions but the

observation ofnature. Nor was it incidentally any longer so much
the observation ofman simply in his likeness. That is: although

portrait went on as an English speciality, the calibre of English

artists that concentrated on portrait in the eighteenth century,

Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney (and in Scotland Raeburn),

nowwent into landscape. The years between just before 1800 and
about 1840 saw a prodigious flowering of landscape painting in

England, unparalleled in any one country on the Continent.

The development starts two generations earlier, in the mid-

eighteenth century, when Richard Wilson came back from Italy

and turned from the idyllic landscapes ofthe south to English and
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Welsh landscape. 'He looked', as Constable said/^ 'at nature

entirely for himself, and remain(ed) free from any tincture of the

style that prevailed among the living artists, both abroad and at

home'. Side by side with him, with an equally fresh eye, Gains-

borough painted his landscapes, a pursuit which, as we know, 102

he preferred to painting portraits. His landscapes have indeed

the happiest insouciance ofhandling and the most 'soothing, ten-

der and affecting' sentiment. The quoted words are Constable's

again. ^* Far bolder is the handling of Alexander Cozens's land-

scapes. For their groundwork they have ink-blots crossed by an 103

accidental network of lines which is created by crumpling the

paper and smoothing it out again before the blots are made. The
result has a breadth of vision, a weightlessness, and a sense of

atmosphere prophetic of the nineteenth century, and it may be

worth recording that even Constable made at least one blot draw-

ing. ^^

But there is yet a fundamental difference between Wilson,

Gainsborough, Alexander Cozens, even Alexander's son John
Robert Cozens whom Constable once called 'the greatest genius

that ever touched landscape',^ ^ and Constable. All the masters of

the eighteenth century have in their compositions and their

stylish handling of the brush still a self-consciousness which

reflects the century's sense of superiority over nature. Nature

must be composed, that is improved—in this the landscape

painters agreed with Reynolds and incidentally with the

'improvers' par excellence, the eighteenth-century landscapers led

by the Rev. William Gilpin, their theorist (who also made a blot

drawing).^' To him and the English theory oflandscape we shall

turn in the next chapter.

All that still lingered of artificiality was driven out by Thomas
Girtin who died young in 1 802 and then by Crome and Turner 104

and Constable. It is characteristic that Girtin and Turner started

from the architectural portrait, that is accurate representations of

buildings understood in their structure and character. They con-

tinued in this the Anglo-Venetian tradition ofthe veduta. Canaletto

had stayed in England from 1746 with a short break till 1755.

Sandby had been working in the same spirit in English water-

colours. But no-one in the eighteenth century had the closeness

and density of rendering of Girtin and Turner. It is equally

characteristic that Crome's and Constable's chief sources of

inspiration were the Dutch landscape painters ofthe seventeenth
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century who^combined probity with a feeling for atmosphere

stimulated by the climate of their country. The climate of Eng-

land is similar, the closeness to the sea as noticeable in the air. So

Girtin and Turner as well as Crome and Constable turned to the

study ofatmosphere, allowed it to animate the English everyday

country scene, and developed an open and sketchy technique to

interpret an ever-changing nature.

This pre-eminently painterly technique was however not

created at that time nor in England. It is the direct descendant of

the later style ofTitian, in his figures as well as his fabulous land-

scape backgrounds, the style of Rubens's landscapes and those,

once more, of the Dutch. In England it appeared out of the blue

with Hogarth—but he, as has been shown, did not want to be a

painter primarily, but a teacher ofmorality, as Reynolds wanted

to be a teacher of social virtues. Hence both could write on the

theory of art as well, whereas for instance Gainsborough could

never have done that. This is one ofthe reasons why Reynolds in

thatembarrassing document, the Thirteenth Discoursejhlamedhim.,

in spite of respect and a sensitive appreciation of his technique.

The wording of his reproof is extremely interesting. Reynolds

said that Gainsborough saw nature 'with the eye ofa painter' and

not a poet. It seems absurd to us, after a century ofimpressionism,

to blame a painter for seeing with the eye ofa painter, but it shows

up the conflict of the late eighteenth century out of which the

great EngUsh art oflandscape painting arose.

A little more must now be said of the character of Constable's

landscape. The motifs are humble, Dedham Vale, Hampstead
Heath, Willy Lott's Cottage, Boat-building near Flatford Mill.

As C. R. Leslie, his early biographer, writes, he worked 'within

the narrowest limits in which, perhaps, the studies of an artist

ever were confined', ^^ but his aim could 'be best attained by a

constant study ofthe same objects under every change ofthe sea-

sons, and of the times of day'. ^^ The sky Constable called indeed

'the keynote' 2° of all classes of landscape. Neither Poussin nor

Courbet nor Cezanne could have said that. And clouds were

Constable's deUght and obsession. ^^ Alexander Cozens already

had intended to publish a system of skies in twenty-five varieties

and left indeed a number ofmemorable cloud-studies. Constable,

in one ofhis letters to C. R. Leslie, suddenly breaks off to exclaim:

'I can hardly write for looking at the silvery clouds' .
^^ On his cloud

studies one finds entries such as this: 'September 5, 1822, ten
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o'clock, morning, looking South-East, brisk wind at West, Very
j^^

bright and fresh, grey clouds running far over a yellow bed, about

halfway in the sky'. OfGirtin a similarly close observation of 'the

time of day, the cast shadows and particular effect suited to the

time' is reported. ^^ And Constable in a lecture he gave towards

the end ofhis life to the Literary and Scientific Society ofHamp-
stead analysed a winter landscape by Ruisdael in the following

terms: 'The picture represents an approaching thaw. The
ground is covered with snow, and the trees are still white; but

there are two windmills near the centre; the one has the sails

furled, and is turned in the position from which the wind blew

when the mill left offwork, the other has the canvas on the poles,

and is turned another way, which indicates a change in the wind

;

the clouds are opening in that direction, which appears by the

glow in the sky to the south (the sun's winter habitation in our

hemisphere), and this change will produce a thaw before the

morning'. 2* Constable added that these details in Ruisdael's pic-

ture show that he 'understood what he was painting', and that he

'has here told a story'—both remarkable statements. He praised

the same mastery of atmospheric rendering in Rubens's land-

scapes: 'dewy light and freshness, the departing shower, with the

exhilaration of the returning sun, effects which Rubens, more
than any other painter, has perfected on canvas'. ^^ In describing

his own paintings Constable emphasized exactly the same atmo- io6

spheric qualities, 'dew and breezes',2^'ashower has justpassed', 2'

'silvery, windy, and delicious ... all health, and the absence of

everything stagnant'. ^^ 'Sparkle and repose' are the two extremes

he wanted to combine. ^^ He knew what he was doing, and there

is no false modesty in what he writes about his achievement:

Never before had such an interpretation of nature as his been

'perfected on the Canvas ofany painter in the world' .
^°

Fuseli who belonged to the eighteenth century and the world of

Blake said of Constable: 'He makes me call for my greatcoat and
umbrella'. ^^ But Blake himself, when he saw drawings by Con-
stable said 'Why, this is not drawing but inspiration'. Constable

answered: 'I meant it for drawing'. ^^ Even so however, he did

call himself a visionary to excuse being irritable with clients and
dealers ^^—the very word Blake used with so much more justi-

fication. It is not unlikely that to Constable the word had an

undertone of vision in the optical sense. In any case the last sen-

tences of the last of a course of lectures he gave at the Royal



Institution in Albemarle Street nine months before he died are:

'Painting is a science, and should be pursued as an enquiry into

the laws of nature. Why, then, may not landscape painting be

considered as a branch of natural philosophy, ofwhich pictures

are but the experiments' .
^ *

From here the return is easy to that eternal quality ofEnglish-

ness, the rational approach. In Constable it might not have been

expected. The atmospheric approach is just as English, and so is

ofcourse Constable's primary choice oflandscape as his exclusive

subject. The position is this. Constable in landscape, Reynolds,

Gainsborough and all other painters of portraits, and Hogarth,

the painter ofcontemporary comedies ofmanners are all equally

intent on close observation ofwhat is around us.

But while Constable is here at one with Reynolds and Hogarth,

he is at one with Blake and also with what is most English in Eng-

lish medieval architecture in that his is not a world ofbodies, self-

consciously displaying their voluminous presence. This anti-

corporeal attitude being part of the English heritage, it was
England in the Romantic Age that led Europe away from the

landscape arranged ofcarefully disposed masses and towards the

atmospheric landscape. That Claude Lorraine in Rome and
also, as has been alluded to before, such Dutchmen as Cuyp had
done much the same already in the seventeenth century, need

not detain us. The fact remains that Constable's searching

naturalism is devoted to air and that Turner's anti-naturalism

carried him away into fantasmagorias ofnothing but air. 'Golden

107 Visions', wrote Constable, 'but only visions', ^^ and Hazlitt is

supposed to have spoken less respectfully of 'tinted steam'. ^^

Constable knew the merits and dangers of Turner's art well. He
calls one ofTurner's pictures 'the most complete work ofgenius I

ever saw'^^ and praises his light as 'exquisite', ^^ but he also

believed that Turner, like 'every man who distinguishes him-

self in a great way, is on a precipice'. ^^ Turner, in Constable's

eyes, 'does violence to all natural feelings',^" and once in a

letter Constable calls him 'stark mad'. *^

Turner's position in English art is indeed baffling from what-

ever point ofview one considers it—also from that ofhis English-

ness. In his command of the vast and nebulous he belongs to

Milton and also, it might be added, to Blake, though in his

command ofatmospheric situations his is the world of Constable

and indeed ofthose ofthe other great English landscape painters
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of between 1800 and 1840, immensely varied in character and

personality as they were. Blake's own few landscapes range from

the completely disembodied 'God moving on the Face of the

Waters' to the small wonderfully compact, yet entirely unreal

woodcuts for Thornton's Virgil, which almost at once released

Samuel Palmer's youthful genius and gave us the landscapes of

his visionary years. ^^ Many years later Palmer spoke of the

'Raving mad splendour oforange twilight glow'^^ in these land-

scapes. While he painted them, he wrote: 'I will, God help me,

never be a naturalist by profession'.** The surface of a Palmer

landscape is, to quote him again, all 'sprinkled and showered

with a thousand pretty eyes, and buds . . . and blossoms, gemm'd
with dew'.*^ Both Henry Moore and John Piper owe much to

Palmer's delight in 'dappled things'

.

Cotman with the heavenly peace ofhis smooth flatly and coolly

coloured landscapes seems the very reverse of Palmer. Yet what

they have in common is the intensity of feeling for nature com-

bined with an unreal coherence ofthe surface, independent ofthe

corporeal shapes lying as it were behind. A look at any Bonington

landscape will show what draws Cotman and Palmer together.

Bonington has the bold open brush strokes ofConstable, the sense

of breeze and never once arrested change. He was a natural

painter. Things came easier to him than to Constable. Both of

them stand together as the inspirers of the great French school

of the mid-and late-nineteenth century. Bonington died as early

as 1828. Constable died in 1837; with David Cox and plenty of

good minor painters in water-colour this broad English achieve-

ment carried on beyond 1850. By then the great art of English

painting was dead altogether—for reasons which can only be

understood on a broader basis of cultural changes, changes to

which we must revert later.

That in this flowering ofEnglish landscape, water-colour paint-

ing plays such a prominent part, a part never equalled in any
other country, is also to be explained by characteristic English

qualities of the medium. Small scale appeals to the English

rather than grand scale—the roof-bosses and capitals in the 'os, 109

churches and not the statues on the facades, and also miniatures

painted minutely on parchment or cardboard. English portrait

painting of the Elizabethan age was almost monopolized by
foreigners like Eworth and the Gheeraerdtses, except for the

miniatures, and they, especially Nicholas Hilliard and Isaac
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Oliver, did more accomplished work than the Netherlanders in

oils. But it was not only the small scale of the water-colour that

appealed to the English of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies, it was also the thin semi-transparent character of the

medium, so much less full-bodied than oil.

And side by side with the pure landscapes there flourished in

the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries such English

specialities as the sporting picture. It is characteristic enough that

it is a speciality, but the way it is handled is equally characteristic.

Mr. Basil Taylor has recen ly published a book on animal paint-

ing in England. *^ The title ofthe book is telling ; for it deals little

with the popular sporting picture of the Aiken and Leech kind,

which may be skilful reporting or boisterous cartooning but does

not reach higher. Where animal painting is at its best, where even

the racing picture is at its best, there is no exciting action, but a

110 curious stillness. That is the secret of Stubbs, the greatest animal

painter in England.*' Stubbs, besides being a painter, was a

scholarly student of anatomy, and he went to Italy in 1 754 'to

convince himselfthat nature ... is always superior to art, whether

Greek or Roman' .
* ^

Another English speciality is the open-air portrait ; other coun-

tries—at least before the Impressionists of the 1860s and 70s

—

have nothing like it. It goes right back to the Portrait ofan unknown

Nobleman at Hampton Court ofthe mid-sixteenth century, and it

culminates with such delightful pieces as Gainsborough's Morn-

111 ing Walk, or the Cumberlands out for a Walk, or Zoffany's The

112 Garricks taking Tea on the lawn by the river Thames at Twicken-

ham, or in a more romantic mood Joseph Wright of Derby's

Brooke Boothby lying in a wood and dreaming over a book he has

been reading, or—to point to the same delight in fresh air in

Scotland—Raeburn's Sir John and Lady Clark walking through

their possessions and no doubt discussing improvements.

For that is really the setting in which the open-air portrait and
the sporting picture must be seen—the passion of the eighteenth-

century English for the landscape garden and the passion of the

present-day English for gardening which is the latter-day poor

relation of landscaping. The landscape garden is the most

influential of all English innovations in art. Its effects can be

studied all over the Continent and from the United States to

Russia. It deserves a chapter to itself.
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7

Picturesque England

ANT ACCOUNT OF landscape gardening must start from the

English climate, as indeed English landscape painting and the

English sporting picture and open-air portrait can also be appre-

ciated only by taking climate into consideration. Climate is—as

was stated in the introduction to this book—one of the funda-

mental premises of character. The English climate has been dis-

cussed so often and ridiculed so often that it may be high time to

quote a different view. It is that of Charles II, who had been

brought up in France and so knew climes nowadays regarded as

more attractive. Yet he said, that 'he lik'd . . . that Country best,

which might be enjoy'd the most Hours of the Day, and the most

Days in the Year, which he was sure was to be done in England

more than in any country whatsoever'. ^ One is inclined at first to

think that this is a king's blatant flattery of his country. But it

must not be forgotten that Rochester who was not what one

would call a kind man in his judgment of others said once that

Charles 'never said a foolish thing' (though he added: 'Nor ever

did a wise one'), and that no man in the seventeenth century

would have called scorching sunshine something to be enjoyed

outdoors. So outdoor life at that time and right to the nineteenth

century required moderate weather—too warm not to want to be

outdoors, too cool to be idle outdoors. Hence English sports,

hence English gardening, hence the Englishman digging his own
bathing pool, or building his own garden wall. Weather suitable

for such pursuits does indeed turn up for some time on nearly

every day in England, however much moisture there may be in

the atmosphere lying in wait to condense into rain.

That moisture steams out of Turner's canvases as well, makes
Constable's so uncannily clear and fresh, and lays a haze over

man and building, dissolving their bodily solidity. It thus links up
with the incorporeal tradition of English art. And it made the

English, to return to the business in hand, the creators of land-
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scape gardening and thereby of the Picturesque. The Enghsh
Garden, the Jardin Anglais^ the Englischer Garten^ is asymmetrical,

informal, varied and made of such parts as the serpentine lake,

1 1 3 the winding drive and winding path, the trees grouped in clumps,

and smooth lawn (mown or cropped by sheep) reaching right up
to the French windows ofthe house.

The English garden is English in a number of profoundly

significant ways not yet touched upon. First the simplest way:

formally the winding path and the serpentine lake are the

equivalent ofHogarth's Line ofBeauty, that long, gentle, double

curvewhich dominates one kind ofEnglish artfrom the Decorated

style in architecture to William Blake and beyond. On the other

hand, where Hogarth himself uses these motifs of the garden to

illustrate his point, he says that they 'lead the eye a wanton kind

of chase'. 2 That is clearly something different. It introduces such

elements as surprise in the composition ofthe English garden, and
surprise was indeed one ofthe elements consciously aimed at:

'Let not each beauty everywhere be spied

When half the skill is decently to hide.

He gains all points who pleasingly confounds.

Surprises, varies, and conceals the bounds'.

These lines are from Alexander Pope,^ and though Pope was a

teacher ofreason, and though it was Lord Burlington who estab-

lished in eighteenth-century England the clarity and the cubic

simplicity of Palladian architecture, Burlington possessed at

Chiswick and Pope at Twickenham two of the first picturesque

gardens ofEngland. They were begun about 1 7 1 8. *

Pleasingly to confound is not what English Palladian houses

are supposed to do. Yet in the course ofthe eighteenth century an

element of surprise developed in the management of their

interiors. It becomes first noticeable in Kent's and then Robert

Adam's delight in columnar screens half concealing the apsidal

bounds ofa room. ^ Externally the same screen or grille eflfect was
obtained in Adam's portico at Osterley Park which instead of

standing in front of a solid wall half-reveals the inner courtyard

behind. The master of surprise in internal spaces is Sir John
101 Soane. His own house is full ofunexpected and not easily compre-

hended effects of concealed lighting, concealed structure and
unexpected changes oflevel. No-one in Europe at Soane's time is

his match in such truly picturesque effects.

Nor is there a consistent English tradition behind them,
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although we could refer to the fact that, at the time which in

medieval architecture seemed to us the most convincingly com-
parable to that of Soane (and Blake), that is about 1300, there

were also spatial surprises achieved which have no equal on the

Continent. The paramount examples have been mentioned

before: the chancel of Bristol Cathedral with its confounding

diagonal vistas, the octagon ofEly Cathedral, and the east end of

Wells Cathedral.

But surprise or, as Pope said more comprehensively in another

place, 'the contrasts, the management of surprises, and the con-

cealment ofthe bounds'^ is not all that he demanded ofa garden.

There is also 'the amiable simplicity of unadorned nature'.' To
make the garden appear natural is a conception that takes us

back to the seventeenth century. On the Continent neither

naturalness nor surprise in gardening appeared before the great

English invasion of the mid-eighteenth century. Sir Henry
Wotton, the first coherent writer on architecture in the English

language, wrote in 1 624: 'As Fabriques should be regular, so Gar-

dens should be irregular'. ^ Two generations later Sir William

Temple, in his Gardens ofEpicure of 1685, wrote more explicitly,

after some pages on the formal gardens ofhis time: 'There may be

other forms wholly irregular, that may, for ought I know, have

more beauty . . . They must owe it ... to some great race offancy

orjudgment in the contrivance'. Such, he says, are the gardens of

the Chinese. But to attempt them in England would be an adven-

ture 'oftoo hard achievement for any common hands'. ^

Ifthe adventure was embarked on, that was due to yet another

train of thought. Lord Shaftesbury, the philosopher of the early

years of the eighteenth century, praised wild nature, 'where

neither Art, nor the Conceit or Caprice ofMan, has spoil'd (her)

genuine order by breaking upon (her) primitive state'. To him
'the verdure of the Field' and 'even the rude Rocks, the mossy
Caverns . .

. , and broken Falls ofWaters' ^° represent that natural,

unartificial world which roused his enthusiasm.

Addison in The Spectator wrote the same more quietly: 'For my
own part, I would rather look upon a tree in all its luxuriance and
diffusion ofboughs and branches than when it is . . . trimmed into

a mathematical figure'. ^^ That refers to the Dutch and French
Gardens with their formal parterres and their cut hedges. Pope
meant the same when he said: 'A tree is a nobler object than a

prince in his coronation robes'. ^^ It seems a curious comparison
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at first, but it refers back, consciously or unconsciously, to

Shaftesbury whose enthusiasm was roused by rocks, caverns and
waterfalls because they are 'Nature more truly than the formal

Mockery ofprincely Gardens'. ^^

Now with the 'prince in his coronation robes' and 'the formal

mockery of princely Gardens' politics come into the argument.

England is Liberty, France is suppressed by her rulers. Of Eng-

land, Thomson sang: 'Thee haughty tyrants ne'er shall tame',^*

and ofEngland and France:

'Shall Britons, by their own joint wisdom ruled . . .

To Gallia yield? yield to a land that bends

Depressed and broke, beneath the will of one?' ^^

Similar thoughts had come to Addison in Italy in 1 701 and made
him exclaim:

'Oh Liberty^ thou Goddess Heav'nly bright,

Profuse of Bliss, and poignant with Delight, . . .

Thee Goddess, thee Britannia's Isle adores'. ^^

And a similar thought had been formulated briefly and more pro-

saically already by Paul Hentzner before the year 1600. His

remark about the English 'impatience of anything like slavery'

was quoted in the first chapter of this book. Many quotations

from the sixteenth century to Emerson in the nineteenth, who
said: 'Only the English can be trusted with freedom', ^'^ and so on

into the twentieth could be added. The point needs no more
elaboration.

The relation of picturesque gardening to liberty is not one

established artifically by twentieth century critics. It was familiar

to the age itself Thomson in thepoemjust quoted from, explicitiy

contrasts the silvan scenes ofpicturesque gardens 'Such as a Pope

in miniature has shown' with the enterprises of 'pompous

tyrants', ^^ and George Mason in his Essay on Design in Gardening

of 1 768 attributes the creation oflandscape gardening in England

to the English 'Independency ... in matters of taste and in reli-

gion and government'. ^^

As physical proof of this relation one may perhaps quote the

various garden furnishings and follies erected in the grounds of

English country houses to commemorate the American Inde-

pendence. There is for instance a triumphal arch between the

Aberford and Parlington parks in the West Riding ofYorkshire

on which one can read: 'Liberty in North America triumphant:

1783', and there are the farms of <r. 1783 at Greystoke Castle,
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quoted in a previous chapter and called Jefferson, Fort Putnam 38

and Bunker's Hill. Such demonstrations of sympathy with the

King's enemies would not have gone unpunished in any other

country and would still be impossible in most countries of the

west to-day.

But there is yet another aspect of the picturesque garden in

England, and its interpretation by Pope and his generation is, in

my opinion, in bad need of some elaboration. It is the aspect

referred to by Pope in the lines following immediately after the

passage quoted above:

'Consult the genius of the place in all

That tells the waters or to rise or fall

Or helps th'ambitious hill the heavens to scale

Or scoops in circling theatres the vale . . .

Calls in the country, catches opening glades,

Joins willing woods, and varies shades from shades'.

These lines are a programme of improvements typical of what
eighteenth-century landowners did to their grounds. They hardly

ever extended the principles oftheir improvements beyond them.

There is in addition the occasional eighteenth-century model
village, an old village rebuilt because it had been in the way of

some picturesque vista, and there are occasional remarks in the

books on village design. On the town there is to all intents and
purposes nothing.

The Picturesque entered the town not in urban terms. About
1 800 the first squares of London were landscaped—exclaves of

the country in the town.^o They were welcomed as wholesome

and attractive, and they took up in fact, though not consciously,

an old and eminently English tradition of the cathedral towns.

The English cathedral stands in a close, that is a precinct,

originally as a churchyard turfed and tree-planted, and later

landscaped, ^i No greater contrast can be imagined than that say

between the surroundings of Strassburg and Salisbury Cathe- 116,117

drals. The landscaped square became the hall-mark of early-

nineteenth-century London, andwhen in 1 825 George IV decided

to make Buckingham House his London palace, he (and his 114,115

architectJohn Nash) did not build a metropolitan palace like the

Louvre or the palaces ofBerlin, Rome (the Quirinal), Stockholm

(in spite ofthe water in front), Madrid, but a country house with

a spreading facade. The facade known to Londoners is of course

an early twentieth-century addition by Sir Aston Webb and with
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the rond-point in front of it more Parisian than Londonian in

spirit. The real front of the Palace faces west, that is faces a

spacious lawn, winding paths, and a serpentine lake with an
island.

This rus in urbe is indeed eminently English, but, when it comes
to the problems ofto-day, it has little to contribute. Our problems

are those of improvements in towns, including the metropolis,

and the laying out or, as it is now called, the planning of new
towns or new parts oftowns. But even with regard to these urgent

problems, so much more serious and portentous than those ofthe

country house and its grounds, the English Picturesque theory

—

if not its practice—has an extremely important message. We are

in need ofa policy ofhealthy, attractive, acceptable urban plan-

ning. There is an English national planning theory in existence

which need only be recognized and developed. It is hidden in the

writings ofthe improvers from Pope to Uvedale Price and Payne
Knight. The first line quoted from Pope on the preceding page
ran: 'Consult the genius of the place in all'. The genius of the

place, the genius loci, is a mythological person taken over from

antiquity 22 an^j given a new meaning. The genius loci, ifwe put it

in modern planning terms, is the character of the site, and the

character of the site is, in a town, not only the geographical but

also the historical, social and especially the aesthetic character. If

one wants to plan for the City ofLondon, one must be sensitive to

the visual character of the City. The same exactly would apply

to Cambridge, or to a small town with much character such as

Blandford, or with little character such as Slough.

Now this kind of consideration is tantamount to treating each

place 'on its own merit', and it is therefore an eminently English

treatment, even if its Englishness has been forgotten in the nine-

teenth century and still needs re-discovering now. It is the same
attitude applied to visual planning as it is applied, or so one

hopes, to their day-to-day work by the Home Office and the

Ministry of Pensions. 'Each case on its own merit' is the humane
principle to act on, and as early as the mid-eighteenth century

that cosmopolitan observer Count Algarotti had written that

'everything in England is in proportion with the human beings' ^^

'Every case on its own merit' may indeed be called the principle

of tolerance in action, and there is no more desirable element of

Englishness than tolerance. The principle was established early,

—when Queen Elizabeth I declared after the Northern Rebel-
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113. The English Garden. The landscaped grounds of Claremont, Surrey.
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1 70

1 14 and 115. Royal Palaces. The Louvre, wholly urban and

with formal parterres, and Buckingham Palace, a country

house in its grounds transported into the metropolis.

1 16 and 117. Even the English cathedral in its precinct has

often acquired a landscape setting. John Constable's

Salisbury Cathedral, 1823, Victoria and Albert Museum,
and a photograph of Salisbury Cathedral.
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1 1 8. Picturesque Principles applied to urban conditions: The Architectural Review plan for the

precinct of St. Paul's, published in 1 946 ; 1
1
9 and 1 20. The schemes for the Barbican area

in the City of London, prepared by the Corporation of London in collaboration with

Sir William Holford; and by Dr. J. Leslie Martin and the Planning Division of the

London County Council Architects' Department.
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123 ^""i J 24. Picturesque

Principles applied to urban

conditions: The Roehamp-
ton Estate of the London
County Council, designed

by Dr. J. Leshe Martin and

the Council Architects'

X)epartment.

124
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lion of 1 560 that all those who obeyed the law should 'certainly

and quietly have and enjoy the fruits of our former accustomed

favour, lenity and grace . . . without any molestation ... by any

person by way of examination or inquisition of their several

opinions in their consciences, for matters of faith'. 2* There was

admittedlysome ambiguityin thewording, andEdwardAglionby

,

M.P. went further, in a speech in 1571. He said that 'the con-

science ofman is eternal, indivisible, and not in the power of the

greatest monarchy in the world, in any limits to be straitened'. ^^

This principle was finally laid down for good by the unbloody

revolution of 1688. Locke's first Letter on Tolerance came out in

1689. Twelve years later Queen Anne gave one of the principal

beams for the building of the still surviving synagogue in Bevis

Marks, and the architect, a Quaker, gave his fees to the congre-

gation. That is English, and that is why the first of Voltaire's

Letters on the English is about the Quakers. In a later letter he says a

little less kindly: 'All denominations meet on the Exchange, and
the only ones called infidels are those who go bankrupt'. ^^

In planning and architecture to-day 'each case on its own
merit' is called functionalism, and ifpresent-day urban situations

are treated functionally, it is obvious that the result would not

look like 'the mockery of princely' towns such as Versailles, with

symmetry enforced on streets and buildings. The informal—this

is a better term than the irregular; for the regulae, the rules, were

not absent in English landscaping, only they were of a subtle

kind—the informal then is at the same time the practical and the

English. Voltaire has something to say on English irregularity

too, this time a propos Shakespeare: 'It seems that up to now the

English have only produced irregular beauties . . . Their poetical

genius resembles a closely grown tree planted by nature, throw-

ing out a thousand branches here and there and growing lustily

and without rules. It dies ifyou try to force its nature and trim it

like the gardens of Marly'. 2' 'Nature', said Voltaire's Scottish

contemporary, the sceptical philosopher David Hume, 'Nature is

always too strong for principle'.

An unexpected witness to strengthen the present case is Sir

Joshua Reynolds. So far he has appeared in this book only as the

rationalist and the purveyor of academic doctrine and reticent

portraits. Now this is what, in his Thirteenth Discourse, he says

about architecture: 'It may not be amiss for the Architect to take

advantage some times of . . . accidents, to follow where they
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lead, and to improve them, rather than always to trust to a regular

plan . . . The forms and turnings of the streets of London and
other old towns are produced by accident, without any original

plan or design, but they are not always the less pleasant to the

walker or spectator on that account. On the contrary, if the city

had been built on the regular plan of Sir Christopher Wren, the

effect might have been, as we know it in some new parts of the

town, rather unpleasing; the uniformity might have produced
weariness'. Wren's plan of 1666 is familiar; that there was also

another aspect to Wren's ideas on visual planning, Reynolds did

not observe. We shall come to it presently. The new parts ofLon-
don ofwhich Reynolds speaks in 1 786 must be the west end from

Hanover Square to Portman Square. We may not find them
wearisome, as we certainly do not the urban terraces of the same
time at Bath or Bloomsbury. On the other hand what other term

than wearisome uniformity would the visually sensitive choose

for the High Victorian terraces ofSouth Kensington and ofnearly

all the poorer inner suburbs ofLondon. Yet—and this shows how
careful one has to be in these generalizations—both are the out-

come of Liberty. The planning ofBath with circus and crescents

and the planning ofBloomsbury with its squares is liberty in the

sense of an informal composition taking into consideration sites,

conditions ofproperty, balance ofbuilding to open space, and so

on. South Kensington and the poorer suburbs are liberty in the

sense oilaissezfaire, that is of letting the philistine, or the Fran-

cophile, or indeed the callous speculator have his way and his

money's worth. No interference with good land use or bad land

use—at least prior to the most recent legislation.

England suffered from the blight ofbad land-use earlier than

other European countries, because she had undergone the

Industrial Revolution earlier than others, and because her faith

in tolerance on the one hand, in private enterprise on the other,

had prevented her from checking the fatal effects on the appear-

ance oftowns of the rapid growth ofindustry and urban popula-

tion. When the reaction came about 1870-19 14, (and it came
earlier than on the Continent too), it took characteristically

enough the form of a return to the Picturesque, and quite under-

standably it looked to the picturesque practice as much as, or

more than, to the picturesque principles. So the result—-a result

to be proud of—was the garden suburb and then the garden city.

They succeeded in the blending ofsmall-size housing with nature
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and the application of the principle of variety to the layout oi

streets, the provision offootpaths and so on. But they failed in not

being truly urban.

Yet Wren's City of London and the Bath of the John Woods
had shown how the picturesque principles of variety and sur-

prise, those visual blessings, could be used in urban terms. Wren's

plan of 1 666 was formal and Parisian, but when it came to build-

ing, and he was commissioned to design over fifty churches for the

City of London, he gave their styles the utmost variety his fertile

brain and his experimental mind could produce, styles of all

kinds, from the grandly classical to the homely Dutch and the

imitation Gothic. ^^

The message of the Woods, father and son, is even more
important for to-day. They have proved that with terraces of tall

as well as small houses, with squares and crescents and circuses,

varied planning in urban terms can be achieved.John Nash in his

ingenious and again informal procession (if an informal proces-

sion can be conceived) of Regent Street and Regent's Park suc-

ceeded even better. Here again was urban scale, variety, and
surprise in the bends and turns and well placed accents of the

street, a combination ofgrand terraces and lush park, an area of

picturesque cottages behind called Park Village and so on. ^^

So there is plenty ofprecedent to make use of in our situation

to-day—not by copying but by applying the same principles, the

same great English principles. The situation in planning in all

countries to-day calls for two things in particular, both totally

neglected by the nineteenth century: the replanning of city cen-

tres to make them efficient as well as agreeable places to work in,

and the planning of new balanced towns, satellite towns, New
Towns, which are towns and not garden suburbs with odd shop-

ping centres as urban exclaves and a trading estate along the rail-

way. Planning is ofcourse largely a matter ofeconomics, sociology,

traffic engineering and so on, but it is also a visual matter, and if

in the end the city centre or new town is not visually satisfactory

—not only in its buildings but as an urban whole—it is a failure. ^°

These are urgent problems for all countries, but what has been

said about English character shows that no country is aesthetically

better provided to solve them and thereby leave its imprint on
other countries than England. If English planners forget about

the straight axes and the artificially symmetrical facades of the

academy and design functionally and Englishly they will succeed.
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There are in fact promising omens in many places already, the

consistent policy of the Architectural Review over the last twelve

118 years and more, resulting in sketch plans for the City, the area

round the Houses of Parliament, and several small towns, ^^ Sir

Hugh Casson's and Mr. Misha Black's layout ofthe 1951 exhibi-

tion on the south bank of the Thames, then the design by Sir

121 Hugh Casson and Mr. Neville Conder for the Faculty ofArts pre-

cinct ofCambridge University, the Holden and Holford plan for

119, 120 the City ofLondon, the LCC and the Holford plans for the Bar-

bican area in the north part of the City, and—in the flesh as it

were—certain parts of Harlow New Town by Mr. Frederick

121 Gibberd and several LCC housing estates designed by Dr. J.

123-4 Leslie Martin and his department.

These are the things eagerly studied by architects from abroad,

but they are also things that still need support, support against

ignorance and shortsightedness, and against the stupid prejudice

that such new-fangled ideas as would give England modern and
worthy town and city centres must be outlandish. It has, I hope

been demonstrated how thoroughly inlandish they are.
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8
Conclusion

IFm PLANNING TODAY England has something of great

value to offer to other nations, can the same be said ofpainting, of

sculpture, and ofarchitecture proper?

Concerning painting my answer would on the whole be No.

The romantic topography of Christopher Wood and then Mr.

John Piper, Eric Ravilious and some others may delight us and
be specifically English, but I doubt whether in a future display of

twentieth-century painting the English will be among the prin-

cipal contributors. The reason is not far to seek. At various times

in the pages ofthis book the interaction ofthe spirit ofan age with

national propensities has been observed. The two can reinforce

one another, as was the case between Hogarth and the Age of

Reason, Hogarth and Rococo composition, and between the

architectural style of 1 300 and the growth of mysticism. In the

case of Blake parallels could similarly be drawn to David and
Carstens on the one hand, to Runge on the other. In the same
sense most English painting today corresponds to painting on the

Continent, but whereas Blake is a wholly original interpreter ofa

European trend of his day, most English painting today, seen

from the historian's distance, is a reflection ofContinental move-
ments. If England seems so far incapable of leadership in

twentieth-century painting, the extreme contrast between the

spirit of the age and English qualities is responsible. Art in

her leaders is violent today, it breaks up more than it yet

re-assembles. England dislikes violence and believes in evolu-

tion. So here, spirit of the age and spirit of England seem in-

compatible.

Yet although exactly the same ought to be true ofsculpture, it

is not. Reference to Mr. Henry Moore has been made more than

once. Other and younger sculptors could be added. The fact

remains that, in Mr. Moore certainly, in others probably, Eng-

land has at present a position in European sculpture such as she
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has never before held. I have no comment to make beyond that

which I have made already. National character is not a pro-

crustean bed. There is nothing stagnant in national qualities,

they are in a perpetual flux. New possibilities may at any moment
be thrown up and force us to revise our categories.

In architecture the situation is more complex. Looking over

the centuries it canbe said that England's contribution to Western
art has been stronger in the practical art of building than in the

more esoteric arts ofpainting and sculpture. Is there again more
promise today in architecture than in the so-called Fine Arts? I

would reply in the affirmative, but not unconditionally. England
seems predestined to play a leading part in modern architecture.

The style clearly harmonizes to perfection with the English tradi-

tion of Hardwick Hall and with the whole of the Perpendic-

ular style. It has enough in common also with the cubic simpli-

city and the ornamental restraint of the Neo-Palladian style.

Moreover it is based, as has been proved, I think, beyond
doubt, on the work of William Morris, Philip Webb, Charles

Voysey and other late-nineteenth-century architect-designers.

Yet the act of creating the new style itself did not take

place in England, and its acceptance in England, once it had
been created in America, France and Germany between 1900

and 1 9 1 o, was singularly slow. The reason for this has also been

given before. England dislikes and distrusts revolutions. That is a

forte in political development, but a weakness in art.

Moreover, there is another expression of English political

strength which is detrimental to art: the democratic rule by com-
mittee and majority. Building today more than ever before is

decided by committees. Committees can never be hoped to be the

best of judges in matters aesthetic. To demand or merely to

licence a bold building requires a bold man.
However, rule by committee applies in the twentieth century

to countries other than England as well, and yet the progress of

the new style seems to have been less hindered by it. The answer

may be that other countries trust the one man in the committee

or before the committee more than the English, because their

democratic traditions are less inveterate—or because they want
to believe in the new. In England success of a new venture

depends on the lucky accident of a man who believes in it, is

insistent and can at the same time handle committees. Such was

Frank Pick at the London Passenger Transport Board, such is
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now Mr. FrederickGibberd at HarlowNew Town, and Dr. Leslie

Martin at the London County Council.

Conservatism has been demonstrated as a power oflong stand-

ing in English art. Ought one then not to accept the wretched

Tudor of suburban houses, the genteel Georgian of wealthier

suburban houses, and the pompous and petrified Classical

Re-revival of civic centres, city offices and buildings done for the

central government right up to the present day as yet another

sign of a permanent English quality? There are two answers to

this insinuation. One is that England has not always been con-

servative. To this fact attention was drawn at the beginning of

this book. Right up to a hundred years ago, England was the

unchallenged pioneer ofinnovation, in technology, industry, and
commerce. If that has changed—and it undeniably has—causes

will have to be found, and they will indeed a little later be dis-

cussed. All that matters here is that conservatism, though a recur-

rent quality in the English character, is not a permanent one.

Also conservatism can be a positive as well as a negative quality.

It is negative, where it expresses inertia—Sorbiere as early as

1663 said that the English may easily be induced to anything, as

long as you fill their bellies, let them have freedom ofspeech and
don't bear too hard on their lazy temper.^ But where is the border

between laziness and the desire for a life which leaves moments or

latter years of leisure? Sorbiere himself quotes the English as

believing 'that true living consists in knowing how to live at ease'. ^

Louis de Muralt praised the English merchants early in the

eighteenth century, because 'after having amassed riches some of

them give up trade and become country gentlemen, that is they

know how to stop and enjoy the fruits oftheir labour'. ^ And where

is the border-line between circumspection and timidity? The
lack ofsufficiently bold planning, the opposition for petty reasons

to all major schemes both in cities and in the country are unques-

tionably negative. The staging of the South Bank Exhibition in

1 95 1 twenty-one years after Asplund's exhibition in Stockholm,

the school-drive thirty years after that in Germany, the conver-

sion to the point-block fifteen years after Sweden—these delays

may on the other hand have theircompensation. Initial mistakes

are avoided, and a certain more human, more leisurely mellow-

ness can be introduced.

What these thoughts on English conservatism and modern
architecture illustrate is the important fact that national
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character, as it is no procrustean bed, so it is no divining rod

either. We have no infallible clue to when certain traditional

qualities will re-appear and to whether they will appear as bene-

ficial or detrimental. The geography of art is no more a science

than the history of art. The qualities which the historian detects,

and dockets, are not only impermanent, they are also ambi-

valent. The narrative strain is another example of ambivalence.

It can represent concern with human life and the search for

truth, or on the other hand the preference for the extra-aesthetic

aspects ofa story over the aesthetic aspects ofa painting.

As regards the permanence of certain national traits the most
likely way to find them is by starting from two things more than

once referred to in the previous chapters: race and climate.

Climate is easier to handle, race is a dangerous tool. The ambi-

valence of any conclusion drawn from race is only too familiar.

What can be said of the racial components of the English and
their influence on art, has been said in Professor Frey's book. If

anything, he tends to overestimate it. What it comes down to

is that the Celts had a special delight in the spiral curve and the

tight intertwining of such curves and that wherever later inter-

lacing, whirls, and intricacy occur they may be traced back to

the Celtic component. A fantastic, spiritual and spirited element

may also be called Celtic. The Angles and Saxons and the Nor-

mans on the other hand were active, energetic, practical and
devoted to personal freedom, and those qualities also appear

often enough later. But their racial origins help little. It is rare

that in an individual artist his racial status is ofuse in explaining

his art. In the case of Hogarth for instance Professor Frey says

and quotes from a German anthropologist that his name is

Saxon (hog-herd), but the place of his origin in Westmorland is

'an area of the Celtic retreat', and his anthropological type and
that of his sister are 'in the direction of an anglo-mediterranean

type on a Celtic-West English-Welsh sub-stratum'. What is one

to make ofthat?

To this day there are two distinct racial types recognisable in

England, one tall with long head and long features, little facial

display and little gesticulation, the other round-faced, more agile

and more active. The proverbial Englishman of ruddy com-
plexion and indomitable health, busy in house and garden and
garage with his own hands in his spare time and devoted to out-

door sports, is ofthe second type. In popular mythology this type
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is John Bull. In art Hogarth seems to represent it, whatever

anthropologists may say. But it is a type less often expressed in art

than the other ; for it often turns against art. That is why in this

book it plays far too modest a part. As was emphasized in the

Introduction, a book dealing with art can only demonstrate those

national qualities which express themselves in art. It is doomed
therefore to be lop-sided in the end, if it is used as a guide to

national character, and not to national art.

We have moved in these considerations from race to nation.

For nation, as a self-conscious cultural entity, is always stronger

than race. In the United States it is said that it takes two genera-

tions to americanize any family from whatever European

country. It took American architecture two generations after the

achievement ofindependence to become American. * IfHolbein's

andVan Dyck's English portraits look unmistakably English, that

may not prove a change in the style of the two painters, but

rather the actually English features and deportment of their

sitters. But Rossetti is entirely an English painter, although hewas

75 per cent Italian, and Whistler is just as English, although he

was 100 per cent American.^ One may call the sensuality of

Rossetti un-English, but need only compare his women to those

of the more sensuous contemporary French, of Courbet or

Renoir, to recognise how English his attitude to female beauty

and its display really is. And as for Whistler, his over-emphasis

on disintegration by atmosphere, so much more extreme than in

Monet or any other French Impressionist, and also his long

attenuated figures and his preference for the whole-length por-

trait are all familiar English traits.

But here also no rule can be made. Sickert, it seems to me,

remained incorrigibly Bavarian to the end, and yet had much to

contribute. In acclimatizing Impressionism in England his

robustness was an antidote to Whistler's disembodiment and
aestheticism. And England has indeed profitedjust as much from

the un-Englishness of the immigrants as they have profited from

the Englishing they underwent. No-one in English history is a

more telling and encouraging case of this than the Prince Con-
sort.

After race and nation, climate. Here at least one is on safe

ground, and that is why climate has appeared time and again in

this book. There is nothing new to add. It is a moderate climate,

and it is a misty climate, and both these qualities are indeed
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immediately reflected—directly or indirectly—in nearly all the

characteristics of English art we have found. They are of two
classes. On the one hand there are moderation, reasonableness,

rationalism, observation and conservatism, on the other there are

imagination, fantasy, irrationalism. Disembodiment, the most

significant single formal quality in English art can attach itself to

both classes, but is more exclusively related to the second. The
first class branches out into such categories as understatement,

self-discipline, a practical approach to each individual case. They
too may turn anti-aesthetic and prevent self-realization by means
ofart. Self-discipline may prevent that single-minded enthusiasm

or fanaticism indispensable for the highest achievements in art.

The practical approach may neglect art altogether. It is indeed

the danger in English art through the centuries that compulsion

or inevitability ofform or style is impeded by reflection and that

for practical reasons certain subject matter in painting is all but

excluded. Here is, to repeat it, the reason why there is no

Sistine Chapel and no Isenheim Altar in England. But this

limitation restricts the so-called Fine Arts more than architecture

and design, and ifarchitecture is so clearly responsible for more of

the best art of the past in England than painting and sculpture,

that is largely due to the fact that architecture is rarely in danger

oflosing its ties with practical needs.

Examples ofthe rational side in England have been given from

all periods. The irrational is rarer. It rises to a first climax in the

seventh and eighth centuries, to a second in the Decorated style of

1300, it contributes much to the Picturesque and something to

Hogarth as well as Gainsborough. It reaches a new climax in

Blake and the late style ofTurner, and ebbs off"withJohn Martin

and Danby and the Pre-Raphaelites, to rise once more in the

aesthetic movement ofthe eighties.

But the case of the Pre-Raphaelites shows at once that the two

classes are not separable. The Pre-Raphaelites belong to both,

their hankering after truth to nature and after the edifying story

links them, as has been shown, to the rational, narrative side.

Similarly the Picturesque belongs as much to the side of fantasy

as to the side ofintelligently understood function.

If the irrational is quantitatively weaker in the visual arts of

England than the rational, that is not so, if in English art, one

includes poetry and oratory, Milton and Wesley and much else.

And even in matters connected with the visual arts it is perhaps
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not too much to say that sudden genius, though perhaps odd
genius, is more Ukely to appear in England in the realm offantasy

and the irrational (or unreasonable) than on the opposite side.

So far the two categories ofEnglish qualities have been regarded

as permanent, though appearing in alternation. But it has been

stressed several times that national qualities are far from per-

manent. There occur every now and then cultural changes,

changes ofheart and mind, which go so deep that they may bury

certain qualities for ever or for a long time and beget new ones. In

art such a change is supposed to have taken place at the time of

the Reformation, with the result that fine art went under for two

hundred years. But, though both lack of demand for certain

types of painting and sculpture and protestantism as such cer-

tainly had their effects, the change actually began long before the

Reformation. John Siferwas and Herman Scheerre, the leading

illuminators about 1 400^ were German or from the Netherlands

and the best of the masters of the Carmelite Missal has been

shown to have come from Holland.^ So the Perpendicular style

as such was perhaps a sign ofa weakening ofthe truly plastic and
painterly qualities in indigenous English art, a sign indeed ofthat

movement which predisposed England for the Reformation. And
whereas in France the age of the Reformation brought an

understanding ofthe Italian Renaissance and an openness to the

adaptation of Renaissance discoveries to French requirements,

England remained essentially unconvinced by the Renaissance

right through the sixteenth century, because the greatest of the

Italian discoveries had been the body and the possibility of

swelling anthropomorphic forms in architecture. Of that the

Elizabethans had little notion. The great strength of their

architecture is in the line ofPerpendicular descent.

The Perpendicular was the first great break in the develop-

ment of English art. Sculpture never fully recovered. Painting

took over three hundred years. Decoration of a freshness and
richness such as the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries

had known returned only with Grinling Gibbons and the crafts-

men of Kent's time. Architecture was less affected, and no one

would deny the qualities ofimagination and fantasy, of richness

andjoy in King's College Chapel at Cambridge.

The next break was Puritanism and the Commonwealth. But

curiously enough it is little reflected in art and architecture.

Admittedly it took the innovations of Inigo Jones nearly fifty
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years to become acclimatized. But there is no evidence that, with-

out the Civil War, it would have taken less. Pratt and May, and

John Webb follow InigoJones in an unbroken succession. Nor is

there a hiatus between them and Wren, between Wren and
Hawksmoor or Vanbrugh, between Vanburgh and Kent.

Indeed the next major break in English cultural and aesthetic

development happened only in the years between 1 840 and 1 860.

It is less universally recognized, because unconnected with any

revolution. Yet it is the break which made the England of today

out of an England in many ways staggeringly alien to ours. It

cannot be the task ofa book such as this to describe the changes in

all fields or even sufficiently comprehensively in some. An
Impressionist technique may here be permitted.

The most interesting witness ofEnglish life about 1 850 is Ralph
Waldo Emerson. ' He was an immoderate admirer ofthings Eng-

lish. 'England,' he says, 'is the best ofactual nations'.^ She has 'in

the last century . . . stamped the knowledge, activity and power
of mankind with its impress'. Every nation is 'aiming to be Eng-

lish'.^ 'The stability of England is the security of the world'. ^"

Emerson's shrewdness is beyond doubt. Time and again, it will

be seen, he picks out traits which seem eternally typical of the

English, and which have therefore found their various places

in this book. There is no better summing-up of its arguments

than in his words. 'The practical commonsense of modern
society ... is the natural genius ofthe British mind'.^^ 'The bias of

the nation is a passion for utility'. ^^ 'The English mind turns

every abstraction it can receive into a portable utensil' ^^ 'The

Englishman has acute perceptions', but 'shrinks from generali-

zation'.^* He has a firm 'beliefin the existence oftwo sides'^^ and
'a supreme eye to facts'. But the logic ofEnglishmen is a logic that

'brings salt to soup . . . oar to boat. Their mind is not dazzled by
its own means, but locked and bolted to results'. ^^ 'They have

difficulty in bringing their reason to act, and on all occasions use

their memory first'. ^' There is, in 'this all-preserving island' ^^ 'a

dreg of inertia which resists reform in every shape'. ^^ 'Every one

of the islanders is an island himself, safe, tranquil, incommuni-

cable'. He is 'never betrayed into any curiosity or unbecoming
emotion'. 20 'Inspiration' to him 'is only some blowpipe or a fine

mechanical aid'.^^ 'The religion of England is part of good-

breeding'. 22 'The Bishop is elected by the Dean and Prebends of

the cathedral. The Queen sends these gentlemen a conge d'elire—
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but also sends them the name of the person whom they are to

elect. They go into the cathedral, chant and pray, and beseech

the Holy Ghost to assist them in their choice; and, after these

invocations, invariably find that the dictates of the Holy Ghost

agree with the recommendations of the Queen'. ^^ Finally the

other side, the side which, as we have seen is least reflected in art:

'They box, run, shoot, ride, row, and sail from pole to pole'.^*

They 'pound each other to a poultice' then 'shake hands and be

friends for the remainder of their lives'. ^s 'They have sound

bodies and supreme endurance'. ^^

So far so good. But Emerson is surprisingly unconvincing in a

number of other points, and it is them that we have to study to

recognize the break in the national character which occurred

about the middle ofthe nineteenth century.

'The nation is accustomed to the instantaneous creation of

wealth', and 'there is no country in which so absolute a homage
is paid to wealth'. ^'^ That sounds American to us rather than

English, and it is indeed odd to read an American a hundred
years ago attributing to England so much that is now American.

The English 'gather and protect works of art, dragged . . . from

revolutionary countries, and brought hither out of all the

world'. 2^ The English university, and that was Oxford, Cam-
bridge and London only, compares with the American like 'the

steam hammer with the music-box'. ^^ 'An Englishman labours

three times as many hours in the course of the year, as any other

European' .

'Everything in England is at a quick pace' .
^

°

Surely that has changed. And side by side with this change, if

Emerson is right, there must have taken place another, embrac-

ing the whole ofthe national character. 'The Englishman', writes

Emerson, 'speaks with all his body'. He is 'loud and pungent in

his expressions of impatience'. 'His vivacity betrays itself at all

points'. ^^ He 'will not have to do with a man with a mask'.^^ jjg

has 'a ringing cheerful voice', ^^ and 'the habit of brag runs

through all classes'.^* Finally: 'The English uncultured are a

brutal nation'. 2^

Noisy cheer and brutality are not qualities that present them-

selves as English to the visitor today. Yet Mr. Kitson Clark has

recently shown how histrionic and hysterical public speaking

still was in England about 1830-50.^^ Dr. Radzinovicz has

shown how cruel and barbaric the law was, how widely delight

in watching executions had survived.^' Laurence and Barbara
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Hammond have shown the miseries of children's lives in

factories and the cruelty of the existence of climbing boys (still

in the sixties),'^ the flogging headmasters of the same decades

are well enough known (but soldiers with bayonets had to be
called in at Winchester in 1818 to deal with rioting boys), and
equally well known is the callous disregard for dignity and
cleanliness in some of the cathedrals. At St. Albans a public

lane ran across the chancel, and the Lady Chapel was used as a

school. Of St. Paul's, Sydney Smith wrote that its 'most con-

spicuous features . . . were its vast emptiness and its encompass-

ing dirt'.^^ Another architectural illustration of the mood of

before 1840 is the corrupt, if aesthetically successful way in

whichJohn Nash, the Surveyor General, leased land himself, at

his own (high) valuation to carry through Regent Street, especi-

ally the Quadrant, and also the collateral end of the Regent's

Canal north of Regent's Park. He built the houses in the Quad-
rant himself or lent the money for building them to nominal

owners who were at the same time the tradesmen: bricklayer,

plumber, glazier, and so on. They thus gave their work free for

each other's houses and for Nash. Mr. Summerson calls it a

transaction of 'almost incredible intricacy', and the chief archi-

tect to the Ministry of Works today would find it inadvisable to

embark on it.*"

Ofthe mid-nineteenth-century change itselfand England after

the change scarcely anything need here be said. Both are admir-

ably treated in Mr. G. M. Young's Portrait ofan Age. ^^ The reform

acted from the apex of society downwards: a royal couple,

genuinely fond of one another and leading an impeccably res-

pectable married life, a prince consort intelligent, highly

educated, industrious and conscientious, a new ideal of decency,

fair play, high mindedness and gentlemanliness grafted on to the

old, often all but moribund, public schools and established in the

many new ones, and—in our field—a new ideal ofmorality in art

preached powerfully and verbosely by Ruskin.*^ It has been

shown that in Ruskin's preaching an older English quality recurs,

and much ofthe ideal ofDr. Arnold can be traced back to earlier

strata of national character.*^ Yet the years about 1850 were a

new rally of all these forces—and so the England ofHogarth with

its punch and its noise and the England ofthe Industrial Revolu-

tion with its drive and its brutality vanished—or at least vanished

from the surface. For the civilizing but at the same time some-
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what devitalizing changes of about 1850 were not equally

effective in all classes. The dictates of court and public school

were not universally obeyed by the so-called lower classees, the

classes indeed which Hogarth knew, which Gainsborough

idealized, and which for Reynolds did not exist. These classes in

England have kept more boisterous and in that respect more
'continental' to this day. The March to Finchley is internationally

more understandable than Burne-Jones's Golden Stairs.

Roger Fry calls the change of the mid-nineteenth century 'a

tragic change' towards 'Philistinism, Puritanism, and gross

sentimentality'.^* However, in his finaljudgment on English art

as 'a minor school', a judgment quoted before,*^ he is far too

much guided by this experience of the decline of painting in the

last hundred years. But English art is not only art from Hogarth

onwards nor is it only painting. If one includes architecture,

design and planning, and if one includes the Middle Ages, the

significance of the English contribution to European art grows

considerably.

England was far ahead of the rest ofEurope at the time of the

Venerable Bede, in illumination as well as the sculpture of the

High Crosses. The art and civilization of Charlemagne's court

accepted inspiration from Britain, both in learning and in art.

Norman architecture in England was if not ahead certainly not

behind the principal French schools, either aesthetically or

structurally. In the creation of Gothic structure Royal

France received its greatest stimulus, even ifan indirect stimulus,

from Durham. The Early English style of the thirteenth century

was very different from the French High Gothic, but aesthetically

at least in its best works, such as Lincoln, not inferior. English

Decorated architecture ofabout 1300 was far more brilliant than

any contemporary architecture anywhere else and English illu-

mination of the same time at least as fine as any anywhere else.

English Perpendicular architecture was an eminently original

and telling creation, and Elizabethan architecture also was as

original and as telling as that of France, the Netherlands and
Germany.
And so it goes on to the school of English portrait painting of

the eighteenth century, as a school not matched in any other

country, to the immense international influence of Palladianism,

the Picturesque garden, Robert Adam and Wedgwood, to the

equally all-embracing influence of English iron construction, to
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the great art of landscape painting in the early nineteenth cen-

tury and its influence on France, and to William Morris, the so-

called Domestic Revival of the Late Victorian decades, and the

idea of the garden city. It is a contribution not to be spurned

even from the most cosmopolitan stand-point.

On the strength of it, can we now venture answers to the two
questions asked in the introductory chapter to this book: Is Eng-

land a visual nation? Has she been visual, but is no longer? She
certainly has been; of that there can no longer be any question.

Is she? Once again: England has no Michelangelo, no Rem-
brandt, nor a Diirer or Griinewald, a Greco or Velasquez. These

greatest personalities in European art all belonged to the last

four hundred years, the years of the Reformation and after the

Reformation, though the cases of Diirer and Rembrandt (and

many others) show sufficiently that individual genius can

flourish in reformed, as vigorously as in unreformed, countries.

But in England it did not. That in my opinion is due to the

growing importance in the national character of practical sense,

of reason, and also of tolerance. What English character gained

of tolerance and fair play, she lost of that fanaticism or at least

that intensity which alone can bring forth the very greatest in art.

Revolutions of the imagination, we have seen, have occurred.

Blake's was a fanatic one, William Morris's a more successful one,

because conducted in the field of design and linked up with

domestic comfort and good sense. Urban planning today is

another spearhead of imagination. And there is Mr. Henry
Moore. So we can live in hope. But there is also the danger of

timidity and inertia and of the unquestioning faith in the

majority vote.

However, emotional states such as hope and danger have noth-

ing to do with the mood in which this book was conceived and
written.
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i849j Leatherhead in 1851, Epsom in one seen him returning from a vic-

1853, Wellington in 1856, Beaumont tory, he would have by his silence

in 1 86 1, Clifton in 1862, Cranleigh suspected that he had lost the day;

in 1863, Malvern in 1865, Eastbourne and had he beheld him in retreat, he

in 1867, Bishop's Stortford in 1868. would have considered him a conquer-

That makes sixteen in twenty-eight or by the cheerfulness of his spirit'.

years. ** Reflections, op. cit., p. 90.
*^ Emerson quotes this from Fuller's *^ Ibid., p. 23.
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